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CHAPTER V 

'BALA.i.~CED EXCH1'.NGE' IN LOCAL RESOURCE . MA~AGEMENT 

The analysis in the preceding chapter identified 

qalosb.l 'balanced exchange' as a distinct form of transfer 

and showed its importance as a means of acquiring a wide range 

of goods. Pursuing my analysis of this particular form of ex

change, I shall now examine its internal organization and probe 

into the basis on which Uma managers decide to channel their 

goods into 'balanced exchange'. I shall then consider inter

relationships between the people's unders~an<ling of this 

balanced form of exchange and their ideas of and for other 

economic operations and processes, and proceed to assess the 

place of qalosb.l 'balanced exchange' in household management. 

The discussions presented in the preceding chapters provide the 

necessary background for the analyses to be presented below. 

The first section of this chapter is an analysis of 

the structure and organization of qalosb.l~ I shall show that 

we can explain the continuous operation of qalosb.l 'balanced 

exchange' only in reference to the people's perceptions and 

evaluations of their utilization needs, the available means to 

meet their needs, and the opportu.~ities and limitations asso

ciated with production as \·1ell as with transfer activities. 

In the second second section, I shall investigate the per

ceived n_eec:?.s and des ired ends and the ways in which these shape 
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the the people's evaluations of resource management toward 

accumulation and dispensation. Drawing the pertinent in

formation from the discussions previously presented on pro

duction operations and transfer processes, I will also examine 

the culturally appropriate ways of achieving accumulation on 

the one hand, and, on the other, the competing demands which 

impede the accumulation that are placed on household re

sources. The most outstanding claim on the resources derives 

from the necessity of dispensing them in the form of ganu 

'prescribed livestock slaughter'. Hence, the third section of 

this chapter is devoted to an analysis of this practice and 

how it fundamentally affects the people's scheme of resource 

management and their perception of the role of qalosb.l 1 bal

anced exchange' in their economic strategy. In the following 

section, I shall explore·. the specific ways in which the 

people's understanding of qalosb.l is interrelated with the rest 

of their economic concepts. Finally, in the last section of 

the chapter, I shall formulate the people's view of successfcl 

resource management and summarize the place of qalosb.l 

'balanced exchange' within it. 

Folk Model of 'Balanced Exchange' 

Our previous analysis established qalosb.l as distinct 

from all other forms of transfer. It is a contractually 

reciprocal title transfer always based on advance agreement 

between two transacting parties on the kinds of and amounts of 

goods to be exchanged. Ideally, the two transactors exchange 
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goods of equivalent values simultaneously. All private proper

ty can be transacted -- except for the special category of 

unexchangeables I previously specified. 

These basic characteristics are, however, not suf

ficient for us to grasp what considerations Uma residents 

take into account in planning and participating in qalosb.l 

'balanced exchange'. It is necessary for us to understand the 

"folk model," that is, the patterned conceptual schemata 

with which the people order the particular form of title 

transfer called qalosb.l. An understanding of the folk model 

will enable us to examine net advantages and disadvantages 

weighed by the local actors in deciding to deploy their goods 

in 'balanced exchange'. Therefore, we would like to know 

what conceptual distinctions they may make among different 

instances of 'balanced exchange', what amounts and kinds of 

goods they consider interchangeable, and what rules they hold 

for participating in 'exchange'. I shall begin my inquiry 

into these subjects by exa...~ining distinct subcategories with

in the lexical domain of qalosb.l. 

Lexical Domain of 'Exchange' 

In addition to the defining attributes of qalos, 1 ---o. 
'balanced replacement by exchange' already discussed, there is 

other lexical evidence for the distinctiveness of the domain, 

qalosb. l. The evidence includes referential terms used for 

transacting parties a.."1.d those for acts of transaction. For 
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example, one of the two p~rties to transaction in qalosb.l is 

referred to as mayinalos 'a person who first consents to 

exchange' and the other as ma5los 'a person who accepts an 

offer and participates in exchange'. These designations apply 

only to a pair of transactors in qalosb.l. They apply neither 

to the parties to qalosa 'balanced replacement in compensa

tion', nor to those concerned with the general case of qalos 

in the sense of 'balanced replacement' -- such as qalos di 

gawat 'balanced replacement of consumables loan' which I 

commented on earlier. 

Within the domain of qalosb.l' there are ten named 

subcategories which contrast at the terminal level. The 

list below shows these subcategories as well as the ones 

contrasting at intermediate levels. Indentations indicate 

hierarchical relations from the general to the specific, and 

the same column alignment indicates coordinate relations. 
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I 

it 

qalosb.l 'balanced replacement by exchange, exchange' 

rp.na 1 a. 'iritercategory exchange' 

palak 1 a. 

silugray 

_p_a_la_k_. 2 a. 

bala?)it 

saniw 

sannot 

sukrnun 

13ina 2 ----r::1a. 

'sale of valued estate, ~ale of 
highly-valued property' 

'specified sale of valued estate, 
specified sale of high-valued 
property' 

'unspecified sale of valued estate, 
unspecified sale of highly 
valued property' 

'lumber exchange' 

'sugarcane wine exchange' 

'sweet-potato exchange' 

'rice purchase' 

'unspecified intercategory exchange' 

qalosb. 2 'intracategory exchange' 

sodwal 'one-for-one livestock exchange' 

sa~sa9 'one-for-many livestock exchange' 

qalosb. 3 'unspecified intracategory exchange' 

Relations between categories of goods exchanged dis

tinguish :ginaa.l from qalosb_ 2 • The former refers to exchange 

between different categories -- such as an exchange of nuwa~ 1 -----a .. 
'water buffalo' for payaw 'rice-fields', or bayas 2 'local 

sugarcane wine' for balok 2 'mature pigs'. The latter refers ---a. 
to exchange within a single category (by cultural criteria) 

such as an exchange of one kind of muyu9 'dried beans' for 

another }~ind of bean, or one kind of qayar:1 'livestock' for 

another .kind of livestock. 
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Alosb. 2 'intracategory exchange'. The deployment 

of qayam 'livestock' in exchange distinguishes the two marked 

subcategories of qalosb. 2 'intracategory exchange' from the 

unmarked one, qalosb. 3 'unspecified intracategory exchange'. 

Sodwal refers to an exchange of one·· head of livestock for 

another head of the same or some other kind of livestock -

such as an exchange of a paqina 'bitch' for a pusu 'shoat', or 

a mamlasa9 'pullet' for a magasolog 'cockerel'. In contrast, 

sa~sa9 designates an exchange of one head of livestock for more 

than one head of the same or a different kind of livestock 

such as an exchange of one 'young sow' (piddala) for four 

'shoats' (pusu), or one 'weaned puppy' (masnad) for two 'pul

let' (mamalasa~). 

Ngina 1 'intercategory exchange'. a. The dominant dir:1en-

sion of contrast which distinguished the subcategories of 

~ina 1 'intercategory exchange' is the kinds of goods exchanged. a. 

In every exchange, at least one of the two sets of goods which 

changes hands is predetermined. There are three logically 

contrasting situations in which an exchange can occur. First, 

a person seeks to relinouish a specific kind of goods at his 

disposal in exchange for some other kinds of goods which are 

yet unspecified. Second, a person seeks to acquire a parti

cular kind of goods in exchange of some goods at his disposal. 

Third, a person seeks to acquire (or relinquish) a particular 

good in exchange for another particular kind of goods. The 

third is uncommon in Una because of the functions of certain 

goods as coI:1..mon media of excha11ge, which I shall discuss short

ly. Categories of the particular goods whose acquisition or 
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disposition is the cause for an exchange distinguish the sub

categories of l)Inaa.l from one another -- except for the un

marked subcategory l)ina 2 'unspecified intercategory ex-a. 

change'. Thus, as indicated by the English labels of ex-

change categories in the list above, saniw refers to an exchange 

in which a person's desire to acquire~ dispose of bayas 2 

'local sugarcane wine' gives rise to a transaction. Should 

'local sugarcane wine' be incidentally used in an exchange, 

the transaction is not saniw. 

The goods defining the category of palaka.l are those 

which constitute the nucleus of binaknag 'wealth' I examined 

earlier. They are restricted to the following five property 

categories which are part of the "trans-generational assets" in 

Uma: qodon 'heirlooms', baloy 'house', Eayaw 'inundated rice 

fields', gala:p 'rice granary', and pita 'privately held land'. 

Moreover, an item of these categories belongs to the pivotal 

portion of 'wealth' only when its potog 'customary value' is 

greater than qosan nuwa5c 'one water buffalo'. These goods, 

which we have thus far discussed as "valued trans-generational 

assets" or "valued estate~" are also known as miplak (that which 

is qualified for palak) because they and they alone are subject 

to the exchange category called oalak. 

There are two specific kinds of palak 1 : silu9Jay and ----a. 
oalak 2 • In the forr.ter, goods used in an exchange for a given a. 

category of valued estate include an item of the sa~e categorJ 

of valued estate. An exchange of a small 'rice-field' plus 

other goods £or a large 'rice-field' is an example of silu91ay. 
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In contrast, palaka. 2 applies to an exchange in which goods 

deployed in purchase of a particular kind of valued estate 

are different in kind. 

Goods defining 'exchange' categories. That cer-

tain goods serve as the primary basis for defining termi

nologically distinct subcategories of 'exchange' indicates the 

local significance of those goods. Earlier in this study we 

noted the importance assigned to "valued estate," the unique 

role of livestock and sugarcane wine in supra-household con

sumption, and the basic nature of rice as the staple grain. 

Sweet-potatoes were once the necessary substitute for rice (as 

they still are in other Kani99:a speaking regions). The lexi

cally distinguished category, sannot 'sweet-potato exchange', 

I believe, reflects the significance in the past of this root 

crop. The same may, to some degree, apply to bala~it 'lumber 

exchange'. People continue to regard trade in lumber as im

portant although it seems to have occupied a more commanding 

place in the society's economy in the past when rice cultiva

tion in 'inundated fields' was less dominant than it is today. 

Palaka.l 'sale of valued estate', sukmun 'rice purchase', 

and sa~sa~ 'o~e-for-rnany livestock exchange'. Independent of 

the defining features, a special attribute separates three of 

the 'exchange' categories from the others. The three categories 

are: palak 1 'sale of valued estate', su~mun 'rice purchase', a. 

and sa~sa; 'one-for-r:iany livestock exchange'. Moral judgment 

is associated with each of them, emphatically with the first 

two and mildly with the last. It is disgraceful to dispose of 
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valued property in palaka.l and shameful to resort to sukmun 

in order to acquire rice. To exchange through sa~sa~ one 

large animal for multiple small animals is undesirable. 

There is a corresponding lexical feature distin

guishing the three categories from the others. A reciprocal 

term for an 'exchange' act is formed for all other categories 

by adding a prefix s!_ to respective 'exchange' designations. 

For instance, "qisaniw" (qi+ saniw) refers both to the dis

posal of bayas 2 'local sugarcane wine' in exchange for some

thing else and to the acquisition of wine for other goods. 

Thus, one may say "qisaniwku bayasku 'I give my bayas in ex

change;!? as well as "qisaniwku balokku 'I give my pig in ex-

change for bayas'. • The expression, "qisaniwku," by itself 

does not state whether I dispose of or acquire the wine in 

exchange. In contrast, "qiplak" (gi + palak), refers only to 

the act of relinquishing valued estate and cannot be used to 

designate the act of its acquisition. Similarly, "qisukmun" 

only means acquisition of rice, a~d never its disposal. Sa~sa9 

refers to an act of exchanging one head of livestock for more 

than one head of livestock, and not vice versa. 

The moral judgment prominently expressed and lexi

cally collaborated in association with the three categories 

is part of the desirable direction of exchange, which is one 

main aspect of the folk nodel of aalosb.l •• This as~ 

pect requires a close analysis, which I shall return to after 

an inquiry into interchangeability a~ong goods. 
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Equivalence and Interchangeability 

Turning to an analysis of local standards for in

terchangeability among goods, I must focus on two basic prob

lems: (a) the means by which equivalence between goods is 

established; and (b) the ways in which interchangeability 

between goods is organized. 

There is neither a unitary system for measuring values 

of goods, which may be called "the uniform standard of value," 

nor a unitary form of goods which serves as nthe common medium 

of exchange.n Nevertheless, the process of 'balanced exchange' 

in Oma is facilitated both (1) by workably interrelated mul

tiple measures by which varying amounts of different kinds of 

goods are placed on a scale of equivalence, and (2) by the use 

of several goods as multiple media of exchange. 

I shall examine below, first, the two conceptual frame

works essential for people to consider equivalence between 

goods: (1) the ways in which people form quantifiable units 

of goods and (2) the system they use in expressing the values 

of goods in reference to those units. Then, I will proceed to 

analyze local standards for deternining the values of goods, 

by identifying the underlying multiple standards of evaluation. 

Finally, I shall exa~ine the degrees to which and the manners 

in which different goods are perceived as interchangeable. 
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Common Measures of Value 

People in Uma assess and determine equivalence between 

different kinds of goods by practical numerical application 

as well as by abstract numerical manipulation: namely, sys

tems of counting and measuring goods on the one hand, and, on 

the other, systems of measuring and accounting values. 

Units of Goods 

Bundled rice measure and dry measure, presented in the 

appendix, illustrate the systematic means by which people can 

measure amounts of certain goods when quantification is locally 

significant. In reference to the systems of number and amount, 

people assess and compare the nu."!lbers and amounts of goods, 

evaluate equivalence between different kinds of goods, and 

transact in varying arnou.~ts. However, it is not in just any 

unit quantity that goods of a given category may be assessed 

for their exchange value or accepted as an object of 'balanced 

exchange'. There are customary units into which people orga

nize various goods in order to subject t.~em to various manipu

lations. It is in reference to the conventionally established 

basic units of 'exchange' that people discuss values of par

ticular goods. I refer to such units as "basic exchange units." 

The basic exchange unit is established for each cate

gory of exchangeable goods by the following four cultural 

criteria: (a) practicability for norrnal uses of respective 

goods in the society, (b) applicability of fairly standardiz~d 

units of measure, (c) capacity of bearing a value which is readily 
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represented by what available value units and their multiples 

can express, and (d) efficiency of providing the unit value 

from which to assess with ease the exchange value of commonly 

transacted amounts. The first of these was discussed earlier 

in our analysis of the minimum transfer units. The minimu..~ 

amount of a particular good which may be deployed in 'balanced 

exchange' (qalosb.l) must meet the second criterion in.ad

dition to the first. Thus, the minimum units of goods which 

may cha."lge hands through other fonns of transfer. may be 

smaller than the minimum quantities of goods that may be trans-

ferred by 'balanced exchange' which I refer to as the II • • minimum 

exchange units." The basic exchange units of different goods 

may be the same as or greater than the minimum exchange units 

of respective goods depending upon whether or not the latter 

units meet the last two of the four criteria stated above. 

With certain goods, the minimum exchange units are in

dividual "category tokens" which I previously described. For 

example, a baloy 'house' is a category token and at the same 

time the minimum excha.,ge unit. In contrast, there are other 

goods, such as pagoy 'unhusked rice', katina 'sweet potatoes' 

and rnuyu~ 'dried beans', whose minimum exchange unit comprises 

an aggregate of nultiple category tokens. I refer to the for

mer type of goods as "unitary," and the latter type of goods 

"nonunitar.1. 111 :-ion unitary goods require external uni ts of 

measure to form minimum exchange units. 

Systems of measure essential to the minimum exchange 

units of no~u..,itary goods include dry measure 1 liquid measure, 
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and bundle measure. Of several forms of bundle measure, 

bundled rice measure is most systematically organized and ap

plied to locally harvested and unthreshed rice stored in bun

dled forms. Botok is the minimum unit of bundled rice measure 

and it is the minimum transfer unit of pagoy 'bundled rice'. 

However, the minimum exchange unit of 'bundled rice' is q1ti13, 

the next larger unit. Variation in grain quantities is less 

among bundles in the 9Tti13 units than among those in the botok 

units. Controlled variability is one of several factors which 

favor qTti:g over botok as the minimum exchange unit. Home

pounded rice is measured by units of dry measure, and its mini

mum exchange unit is dupas. Dry measure and bundled rice meas

ure are presented in Appendix I, since they are especially im

portant to exchange activities in the society and consequently 

to this study. The basic exchange units may be greater than the 

minimum exchange units because the basic units must meet addi

tional criteria. In such cases, the basic exchange unit of a 

particular good is formed by multiples of the minimum exchange 

unit of that good. For instance, the basic exchange unit of 

'mongo beans' is three dupas, instead of one dupas. This is in 

part due to the fact that the beans are evaluated by the 'pounded 

rice value measure'. The unit of least value of the value 

measure is dupa~, and no value smaller than this can be expressed 

in fractions of dupas. Therefore, the basic exchange unit of 

the beans cannot be smaller than three dupas when the value 

ratio of the beans to 'home-pounded rice' is 3 to 4. 

What constitutes the basic exchange units of various 

kinds of goods has important implications for the analysis of 
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Uma valuation. Interpretations of greater or lesser values 

of different goods are meaningful only when one understands 

the units of goods in reference to which the values of the 

goods are assessed and quoted. I will show in the following 

section on valuation and value spheres how the use of certain 

measures of value in evaluation of basic exchange units mani

fests significant groupings of "cornmodities." 2 

Units of value measure 

By units of value measure, I refer to those accou..-it

ing units in terms of which people fairly regularly measure 

and express the values of goods and services (cf. 1-lelitz 1970; 

Mintz 1961). Parties to the tra~saction compare equivalents of 

various goods which the multiples of these u.~its represent. 

There are four systems of value measure which provide 

Uma residents with a substantial number and variety of units to 

express the values of goods. The four value measures are: 

(1) 'cash' {pinalc) system, 

(2) 'hone-pounded rice' (binavu) system. 

(3) 'bundled rice' {pagoy) system, and 

( 4) 'livestock" (cravan) system. 

The fourth, 'livestock' (qaya'"'.l.) system, has two subsyster:1s: 

'water buffalo' (nuwa9) subsystem and 'chicken' (rnanuk) sub-

systen. These a...-id one other value measure, 'rice-field' {paya,:1) 

system, make u? the major systems of value measure in the 

society. The last O?e~ates only in relatio~ to such special. 

(dusa 1 ) and will be exclu2~d --a. 
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from the present analysis. Each of the four systems of value 

measure plus two subsystems of the 'livestock' system is 

described in Appendix III. For potential transfer of goods 

by qalosb.l 'balanced exchange', the customary quotation of 

unit value is given by applying one or more of the four value 

measures to the basic exchange units of those goods. 

Systems of value measure indispensable in establishing 

balanced equivalanece for qalosb.l are each structured after 

the idealized quantities and qualities of four categories of 

goods: pinak-'cash', binayu 'home-pounded rice', pagoy 'bun

dled rice', and qayam 'livestock'. I refer to these categories 

of goods as "value goods." Although the particular goods of 

these categories also function both as media of excha..~ge and 

as cornnodities. However, commodity-based units of value 

measure are distinct from media of exchange; and value state

ments given in terns of those units are different from nu.~eri

cal statements of the value goods as commodities. The function 

of each needs to be separately understood for a proper under

standing of people's exchange activities. 

Several comments must be made on certain aspects of 

the value measures because of their implications both for the 

ensuing analyses of value deternination and the later examina

tion of the prominent characteristics of qalosb.l 'balanced 

excha..,ge'. They concern: {1) limited direct comparability of 

different values expressed in each system of value rneasurey 

(2) relationships be~wee:!:1 different neasures, ~'"1d { 3) attri-

butes unique to the 'livestock' systen. 
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Within a given system, a cognitive equivalent does not 

exist for each unit in terms of every other unit; nor does a 

single unit provide cognitive equivalents for all other units. 

Typically, the equivalent of each nonrninimal unit of a given 

system is either the multiple(s} of one or two adjacent, 

though not necessarily immediately adjacent, units of smaller 

value, or the sum of such multiples. The unit of greatest 

value cannot be directly collated with the unit of least value 

in a given system -- except for the 'home-pounded rice' system 

in which there are only two units. In order to convert value 

expressed in one unit into value expressed in terms of another 

unit, the cognitive equivalent of each intervening unit must 

be applied as a substitution rule in a step by step conversion 

{see Appendix III). Hence, distant values expressed in a 

given system cannot always be immediately compared. This is in 

sharp contrast with an accounting system such as that of the 

United States, wherein multiples and fractions of a single basic 

unit, the dollar, serve to express all magnitudes of value a.ad 

facilitate immediate comparison between the values of any mag-

. d 3 n1.tu e. 

A few interrelated consequences follow. (a} In attri-

buting a particular value to the basic exchange unit of goods, 

people usually employ only one or two adjacent value measure 

units. Exceptionally in the 'livestock' system, the maximum 

of three value measure units rnay be employed for quoting ex-

change unit value. {b) In expressing a particulir value, the 

greater t::ie value represented by the maxir:al unit enployed, the 
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greater the distance between that value and the values con

sidered as adjacent, i.e., as the magnitude of value in

creases, the intervals between conceptualized adjacent points 

also become greater. Even in terms of the 'cash' system, 

therefore, the next smallest value after "5 salapi E!-2.50)" 

is usually "2 pis us (liP2. 0 0) • " Occasionally "2 pi sus and 1 

bintil) (?2. 25)" may occur, but never such a value as -.2. 45 or 

(c) In determining the value of an object, comparative 

assessment in relation to the known value of another object is 

not necessarily a factor, unless both values are expressed in 

comparable units -- even if two given objects may be of the 

same category. For example, an ordinary 'rice granary' (qala~) 

is typically valued as "one nuwa~c·" A granary of the poorest 

quality may be evaluated as "one manuk " . b. Assessing the mag-

nitude of difference between the two values as 125:1 is irrel

evant to the determination of either value. 

Turning now to relationships between different systems, 

we nust observe (a) the absence of intercollation between 

values expressed in separate systems, and (b) separate though 

overlapping ranges of va.lue represented by different systens. 

Because no cor.unon denominator operates to establish 

equivalence between units of different systems, values expressed 

in one system are not imnediately comparable with values in 

terns of another system. If certain goods are customarily 

evaluated by one syster:1 and certain other goods by another 

system, then t.~e values of the two sets of goods nay not be 

compared directly. i·:hen t:ie value of a good is quoted in t•,.,;o 

separate systeres, the interpretation of the two prices may not 
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be simple. As will be shown, this feature introduces into 

Uma value attribution the kind of flexibility which would 

hardly_be possible if values expressed in all systems were 

directly comparable. 

For the purpose of our analyses, the unitary value 

scale is adopted specifically to circumvent the difficulties 

of comparing the values of all goods in the society. The use 

of such a scale necessarily falls short of expressing multi

dimensionally structured values which only local value units 

can represent when operating in their natural contexts. Even 

the magnitudes of value numerically stated in terms of the 

adopted scale are often only approximations of the values ex

pressed by local units themselves. Nevertheless, our unitary 

scale enables us to make certain comparisons which would not be 

possible without it. As examined by this scale, four systems 

of value measure are found to represent partially overlapping, 

separate ranges of value (see Fig. 13). The 'cash" (pinak) 

system serves to represent the exchange value of approximately 

"0. 2 qi tit} "' 2 dalan"; 'home-pounded rice' (binayu) system 

"0. 4 qTtil) "' 4 gTtiri'; 'bundled rice' (pagoy) system "1 gTtit) 

"' 9 quyon"; and 'livestock' (qayam) system "4 qiti:g "' 70 

quyon." These systems also vary in their capacity to express 

minor discriminations in value. Thus, each system is not 

equal to every other system in its suitability for measuring 

a certain range of value. 

Special attributes of the 'livestock' system include: 

(a) capacity to represent ranges of value rather than exact 
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points on a value scale; (b) quality of establishing ranking 

between different values without always specifying the dis-

tance between them; (c) flexibility in the employment of some 

units; and {d) provision for the two subsystems. The notable 

features of the 'livestock' system are the proximate nature 

of values represented by the units and the associated flex

ibility in value assignment in terms of these units. Marked 

by these features, the system is uniquely suited to evaluate 

those goods whose complex material attributes cannot be readily 

isolated and discriminated for precise assessment, and especially 

to represent the valuation of nonmaterial attributes such as 

prestige. 

I have remarked on the capacity of a 'livestock' unit 

and its multiples to identify values in either a broad or 

narrow range although I have shown interrelationships between 

units in terms of their focal value. For example, several heir

loom 'ceramic plates" (panay) in someone's possession may be 

assessed as "one piddalb." In contexts not associated with 

their potential transaction, none piddalb" stands for a range 

of value which is greater than none garnayanb" but less than 

"one nayasb." Within this broadest secondary range, the same 

designation, none piddalb," is likely to represent a more de

limited primary range in such contexts as assessing individual 

shares of inheritance among the children.- The primary range 

of the value, in terms of our unitary scale, is from about 

"9 dalan" to about "l quyon and 3 dalan." In contrast, the 

value none piddalb" agreed upon for a specific transaction of 

certain goods has a further narrowed refeYence, more or less 
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"l quyon." Goods which are evaluated as "one piddalb" in non

specific contexts, therefore, may or may not be given the 

same value for a particular transaction. 

The greater the magnitude o-f value involved, the greater 

the range of each value represented by 'livestock' value units. 

Thus, the multiples of the unit nuwa~c employed in general 

contexts of property assessment, serves primarily as an 

ordinal scale. The distance between two values, "six nuwa!)c" 

and "ten nuwa:s,c," is not precisely measurable although the two 

values are clearly ranked. The use of the nuwa5 'water buffalo' 

subsystem makes it possible to interpret each increment in the 

multiple of the unit nuwa~ and thereby to approximate a parti-
c 

cular range of value represented by any given multiple. But 

still no specific value is pinpointed. Negotiation and manip

ulation, therefore; constitute an important factor in arriving 

at the final specific valuation in any transaction. The impli

cations of these unique attributes of the 'livestock' system 

will be developed in the following sections. 

Valuation 

The preceding section has shown the mechanis~s which 

provide the basis for establishing equiva~ence between goods, 

first, by isolating the main customary units in which various 

goods are ordered for transaction or made the subject of price 

quotation, and second, by describing the common ~easures of 

value in terms of which the values of goods are neasured and 

e:-:prcssec. 1·le now turn to the subject of valuation: local 
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standards for determining equivalence between goods. On what 

basis do people evaluate and compare equivalents? With what 

knowledge and consideration do they assess and decide on the 

relative value of goods, which they can discriminate by means 

of the value measures? 

We focus on the criteria and factors which Uma resi

dents consider in interpreting the customary evaluations of 

various goods and in determining their particular values in 

particular situations. The analysis below does not attempt to 

account for the Uma scale of evaluation from a perspective ex

ternal to the people's knowledge and consideration. I will re

turn later to the subject of valuation from the point of view of 

the society's economy. 

In this section, I first survey three locally dis

tinguished concepts of value: ~in¾ 'exchange price', potog 

'customary value', and dayaw 'prestige value'. Second, I 

analyze the separate standards for valuing different goods in 

the society, by investigating the basis on which people attri

bute comparable values to separate sets of goods. This second 

analysis will clarify the relevance of 'customary value' and 

'prestige value' to the people's determination of actual 'ex

change price'. Furthermore, it will clear our way to proceed 

with our third a~alysis: the factors local residents consider 

in interpreting customary equivalents, and those used in ar

riving at actual equivalents in particular transactions. 

The subjects explored in this section ara vitally i~~ 

portant for an understanding of several themes which will be 
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developed later in this study. They include: {a) the locally 

appropriate forms of saving and investment; {b) the signifi

cance of prestige value in local material management; 

{c) the mechanisms facilitating transactions "advantageous" 

to one or both parties concerned; and (d) the central im

portance of livestock and rice to the process of balanced ex

change in the society. 

Value hierarchies 

In every transaction which meets the criteria of 'bal

anced exchange', the paired goods are necessarily 'equivalent' 

(mambatua) to each other. However, the paired goods which are 

equivalent in their actual :gin~ 'exchange price' may not al

ways be judged as equivalent in terms of their potog 'customry 

value' or of their ranking along the dayaw 'prestige value' 

scale. It is necessary at the outset to identify the concepts 

associated with !Ji.nab, potog, and dayaw in terms of which 

people conceptualize and discuss the value of goods. The in

terrelationships among these concepts as well as their signifi

cance to Uma valuation will be more fully developed in the sue-

ceeding discussions. 

NgI'nab 'exchange price'. The value of goods considered 

and discussed in the contexts specific to 'balanced exchange' 

(qalosb.l) is generally known as as gina. The term 9ina used 

in this sense is glossed as 'exchange price', and subscripted 

as ~in~ to be distinguished from !)inaa which labels exchange 

categories. The 'exc~a.~g~ price' of goods is generally expressed 
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in one or another system of value measure. However, with 

respect to a consummated transaction, the ~Inab of a given 

good may be stated both in terms of the particular amount 

~53 

and kind of goods paired in the transaction (unless it is a 

case of barter between goods of the same general category.) and 

in terms of the appropriate measure of value. 

Gatad is a marked form of l}i-nab. This term is applied 

exclusively to the 'exchange price' of those goods whose 

transaction constitutes palak 'the sale of valued estate', 

which always entails gift payment called suqul from a buyer's 

relatives to a seller's relatives. Gatad is glossed in this 

study as 'exchange price of valued estate'. 

The 'exchange price' actually obtained for a given good 

in particular transactions varies due to several factors, 

which will be discussed shortly. Each actually realized 'ex

change price' does not necessarily become widely known, and, 

under usual circumstances, is not long remembered. 

In determining and evaluating the actual 'exchange 

price' of goods in a specific transaction, the most important 

reference in people's consideration is the generally known cus

tomary equivalent of these goods. Most of the privately owned 

objects in the society have such equivalents, which are normally 

expressed in the common units of value measure. The generally 

quoted value of goods is this custo~4ry equivalent accepted for 

the basic exchange unit of respective goods. 

In the case of certain kinds of goods, their·custonary 

equivalents are also designated by the term !}inab. I refer 
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to this subsense of ;ginab as the 'customary exchange price' 

when it is necessary to distinguish it from the 'actual ex

change price• , another subsense of the term. For example, an 

earthen cooking pot of a certain size and quality in a given 

season may be widely recognized as costing "4 dupas• by the 

'pounded rice' standard. In a particular transaction, however, 

the price of the pot may be negotiated for and agreed upon as 

greater or less than "4 dupas." Both prices are locally refer

red to as the .r.j[nab of the pot, although in the former context 

~nab refers to the 'customary exchange price' and in the latter 

the 'actual exchange price'. 

Potog 'customary value'. In the case of certain other 

kinds of goods, a terminological distinction obtains between 

their customary equivalents and their actual equivalents. The 

customary equivalents of these goods are called potog, glossed 

as 'customary value', whereas the actual equivalents associated 

with a particular 'balanced exchange' are referred to as x:p.nab 

in the sense of 'actual exchange price', or, if applicable, 

more specifically as gatad 'excha~ge price of valued estate'. 

Goods for which the terminological discrimination is 

mandatory between their customary equivalents and their actual 

equivalents are: (1) those included in kuwa 2 which has been 

earlier introduced as 'trans-generational assets, or estate', 

(2) certain durable personal goods such as sinnun 'traditional 

cotton clothing' and qagoo~ 'arms' as well as special con

sumables such as bayas 2 'local sugarcane wine', and (3) livc-
,1 

stock. In relation to the major items of 'estate' (1 above) 
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whose customary equivalents are expressed in 'water buffalo' 

units, the use cf the term potog is obligatory in all con

texts of discourse about their value except for those di

rectly associated with a particular 'balanced exchange'. 

Thus, when one is merely inquiring about the sale value of 

those goods, one must refer to their potog 'customary value' 

rather than their 91nab 'customary exchange price' • However, 

in a similar inquiry with respect to the rest of the commodi

ties listed above, the use of the term potog, while customary, 

is not obligatory. 

In contrast, it is inappropriate to speak of potog in 

reference to the customary equivalents of such ordinary sub

sistence goods as 'pounded rice' and 'earthen cooking pots'. 

Their customary equivalents, which are widely known and gen

erally accepted as appropriate, are terminologically not dis

tinguished from their actual equivalents, which may deviate 

from the customary equivalents. As already noted above, the 

term t}in~ 'exchange price' designates both types of equiva

lents. 

"Customary value" known as potog is not only widely 

known but frequently discussed in public and, moreover, is 

comparatively stable through time. .... . 
In comparison, ~inab in 

the sense of 'customary exchange price' fluctuates in relation 

to such factors as supply-and-demand at particular times. 

The terminological distinction between potog and I)inab sug

gests the local significance of rrore firmly and publicly es

tablishec custo~arJ equivalents of those goods for which 
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such distinction is conventional. 

With respect to those goods, local residents generally 

expect that their 'actual exchange price' (~1n¾) in any 

specific transaction can deviate considerably from their 

'customary value' (potog). On the other hand, with respect to 

the other kinds of goods to which terminological distinction is 

inapplicable, proportionately less deviation is expected of 

their 'actual exchange price' (zµnab) from their 'c~stomary ex

change' {~Tnab). Despite expected possible deviations, however, 

the widely known customary equivalents of goods, whether tern

inologically marked or unmarked, serve local residents as the 

basic points of reference in determining and interpreting the 

'actual exchange price' (1)1:"nab) of those goods. 

Dayaw 'prestige value'. In addition to ;inab 'ex-

change price' and potog 'customary value', there is yet anoth~r 

scale of estimation, according to which goods may be ranked: 

the scale of dayaw, prestige or desirability. While both 'ex-

change price' and 'customary value' are measurable typically in 

terms of common measures of value, greater or lesser dayaw 

cannot be expressed in quantitative terms. 

Dayaw stands for a general concept of preferred quality 

attributed to persons as well as their performance. It may 

be translated as esteem, prestige, respectability, and the 

like, depending upon the contexts. A person ~ay be spoken of 

as "nadayaw 'enjoying prestige, or being held in esteer:1' 11 

for owning certain kinds of property or par~ic~lar pieces 

of property. The concept of davaw is also applied to material 
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objects them.selves for their capacity to bestow esteem upon 

their owners. There is an element of interplay too, between 

an owner and an owned object. A particular piece of property 

owned by a famous person may acquire special desirability over 

and above the general rating of property of that category. 

Used in reference to the qualitative attributes of material 

objects, the term dayaw may be generally glossed as 'prestige 

value' although in certain contexts it is better translated 

more broadly as 'desirability'. 

The significance of 'desirability' or 'prestige value' 

varies for different kinds of goods. Among certain goods, 

specific categories of goods, or even particular items of the 

same category, may be clearly ranked. On the other hand, ra~king 

may be recognized only between inclusive groupings of certai~ 

other goods. 

The relative 'prestige value' (dayaw) of goods can af

fect to varying degrees the 'actual exchange price' CnTnab) of 

these goods. For example, when a :sow of maximal size' (tumo~) 

and a 'weaned water-buffalo calf' (galad) have the same 'cus

tomary value' (potog), no local resident disputes the greater 

'prestige value' of the second over the first -- provided, of 

course, that all other associated factors are equal. If the 

sow and the water-buffalo calf are exchanged, the transactors' 

consideration of 'prestige value' nay operate as one of the 

factors for assigning a greater 'exchange price' to the water

buffalo calf than to the sow cespite their ide~tical 'customarJ 

value'. 
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With respect to those goods whose local evaluation is 

largely based on their culturally recognized material utility, 

the factor of 'prestige value' tends to be independent of 

their 'customary value'. The example above of a 'sow of max

imal size' and a 'weaned water-buffalo calf' is a case in 

point. The 'customary value' of these animals derives mainly 

from what people judge as the material benefits they bring 

about. Their relative ranking along the desirability scale is 

separate from their identical 'customary value' expressed in 

quantitative terms, although it can result in nonidentical 

'actual exchange prices' in particular transactions. In con

trast, 'prestige value' may be a determining factor of 'cus

tomary value' in the case of such special goods as 'heirlooms'. 

With respect to certain of such goods, the interplay which also 

occurs between their 'prestige value' and 'customary value' 

may be considerable. The greater their 'prestige value', the 

greater their 'customary value'. And, once a greater 'custom

ary value' becomes established, the greater their 'prestige 

value' will be. 

As suggested above, the categories of goods are not the 

sole determinant of the relative capacity of goods to bring es

teem to their owners. The 'prestige value' of goods especial

ly hinges on people's ideas not of the direct material benefits 

to be drawn from the goods, but of the social recognition the 

goods may bring to their owners. Conversely, the association 

of goods with things of value in the society may become 

a factor of 'prestige value' -- e.g., ownership by the 
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renowned, history of use on a special occasion, or great 'cus

tomary value • • 

The implication of ranking goods along the scale of 

dayaw 'desirability' or 'prestige value' is considerable for 

shaping the desirable direction of exchange as well as for 

facilitating a transaction which allows one party to gain in 

prestige and the other party to gain in immediate material ad-· 

vantage. This subject will be more fully developed in later 

discussions, and the specific relevance of dayaw to 'balanced 

exchange' will be demonstrated. 

Summary. Equivalence between paired goods is an op-

erational criterion of 'balanced exchange' in the eyes of people. 

The equivalence is, in practice, established between the 

'actual exchange prices' (9inab) of the paired goods. Since 

the 'actual exchange prices' may deviate from the customary 

equivalents of goods, the latter may or may not be "balanced" 

in each actual exchange. When judged by the criterion of 

'prestige value' (dayaw), another dimension is introduced into 

the concept of equivalence between paired goods. 

The observable equivalents of goods, realized as their 

'actual exchange price' (~inab) vary from one exchange to 

another. ~otwithstanding, the customary equivalents of the 

goods involved always provide local actors with shared points 

of reference in interpreting the actual excha~se prices of the 

goods a~d negotiating on exchonge. The conventional ranking of 

goods along the •p~estige value' (cayaw) scale too serves as 

another reference in assessing the appropriaten,~ss of actual 
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exchange prices. 

The foregoing examination of the three concepts, 

l'}inab, 'exchange price', potog 'customary value', and dayaw 

'prestige value' indicates that criteria for evaluation vary 

between different categories of goods. For certain kinds of 

goods, the customary equivalents are publicly established and 

relatively stable through time. The marked lexical form, 

potog, is used for such customary equivalents. With other 

kinds of goods, no terminological distinction is made between 

their customary equivalents and their actual exchange price. 

The significance of 'prestige value' (dayaw) is also relative 

to the categories of goods inv,~lved. 

These observations make it clear that we must pursue 

our analysis and elucidate a general conceptual scheme with 

which the people organize different goods in hierarchies of 

preference and classify these goods in relation to their con

cepts of potog and dayaw. I shall now turn to an examination 

of the standards according to which goods are evaluated in 

the society. 

Standards for evaluation 

People in Uma do not use a single standard for evaluat

ing all goods -- the situation familiar in many ethnographic 

examples (e.g., Bohannan and Dalton 1962; Salisbury 1962). 

The absence of a unitary standard for attributing values to all 

commodities is implicit in the fact that (a) values expressed 

in one system of value measure are not immediately comparable 
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with values expressed in terms of another system and (b) no 

single system of value measure can be employed to express the 

values of all goods. 

Local residents make a comparative evaluation of goods 

when such comparison is relevant. And, the well-developed 

systems of value measure provide for this process. Incomplete 

comparability does not present any difficulty because there is 

no cultural context in which local residents need to compare 

the values of all goods in the society. A preference for a 

given item is expressed only against a limited set of other 

items. A single system of value measure applies to those items 

whose comparative evaluation is recurrently relevant in local 

life. 

In order to discover cultural standards for evaluating 

goods, it is necessary to examine the specific ways· in which 

particular systems of value measure are systematically applied 

to particular commodities for expressing the values of the 

latter. A detailed examination of the groupings of com.~odities 

to which different systems of value measure apply will reveal 

three inclusive classes of co~modities, each associated with 

separate standards of evaluation. 

The three discernable standards of evaluation will not 

only elucidate the basis on which potog 'custonary value' and 

dayaw 'prestige value' are assigned to different goods, but 

they will also further our understanding of the culturally 

appropriate forms of saving and investment. 

Groupings of cornr:lodities. When we observe an actual 
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transaction, we find not only a considerable range of dif

ferent goods exchanged for a particular good, but also dif

ferent systems of value measure applied in negotiations for 

specific pr~ces of a given good. 

For example, a nata of mongo bean (balatuy) is priced 

as "1 q1yas" (about 2 dalan) by the 'livestock' value measure 

in one instance and in another, as 112 dalan and 1 nakom" (2 

dalan and 2 giti9) by the 'bundled rice' value measure. Yet, 

on still other occasions, one observes 3 dupas of the same 

beans being priced as "4 dupas" (1.6 qiti;g) by the 'pounded 

rice' value measure, or 1 dupas of the beans as "3 saqis" 

(30¢, or 0.6 qTti9) by the 'cash' value measure. In particular 

instances of transaction, there is remarkable flexibility in 

the use of different systems of value measure for evaluating a 

given item as well as the kinds of goods for which it is ex

changed. 

It is in the context of value inquiry not directly 

related to any particular transaction that specific systems of 

value measure are regularly applied to specific types of goods. 

Basic value measure. In general value inquiry, two 

concepts are understood by all local participants: the con

cept of "basic value measure" and that of "basic exchange unit." 

I have described the latter as the conventionally established 

particular quantity of a given item in terms of which the unit 

value of the item is customarily assessed and quoted. What 

is quoted in pricing, then, is the customary equivalent of 

the basic exchange unit of a given good. The customary 
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equivalents are expressed not by just any system of value 

measure but by one or more particular systems, determined by 

the types of commodities in question. I refer to such a par

ticular system or systems of value measure as "basic value 

measure," in terms of which the customary equivalent of a giv

en commodity is normally expressed. The basic value measures 

of mongo beans, mentioned above, are the 'pounded rice' value 

and the 'cash' value measure. 

When required in specific situations, it is frequently 

possible to measure and express the value of goods by a system 

other than the basic value measure of respective goods. As seen 

above, mongo beans can be evaluated by the 'bundled rice' value 

measure as well as by the 'livestock' value measure. These 

systems of value measure, in terms of which it is possible 

though not customary to price goods, may be referred to as 

"secondary value measure," in contrast to "basic value measure." 

In order to discover sets of goods evaluated by an 

identical standard, we will focus on the systematic ways in 

which particular systems of value measure of certain commodities 

in general value inquiry. 

Commodity groupings. The customary use of particular 

basic value measures has the effect of classifying commodities 

into partially overlapping groupings. There is more than one 

system of basic value measure for certain co~.modities. Fig. 10 

shows these commodity groups first in association ~ith the four 

main systems of value measures and second with t~~ee subsystens 

of 'livestock' value measure. We shall first ex2:nine the set 
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of the four groupings and then look into the subgroupings of 

'livestock' evaluated commodities. 

The commodities whose basic value measure is the 

'livestock' system (v(L)) are represented by a circle on the 

far left. The center circle represents those commodities for 

which the 'bundled rice' system serves as the basic value 

measure (v(BR)). The circle on the far right, formed by alter

nating dashes and dots, represents the commodities basically 

evaluated by the 'pounded rice' system (v(PR)). The commodi

ties whose basic value measure is the 'cash' system are sur

rounded by a broken line (v(c)). 

I will sketch out below the types of commodities which 

make up each of these four groupings, noting the way in which 

certain corrrrnodities occur in more than one grouping. Later I 

will examine the principles underlying the nonarbitrary asso

ciations between particular systems of value measure and types 

of commodities. 

'Livestock' evaluated commodities:- This grouping 

includes all 'transgenerational assets' or 'estate', shown as 

(_l, I, l, !, in Fig. 10}. This class of property, as discussed 

earlier, consists of: qodon 'heirlooms', baloy 'houses', payaw 

'rice fields', gala~ 'granaries', pfta 'private land', and 

nuwa;b 'water buffalo and/or zebu'. In addition, there are 

certain forms of personalty (5, ~): durables such as sinnun 

'traditional cotton clothing' and qagqorn 'arms', as well as 

such special consunablcs as bayas 2 'local sugarcane wine'. 

'Bundled rice' evaluated commodities:- Of the 'live-
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stock' evaluated commodities, several items are also evalu

ated by the 'bundled rice' system: nuwalJb "water buffalo 

and/or zebu" (_!) , and the personalty (~, ~) • Other personal 

goods evaluated by the 'bundled rice' system are: all 'live

stock' except for nuwa!lb CZ,~}; and certain simple tools and 

utensils such as nokom 'rice harvesting knife', qanaqaw 'rain

cape', nanduk 'root adze', nabnak 'rice winnower' (~}. 

'Pounded rice' evaluated commodities:- The 'pounded 

rice' system is also one of the basic value measures of the 

simple tools and utensils (9) which are part of the 'bundled 

rice' evaluated commodities. The other 'pounded rice' evalua

ted commodities are: ordinary consumables such as qasin 'salt', 

sidut 'pepper', baginas 'bush wax beans', and balatu~ 'mongo 

beans', as well as common -cooking utensils such as ba9a 'earth

ern pots' and damus 'vegetable baskets' ( 10) , and pi!lak 'cash" 

(11) • 

'Cash' evaluated commodities:- The 'cash' system of 

value measure evaluates first, all but 'cash' itself of the 

'pounded rice' evaluated commodities (9, 10}, and second, all 

of the 'bundled rice' evaluated commodities except for nuwa-Yb 

'water buffalo and/or zebu' (!) as well as the other four

legged 'livestock' such as kabayu 'horses', baloka_l 'pigs', 

and qasu 1 'dogs' <2>- In other words, the groupings of 'cash' a. 

evaluated commodities includes those personal goods evaluated by 

both the 'livestock' and 'bundled rice' systems (~, ~) as well as 

part of the 'livestock' evaluated by the 'bundled rice' system, 

namely, domesticated birds such as manuk 'chickens' and ---a 
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kamit 1 'ducks' (~). Occasionally, some dogs and small pigs 

are also evaluated by the 'cash' system, but, by and large, its 

application is limited to domesticated birds. 

In addition to those commodities evaluated by one or 

more of the other systems of value measure, the 'cash' system 

of value measure serves as the sole basic value measure of the 

following items (12): ( a) such- minor edibles as the young 

fronds of the fern known as pakpa1<u (Athyrium esculentum) and 

small fish called tinapiya (Tilapia mossambica), (b) pagoy 

'bundled rice', and (c) binayu 'pounded rice'. With respect to 

this last set, a word of qualification is required: pricing 

the items in this set is not as cor.unon as pricing the rest of 

the commodities. As remarked earlier in this study, selling 

such minor vegetables as fern fronds (~ above) by adults is 

viewed as lacki~g in dignity. Although they are sold actively 

by the young children, and occasionally by adult women, and 

their ~in~ 'customary exchange price' is appropriately quoted, 

these minor goods are not as fully accepted exchangeables as 

the 'pounded rice' evaluated commodities. With respect to 

'bundled rice' (b above) and 'pounded rice' (c above), it is 

"semantically acceptable" to inquire about their price in the 

sa~e linguistic frames as are used to price any 'pounded rice' 

evaluated commodity. Such a form of inquiry falls within the 

range of "culturally appropriate" behavior to the extent that 

it does occur in local contexts from time to ti~e. But, the 

more usual way, especially among the older residents, of estab

lishing the customary equivalents of 'bundled rice' or 'pou:nc:ed 

rice' is to ask for the quotation of a piglet in the 'bundled 
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rice' system or Pl.00 in the 'pounded rice' system, instead of 

pricing rice in cash. In other words, the direct pricing of 

rice, bundled or pounded, is not as usual as the direct pricing 

of other commodities. 

Relationships between the four groupings. The inspec-

tion of the four groupings enables us to make several observa

tions which are important for carrying our analysis further. 

First, 'livestock' evaluated commodities and 'pounded rice' 

evaluated commodities form two clearly distinguished and mutual

ly exclusive sets. Second, the grouping of 'bundled rice' eval

uated commodities constitutes a link between these two sets. 

One the one hand, the 'bundled rice' system evaluates 'livestock', 

the value good providing the basis for the 'livestock' system 

and, on the other hand, its own value good. 'Bundled rice', 

is inherently linked to 'pounded rice' which is, in turn, the 

basis of the 'pounded rice' system. 

Third, the grouping of 'cash' evaluated commodities 

displays certain peculiar characteristics not found in the other 

three groupings. This grouping alone overlaps with all three 

of the other groupings of commodities, each evaluated by the 

long-established traditional systems of value measure. More

over, those goods exclusively evaluated by the 'cash' system 

make up an aggregate of heterogeneous goods ranging from very 

minor goods to the most important staple in the society. The 

former is apparently peripheral to usual 'balanced exchange'. 

The latter also differs from most other exchangeables. The 

usual manner of price inquiry for rice, as noted just above, 

reflects the tendency toward unilateral use of rice as an ex-
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changeable, that is, as a commodity with which to acquire other 

commodities, rather than as a commodity to be acquired in· ex

change for other items. The way in which the 'cash' system 

groups commodities by serving as their basic value measure in

dicates that it remains auxiliary to the indigenous Uma value 

structure. The removal of any one of the other three systems 

would fundamentally alter the total value structure, whereas the 

removal of the 'cash' system would not. This observation will 

be critical in interpreting the irregularities and the attendant 

complexities u.,ique to the function of the 'cash' system when 

we analyze the behavior of Uma systems of value measure and 

the associated criteria for commodity evaluation. 

Subgroupings of 'livestock' evaluated commodities. Sev

eral unique features of the 'livestock' system have been earlier 

described in detail. Two of them are especially pertinent to 

the present discussion. First, the units of this system are 

largely derived from three subcategories of qayam 'livestock': 

manuk 'chickens', balok 1 'pigs', and nuwa~ 1 'water buf---~a --~a. ---a. 
falo'. The units derived from one of these subcategories are 

not combined in a single given value statement with units de

rived from another, even when units represent adjacent values. 

Second, the provision for the two subsystems, 'water buffalo' 

subsystem and 'chicken' subsysteM, further cor=oborate the 

separate frameworks in which unit nuwal) ', unit manukb, and ---c 
the rest of the intervening units operate. For the convenience 

of simple reference in discussion, unit nuwalj as well as ---c 
units.within the 'water buffalo' subsystem will be henceforth 
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referred to as "'water buffalo' units," unit manukb as well 

as units within the 'chicken' subsystem as "'chicken' units," 

and the four balok 1 'pig' derived value units as "'pig' ---a. 
units." 

The customary use of each of these three sets of units 

as the basic value measure marks three subgroupings of 'live

stock' evaluated commodities. This is the second of the two 

reldtionships shown in Fig. 10. As will be seen, the cultural 

significance of the three subgroupings varies considerably. 

Not each subgrouping is as discretely delineated as another. 

Nevertheless, the identification of all three subgroupings 

has considerable consequence for the succeeding analyses, 

since it enables us to discern the ordering of 'estate' in 

commodity evaluation, to discover the boundary of 'valued 

estate' in the application of the 'water buffalo' units, and 

to ascertain the unique position of the 'water buffalo' as the 

only member of 'estate' which is evaluated by the 'bundled 

rice' system, as well as by the 'livestock' system {'pig' 

units}. 

In Fig. 10, 'water buffalo' evaluated commodities 

are surrounded by large dots (!)- 'Pig' evaluated commodities 

are indicated by smaller dots joined by a line (2, 4, 5), the 

area being divided into three sections due to the partial over

lap with 'bundled rice' evaluated commodities Ci) and the 

triple overlap with bot~ !bundled rice' and 'cash' evaluated 

commodities (5). Tiny dots surround 'chicken' evaluated 

commodities (_1, §) which also partially overlap with those 
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v(L) 

v(BR) 

v(PR) 

v(C) 

Fig. 10. Groupings of Commodities 

- evaluated by different systems of 
value measure -

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

'Livestock' evaluated commodities 

'Bundled rice' evaluated commodities 

'Pounded rice' evaluated commodities 

'Cash' evaluated commodities 

included in v(L): 

v(WB} 

v(P} 

v(Ch) 

1~12 --

: 

. . 

. . 

. . 

'Water buffalo' evaluated commodities 

'Pig' evaluated commodities 

'Chicken' evaluated commodities 

The numerals (one to twelve in the figure 
above) are discussed on the following 
pages; cf. Fig. 11. 
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evaluated by both the 'bundled rice' and the 'cash' systems. 

'Water buffalo' evaluated commodities:-· The 'water 

buffalo' subsystem serves as the basic value measure exclu

sively for the category of property I described as 'valued 

transgenerational assets' or 'valued estate' (1). They consist 

of valuable items of estate excluding nuwa~ 'water buffalo 

and/or zebu--namely, qodon 'heirlooms', baloy 'houses', payaw 

'rice fields', qalay 'granaries', and pTta 'private land'. 

The set of 'water buffalo' evaluated commodities, therefore, 

represents the central core of property which stands for house

hold wealth and provides for inheritance in the society. As 

pointed out earlier, it is this set of property that Uma resi

dents uniquely treat as forming manifold links with the past 

and the future generations. It is also this set of property 

that is known as rniplak since its title transfer through 

'balanced exchange' takes the specific form of palak 'sale of 

highly valued property'. 

'Pig' evaluated commodities:- The remaining members of 

less valuable 'estate' are largely evaluated in 'pig' units 

(~, !). The most outstanding qodon 'heirloons' are 'water 

buffalo' evaluated. 

those g~rsa 'gongs', 

Of the class of qodon 'heirloo:rns', only 

qusi 'valued ironware jars' and balawan --
'golden earrings', known as duyug 'imitation' or 'not genuine', 

are 'pig' evaluated, whereas those known as cattok 'genuine' 

are all 'water buffalo' evaluated. None of these three qodon 

categories is evaluatec in 'chicken' units. The 'genuine' cocon 

evaluated in 'pig' units are comparatively less spectacular. 
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They include such subcategories of borel 'beads' as necklaces 

known as go~go9, a form of headdress called kannolo9, and arm 

ornaments called tinani; and most subcategories of panay 'cera-. 

mic vessels'. 'Pig' evaluated baloy 'houses', payaw 'rice fields', 

and qala~ 'granaries' fall below the average of their 'water 

buffalo' evaluated counterparts. For instance, included among 

the 'pig' evaluated are only the minor 'rice fields' of small 

yields known as bagniw, or the class of houses named kur~nub 

which are built on simpler frames usually out of second class 

lumber. In contrast, most pita, i.e., privately owned land 

of various forms other than payaw 'rice fields', is evaluated 

in 'pig' units. Only exceptionally valuable pita is 'water 

buffalo' evaluated. The other 'pig' evaluated estate is 

nuwa9i, 'water buffalo and/or zebu' (!) which is the only 

category of 'estate' not exclusively evaluated by the 'live-

stock' system of value measure but is also included among 

the 'bundled rice' evaluated commodities. 

In addition to 'estate', 'pig' evaluated commodities 

include a small set of personal goods (1). They are primarily 

the superior subcategories of sinnun 'traditional cotton clothing' 

and qaggom 'arms' as well as special consumables such as tanikayu 

'lumber' and bayas 2 'local sugarcane wine'. The customary value 

of these goods is typically "l q1yas 11 (about 2 dalan}, and oc

casionally "2 qiyas" (about 4 dalan). They are the smallest 

values expressed in 'pig' units. 

'Chicken' evaluated·comrnodities:- 'Chicken' evaluated 

personal goods (6) include the varieties of sinnun 'traditional 

cotton clothing' and qaggom 'arms' other than those most 
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valuable varieties that are evaluated in 'pig' units. The 

typical customary value of these goods is "2-3 manukb" 

(1 + dalan)._ The division of 'livestock' evaluated per

sonal goods into 'pig' and 'chicken' evaluated groups Ci 
and 6) remains somewhat flexible. All 'livestock' evalua-

ted personal goods, whether in 'pig' units or 'chicken' units, 

are also evaluated both by the 'bundled rice' and 'cash' 

systems. 

The 'chicken' evaluated 'estate' Cl) are few. The 

only qodon 'heirlooms' evaluated by the 'chicken' subsystems 

are such items as stringed tinani 'small beads' not formed into 

the usual arm ornament and the 'imitation' varieties of panay. 

Neither payaw 'rice-fields' nor pita 'private land' is evaluated 

in 'chicken' units. Of the baloy 'houses' and gala~ 'granaries', 

only the least desirable kinds are 'chicken' evaluated -- such 

as the class of houses known as qabbaba~, constructed right on 

the ground with perishable materials, and aged granaries of 

the kind known as ~. 

Interpretations. The foregoing observations have as-

certained that particular systems and subsystems of value 

measure are systematically applied to particular commodities 

in expressing their customary equivalents. This nonarbitrary 

behavioral discrimination manifests one of the conceptual 

orderings of commodities by local residents. 

The relevance of the ordering to the Uma scheme of 

valuation is obvious. Each of the commodity groupings is a 

class of items measured by a single scale of value, which 
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provides that particular grouping with a necessary (though 

not always adequate) basis for comparative evaluation. Com

parative evaluation by local residents implies a shared stand

ard for evaluating each class of goods. It is therefore, 

reasonable to search for the common denominator(s) of all 

items within each of the 12 groupings and to seek a standard 

of valuation connected with the common denominator(s). 

A consideration of material objects as the means to 

satisfy socially recognized ends leads us to look for common 

denominator(s) in the culturally appropriate uses to which 

grouped commodities are put. If all commodities of a given 

group share a conunon use, or uses, then, the relations of the 

commodities to that use, or those uses, must express a stand

ard of valuation uniquely associated with that group. The dis

covery of these relations is, however, complicated by two 

partially-overlapping but separate factors: (a) the multiple 

uses of commodities and (b) the more-or-less continuous var

iations in the different types of uses. The common uses shared 

by commodities of a certain group are obviously distinct from 

and contrast with the uses of commodities in other groups in 

some, but not in all, cases. Furthermore, in certain instances, 

the uses of commodities in separate groupings contrast only 

under specific circumstances. A meticulous exa~ination alone 

can identify the locally neaningful differences in the shared 

uses of comnodities among all of the groupings and confirm 

that cor:unodity groupings are funca~entally sig~ificant for 

standards of valuatio:1.. At the same time, such an examination 

reveals that the co~on uses identified for eac:~ of the 
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cornmodity groupings are not equally distinct from one another. 

This fact suggests that certain commodity groupings are 

classed together in various·ways depending upon particular 

local contexts. Such local contexts call for a comparative 

evaluation of commodities across the boundaries of the mini

mum groupings. An inspection of several commodity groupings 

below will serve to illustrate some of the complications in

volved in discerning significant common uses associated with 

commodity groupings and in proceeding to infer from the uses 

separate standards of valuation. 

Culturally defined, uses are discernable -- although 

in general terms -- in association with each of the three main 

groupings delineated by the three indigenous systems of value 

measure. One co~.mon use of all 'livestock' evaluated commo

dities is to provide future generations wit~ material and social 

assets. The general use shared by all 'bundled rice' evaluated 

commodities, including those evaluated by additional systems of 

value measure, is to increase material and social benefits to 

be enjoyed in the near or distant future. In comparison, the 

major function of all 'pounded rice' evaluated commodities is 

to provide ordinary household subsistence. The relative capa

city to meet these respective uses, or more accurately, these 

respective categories of use, serves as the criterion by which 

commodities in each grouping are evaluated. Thus, for instance, 

'livestock' evaluated commodities are rated for their relative 

importance in providing future generations with material and 

social assets. 
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Shared uses are distinguishable also between smaller 

groupings of commodities which are included in a main grouping. 

Take, for instance, 'livestock' evaluated commodities (1, ~, 

1, 4, i, and i>• The commodities evaluated exclusively by 

the 'livestock' system of value measure {1, 2, ,2_) differ from 

those evaluated by both the 'livestock' and 'bundled rice' 

systems (!, i, ~). The first set makes up the lasting form 

of property in the society, whereas the second set is in the 

nonlasting form. The former constitutes the concrete assets 

serving both the current and future generations. In compari

son, the utility of the latter to future generations is limited 

in its present material form. The significance for future 

generations of commodities in the second set derives from the 

recognized benefit accruing to their disposal, rather than to 

the service these commodities directly render to their owners. 

The two major uses of the water buffalo (!) are (a) to acquire 

valued estate in 'exchange' and (b) to supply feasts, both of 

which are publicly registered and long remembered. (As re-

called, the function of water buffalo in plowing 'rice-fields' 

is of minor importance in the society.) The personal durables 

Ci, i> in this set normally first change hands as gift on 

prescribed occasions before they are put to practical use. 

Those consumables included in this same grouping with the 

personal durables have already qualified as "special." There 

are two such special consumables: bayas 2 'local sugarcane 

wine' still sealed in a jar and tanikavu 'lumber'. A public 

feast is the only setting in which a jarful of local sugarcane 
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wine is consumed. The local importance of lumber lies not in 

just any use it is put to but specifically in the benefit to 

be gained from the houses and granaries it can construct. 

Commodities in this second set Ci,~, i>, i.e., those evalu

ated by both the 'livestock' and the 'bundled rice' systems, 

serve future generations as the special instruments to pro

vide them with material and social assets. They are used 

either to fulfi~l social obligations (supplying feasting and 

gift-giving), or to create lasting forms of property. 

Turning now to the smaller groupings associated with 

'livestock' subsystems (whether exclusively or in combination 

with other systems of value measure), we find some of the 

groupings more clearly marked with shared common uses than 

others -- as exemplified by the groupings 1 and 4 on the one 

hand and 2 and 3 on the other. The proper use of the 'water 

buffalo' evaluated commodities (1}, which consist solely of 

'valued estate', is distinct from that of just any ordinary 

type of 'estate'. These unique ·types of 'estate' are to be 

handed down in their current material form to the next genera

tion and are valued for their capacity to provide the material 

foundation for the livelihood of the new generation. The 

uniquely combined application of the 'pig' scale of value and 

the 'bundled rice' scale of value (!) delineates only the 

water buffalo. As remarked above as well as elsewhere in this 

study, the water buffalo is singular in local life in several 

ways. First of all, it is the only nonlasting form of estate. 

Furthermore, it is the only kind of livestock the title to 
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which reinforces the esteem accorded an owner and the slaughter 

of which at a public feasting is long remembered as a notable 

mark of distinction achieved by the host household. Since a 

single class makes up the grouping!, these exceptional func

tions of the water buffalo are simultaneously the conunon uses 

distinctly associated with the group. 

Difference in the common uses of commodities in group

ings 2 and 3 is less apparent. The contrast between the two 

groupings is identified only in such specific contexts as in-

demnity payment and certain forms of gift prestation. Where 

different uses are not obvious between separate commodity 

groupings, we find a specific type of cultural use associated 

with each of such groupings in particular contexts. Thus, on 

closer examination, we discover that one or more cultural uses 

distinguishes each of the 12 groupings from one another and 

enables us to infer a standard of valuation connected with 

each. The smaller groupings, which represent the uniquely 

combined application of multiple systems or subsystems of 

value measure, typically demarcate a certain variety of com

modities -- as in the case of groupings!,~, and i· A spe

cific use, or uses, the commodities of a smaller grouping 

share represents a specific subtype of the common uses as

sociated with a larger grouping which includes the smaller one. 

'Cash' evaluated commodities are exceptional. There 

is no clearly discernable t:se common to all of them, whereas 

we have been able to discern separate uses -- however general 

each in association with the other three main groupings. 

This reflects not merely the auxiliary nature of the 'cash' 
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system of value measure, in the sense I have remarked on be

fore, but also the limited role the system plays in affecting 

the levels of exchange value in the society. As I will derrDn

strate in the next section, the regular use of each of the 

other three main systems of value measure in relation to the 

commodities of a particular set has far-reaching consequence 

for the long-term stability of the local economic structure. 

Although there is no single, culturally recognized use for all 

'cash' evaluated commodites, the application of the 'cash' 

system of value measure participates in forming the unique 

overlaps of commodity groupings, each characterized, as already 

indicated, by particular varieties of use. 

Indeed, more detailed analyses would demonstrate that 

some of the groupings we have examined may be grouped in 

various ways into larger sets, depending upon the particular 

contexts in which comparative evaluations of commodities are 

locally significant. Such analyses would also show how basic 

these commodity groupings are to many other aspects of Urna 

valuation other than those considered for the present purpose. 

While I shall later deal with certain aspects of the impli

cations of these groupings for the economic processes in the 

society, we now must return to our current objective of dis

covering one of the primary sets of valuation standards. The 

question concerns the ways in which the commodity groupings 

are related to that general order of goods which underlies 

the attribution of ootoa 'customary value' and dayaw 'prestige 

value'. 
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The commodity groupings, as we have observed, do not 

immediately represent that order. To discover the order, we 

must first focus on mutually exclusive groupings of commodities, 

which correspond to a significant discontinuity in the recog

nized uses of the commodities involved. Second, drawing on 

the insights gained from the first analysis, we should search 

for the sets of commodities discriminated in the attribution 

of potog 'customary value'. 

The first set to consider is a pair of two main group-

ings: 'livestock' evaluated and 'pounded rice' evaluated. As 

recapitulated in the diagram below, not a single object be-

longs to both. The recognized common uses of commodities in 

8 
each of the groupings clearly contrast. The proper use of 

'pounded rice' evaluated commodites is to provide ordinary 

household subsistence. On the other hand, 'livestock' evaluated 

commodities are for anything but intra-household consumption 

and use. The approved use of 'livestock' evaluated commodities 

is to provide future generations with material and social assets. 

The two groupings are also distinct in the application of the 

concept of potog. The customary equivalents of all 'livestock' 

evaluated commodities are terminologically distinguished from 

~ 'exchange price' as potog 'customary value'. In contrast, 

'pounded rice' evaluated commodities have no po~og in the 

sense that the term does not apply to their c11stor.1.ary equivalents. 

The second significant contrast is found between 
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'water buffalo' evaluated commodities and all the rest. 

Although already represented in Fig. 10, the sketch below 

depicts, on the one hand, the relationships of 'livestock' 

evaluated commodities with 'bundled rice' evaluated connnodi

ties, and, on the other, those between the subgroupings of the 

'livestock' evaluated commodities. The category of 'water 

buffalo' evaluated commodities alone is separate. 'Livestock' 

evaluated commodities as a whole partially overlap with 

'bundled rice' evaluated commodities. The overlap is, however, 

confined to those items of t..~e former category which are eval

uated by 'pig' and 'chicken' units. No item that is measured 

by 'water buffalo' units can be evaluated by any ot~er unit. 

This observation is consonant with the exceptional status of 

the 'water buffalo' evaluated commodities, which I have already 

discussed on several occasions. To review, the 'water buffalo' 

evaluated commodities make up the 'valued estate' in the so

ciety. They are also known as rniplak because their title 

transfer by 'balanced exchange' constitutes palak, glossed as 

'the sale of valued estate'. This terminological distinction 

and its concomitant moral judgment against such a sale are 

congruent with the expressed norm which governs the items in 

this set. They must be transferred by 'inheritance' alone. 

What is more, it is only with respect to the 'water buffalo' 

evaluated .commodities: that the use of the term potog is not 
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merely customary but indeed obligatory in all contexts of dis

course not directly associated with particular transactions. 

The third contrasting pair is that of 'pig' evaluated commodi

ties and 'chicken' evaluated commodities. We have already ob

served, however, that the difference between the two groups 

is highly context specific. 

There are no other mutually exclusive groupings. The 

two significant contrasts identified so far are: (1) 'live

stock' evaluated commodities and 'pounded rice' evaluated com

modities, and (2) 'water buffalo' evaluated commodities and 

the rest. Established in this identification are three mutu

ally contrasting sets: 'pounded rice' .evaluated commodities; 

'water buffalo' evaluated commodities; and the rest of the 

'livestock' evaluated commodities. The direct relevance of 

these sets to our present quest is corroborated by the corre

sponding three-way discrimination made in applying the concept 

of potog. Potog 'customary value' is attributed to the last 

two sets of commodities but not to the first. Furthermore, 

its obligatory application is limited to the second set alone. 

Problems, however, still remain. There are other commodities, 

'bundled rice' evaluated anq 'cash' evaluated. We will now 

turn to these commodities. 

As pointed out previously, 'bundled rice' evaluated 

commodities (!-~) form a strategic link between 'livestock' 

evaluated commodities and 'pounded rice' evaluated commodi

ties. Focusing on 'bundled rice' evaluated col'i'..~odities, and 

especially on the ways in which they relate to the other two 
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main groupings of commodities, we first recognize that the 

attribution of potog separates 'bundled rice' evaluated com

modities into two categories. On one hand, there are those 

commodities which are also 'pounded rice' evaluated(~}. They 

have no potog, as already implied by our observation that 

potog does not pertain to any of the 'pounded rice' evaluated 

commodities. On the other hand, all the rest of the 'bundled 

rice' evaluated commodities (!-~} have potog whether or not 

they are also evaluated by the 'livestock' system. 

According to the criterion of potog, the second cate

gory of 'bundled rice' evaluated commodities belongs to the 

same set with 'pig' and 'chicken' evaluated commodities. In 

reference to this set, the use of potog is customary, but not 

obligatory. It is not surprising that the 'bundled rice' eval

uated commodities, other than those also evaluated by 'pounded 

rice', form a single set in certain contexts with the 'p'ig' 

and 'chicken' evaluated commodities. It must be recalled that 

the items evaluated only by the 'bundled rice' system (7, 8) 

are all 'livestock' other than the 'water buffalo'. The items 

include pigs and chickens, which are the value goods basic to 

the 'pig' and 'chicken' units of value measure. Seen in this 

light, the set is 'livestock' associated, comprising the 'pig' 

and 'chicken' evaluated commodities (2-6), plus pigs and 

chickens themselves as well as other similarly small animals 

such as dogs and ducks (7, ~). 

The last commodities to consider are those evaluated 

by the 'cash' system. I commented earlier that the system is 
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external to the integrated set of the other three systems. 

The unsettled status of the 'cash' system is manifest in the 

characteristics of the system which are not con~istent with 

those of the other systems of value measure. In addition to 

our earlier observations, we noted in an analysis above that, 

among the four main groupings, only in connection with the 

'cash' evaluated commodities is there no discernable use com

mon to all of the commodities. The unusual characteristics 

of the 'cash' system imply that it entails special problems 

and requires a separate analysis. I shall again discuss some 

of the problems shortly. For the time being, we must only 

consider the way in which the concept of potog discriminates 

'cash' evaluated commodities. No potog is attributed to the 

commodities exclusively evaluated by 'cash' (12) as well as 

to those also evaluated by 'pounded rice' (!, 10). In con

trast, the nonobligatory but customary attribution of potog 

characterizes the rest of the 'cash' evaluated commodities, 

as already implied in the foregoing considerations. 

Having in~pected all commodities {i.e., all of the 

exchangeable goods), we are now able to identify the three 

classes of commodity groupings which represent the order of 

commodity valuation basic to the attribution of potog 'cus

tomary value'. The three classes are: (1) 'pounded rice' 

evaluated commodities plus commodities exclusively evaluated 

by 'cash'; (2) 'water buffalo' evaluated commodities; and (3) 

the rest, i.e., 'pig' and 'chicken' evaluated commodities, 

plus those 'bundled rice' evaluated commodities that are not 
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simultaneously evaluated by 'pounded rice' P".lits. It is to 

the last two classes of commodities that potog is attributed. 

Only in connection with the second set does tile application of 

potog assume an obligatory nature. The three classes also ex

press a principal discontinuity in the uses of commodities as 

well as in the comparability of their values. 

Summary. The foregoing examinations aimed at the 

discovery of the standards by which the people value goods. 

To achieve this goal, I investigated the ways in which the 

customary equivalents between different commodities are sys

tematically expressed by one or more particular systems of 

value measure. A single standard of valuation is implicit 

for the commodities regularly evaluated by a particular sys

tem, or a combination of particular systems, of value measure. 

I sought to infer such a standard by identifying the relations 

of the commodities to the common use, or uses, to which they 

are put. We scrutinized the locally appropriate uses made of 

the commodities grouped together by the application of one or 

more particular "basic value measures." This examination led 

us to recognize both that a specific standard of valuation is 

discernable for each of the 12 commodity groupings and that 

these groupings (and the associated standards of valuation) 

are further ordered into more inclusive schemes of valuation. 

In search of the scheme directly relevant to the value hier

archies fundamental to 'balanced exchange', we identified the 

above three classes of commodity groupings which {a) express 

a significant discontinuity in shared use, or uses, and (b) 
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correspond to the conventional attribution of potog 'custom

ary value'. 

We are yet to ascertain whether or not the three 

classes of commodity groupings and the relations between them 

indeed express the underlying general scheme of valuation basic 

to the local standards for establishing and interpreting the 

values of goods in 'balanced exchange'. 

Value spheres. A close examination of the three 

classes of commodity groupings identified in the preceding 

analysis will disclose the model of valuation fundamental to 

'balanced exchange' for determining batug 'equivalent values' 

between goods, interpreting the equivalents in relation to 

different value hierarchies, and evaluating material as well 

as social consequences of individual 'exchange' events. The 

ensuing analyses will show that (a) the three sets of commo

dity groupings form the basis of separate transactional spheres, 

(b} the commodities of each sphere, in turn, share a culturally 

established primary utility -- despite the multiple and diverse 

uses of the commodities in local life, (c) a unique standard 

of valuation operates in each sphere, and (d} the hierarchic 

arrangement of the transactional spheres and the ordered rela

tions between certain commodity groupings within a sphere re

present the scale of dayaw 'prestige value' assigned to com

modities. 

In the discussion below, I begin with an analysis of 

the relation of the three classes of commodity groupings to 

separate value ranges marked with a discontinuity in value 
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comparability. The separate value ranges demarcate thr~e 

transactional spheres. Next, I consider the unsettled status 

of 'cash' evaluated commodities which presents a special prob

lem in several ways and requires a comment on its implications 

to our present inquiry. I then re-examine the recognized uses 

of commodities in each transactional sphere and proceed to 

identify separate standards of valuation linked to different 

spheres. Finally, with reference to the separate standards of 

valuation, I reconsider the significance of potog 'customary 

value' and examine the ranking of commodities by dayaw 'pres

tige value'. These analyses are vital to the understanding 

of 'exchange price' determination, interchangeability of goods, 

desirable and undesirable 'exchange' transfers, and the locally 

important forms of saving and investment. 

Transactional spheres with separate value ranges. The 

three classes of commodity groupings constitute the basis for 

three transactional spheres, marked by a discontinuity in inter

changeability and distinguished by different standards for eval

uation and for appropriate social behavior. That the three 

classes of commodity groupings can serve as the foundation for 

such separate transactional spheres reflects certain structural 

features of the systems of value measure. For the purpose of 

making clear the relations of the three classes to value ranges 

as well as the relations between those classes at another level 

of analysis, we must first review the pertinent features of 

the systems. They are: (a} partial relationships between dif-

ferent systems, (b) incomplete comparability of distant values 
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expressed by a given system, and (c) separate ranges of value 

expressed by different systems {see Appendix III). 

There are only limited relationships between different 

systems. The 'livestock' system is related only to the 'bun

dled rice' system, in that the latter is used to express the 

value of all units of the 'livestock' system. No system can 

express the values expressed by the 'water buffalo' subsystem 

because of the unique nature of the scale represented by that 

subsystem. The 'cash' system relates in a limited way to the 

'bundled rice' and the 'pounded rice' systems, to the extent 

that the 'cash' system expresses the value of the basic ex

change unit of 'bundled rice' and of 'pounded rice' while the 

'pounded rice' system expresses the unit value of 'cash' • 

These relations are, however, largely limited to the expres

sion of the basic-exchange-unit values. The 'bundled rice' 

system mediates the 'livestock' system on the one hand and the 

'pounde<l rice' system on the other. The generally accepted 

recovery rate of 'pounded rice' is the only basis for the par

tial link between the 'bundled rice' system and the 'pounded 

rice' system. These partial relationships between the differ

ent systems of value measure are mirrored in the way in which 

the commodity groupings are related to one another and, fur

ther, in the way in which these groupings are ordered into the 

three inclusive sets. 

There is no direct comparability between some distant 

values expressed by a given system, the 'pounded rice' system 

being the only exception. This is reflected in the fact that 
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the concept of potog does not apply in the same way to all 

items included in a main commodity grouping (except for 'pounded 

rice' evaluated commodities). 

In addition, different systems of value measure express 

separate, though overlapping, ranges of value. The respective 

ranges of value are diagrammed in Fig. 11.A. The minimum and 

maximum limits of value range are implicit in the nonuse of 

fractions of a unit in expressing value, as well as in the 

restrictions on the largest possible multiple of the greatest 

value unit of each system. In addition, conventions specific 

to quoting the unit values of various goods further restrict 

the normal as well as occasional range of value expressed by 

each system (which is discussed in part 4 of the descriptions 

of each system given in Appendix III). To facilitate a com

parison of these value ranges, Fig. 11.A. shows the artificial 

unitary scale adopted for this study. When a given system is 

used to express the customary equivalent of the basic exchange 

unit of a given object, the equivalent necessarily falls with

in the range of value which that system can express. 

Thus, the groupings of commodities .diagrammed in Fig. 

10 may be redrawn in reference to the ranges of value measur

able by the systems of value measure which are used to express 

the customary equivalents of the com.~odities in each grouping. 

Fig. 11.B shows the schematic redrawing wherein the ranges of 

value shown in Fig. 11.A serve as the vertical axis. The 

lasting form of property is shown in the far left colu~n of 

Fig. 11.B and the nonlasting form of property to its right. 
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From inspection of this figure, order at yet another 

level becomes apparent. Excluding 'cash' evaluated commodi

ties for the present, the three main sets of commodities fall 

into three separate ranges of value: 'water buffalo' evaluated 

commodities into the range of maximum value, which none but the 

'water buffalo' subsystem can express; 'pounded rice' evaluated 

commodities into the range of minimum value, which is smaller 

than the value measurable by the 'livestock' system; and all 

other commodities into the range of intermediate value, meas

urable by the 'pig' and 'chicken' units. It is these sets of 

goods -- distinct not only in reference to the concept of potog 

but also demarcated by different ranges of value -- that form 

separate transactional spheres. As will be shortly shown, dif

ferent standards of evaluation and of appropriate behavior are 

associated with the separate spheres. For the purpose of this 

study, I refer to these spheres as "value spheres,n in order 

to suggest that the Uma order of exchangeable goods has certain 

unique features, while sharing some of the characteristics of 

"spheres" as discussed by Bohannan and others (e.g., Bohannan 

and Dalton 1962:3-7; Firth 1965; cf. Firth 1939:340-344; Salis

bury 1962; also, Barth 1967 for the concept of spheres delin

eated with respect to the total pattern of circulation or flow 

of value). The similarities and differences between Urna trans

actional spheres and the concept of "spheres" generally adopt

ed in the literature will be clarified in the course of the 

following discussions. 

The value spheres corresponding to separate value 
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ranges are indicated in Fig. 11.c. Still setting aside 'cash' 

evaluated commodities, we note that the commodities which have 

potog belong to the two highest spheres, referred to as the 

"maximum value sphere" cv3) and the "intermediate value sphere" 

cv2), respectively. Those without potog belong to the lowest 

sphere above zero, which is referred to as the "minimum value 

sphere" (V1). The obligatory use of potog pertains only to 

the maximum value sphere. 

The figure also shows a "zero value sphere" (VO) at 

the bottom. This is the sphere of the goods to which numeri

cal values cannot be assigned, such as prepared food and the 

meat of a slaughtered animal. These are goods which can never 

be subjected to 'balanced exchange' and hence, have not .been 

dealt with in the foregoing examination of commodity groupings. 

It is useful here to recognize this zero value sphere in rela

tion to the other spheres since I shall consider it in a later 

analysis. 

'Cash' evaluated commodities. I have excluded 'cash' 

evaluated commodities in making an observation that the three 

main sets of commodity groupings roughly fall into three sep

arate value ranges and that only commodities of the minimum 

value sphere have no potog. 

I have commented on several occasions on the unusual 

characteristics of the behavior of the 'cash' system of value 

measure. In particular, I noted the strange collection of 

goods the exclusive application of the 'cash' system forms. 

At various stages of the present analysis, qualifications 
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become necessary mainly because of the exceptions associated 

with the 'cash' system of value measure and with 'cash' as a 

commodity. The grouping of commodities the 'cash' system (12) 

alone evaluates once again presents the exception to what we 

have just observed. It is the only one of the twelve commod

ity groupings that clearly cuts across ranges. 'Bundled rice' 

(12b) in this grouping is exceptional as the only commodity 

which has no potog but belongs to the intermediate range of 

value be~~use of its unit value. 

As previously observed, this grouping includes the 

least valued commodities on the one hand, and, on the other, 

the indispensable staple grain and cereals: (a) minor edibles, 

(b) 'bundled rice', and (c) 'pounded rice'. Aside from the 

disparate economic importance ~ttached to these goods, they 

are not typical exchangeables. In the past, when the use of 

'cash' within the region was more restricted than today, these 

minor edibles did not normally change hands by 'exchange', but 

were more strictly subjected to the same norm cf sharing which 

applies to goods in the zero value sphere today. Selling these 

goods is still viewed as not quite proper. Rice, whether bun

dled or pounded, is treated more specifically as a commcdity 

with which to acquire other commodities, rather than as a com

modity to be acquired in exchange for other commodities or as 

a commodity of two equal functions. From both the contemporary 

situation and what Uma residents relate of the past, it is 

reasonable to conclude that all the commodities evaluated only 

by 'cash' today were more distinctly different from other 
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exchangeable goods when the use of 'cash' (or, more specifi

cally, the use of the 'cash' system of value measure) was less 

common than at present. And, they still a:ce not fully equal 

with other exchangeables. 

The grouping of these commodities is diagrammed in 

Fig. 11.B in such a way as to suggest the atypical character

istics of the grouping. First, subcategories a, b, and care 

indicated only for this grouping. Second, a single grouping 

appears in two separate blocs. In terms of use, minor edibles 

(12a) are more like ordinary foods in grouping 10, such as 

'pepper', than like 'pounded ~ice', the main cereal. However, 

unlike the foods in grouping 10, which are evaluated both by 

the 'pounded rice' and 'cash' systems, the unit values of ex

clusively 'cash' evaluated minor edibles are often saqis '10¢' 

and tulun tansu '15¢' , which are less than the minimum value 

measurable by the 'pounded rice' system~ Thus, they are placed 

below grouping 10. On the other hand, both 'pounded rice' 

(12c) and 'bundled rice' (12b), and these two items alone, are 

shown in the extreme right column, suggesting that their rela

tionships to the usual exchangeables differ from those of the 

minor edibles (12a). 

A question may be raised as to whether the commodities 

of grouping 12 belong to the transactional spheres identified 

for the other exchangeable commodities. A delineation of Uma 

exchange spheres derives largely from the observation of extra

linguistic behavior. Therefore, it is possible, on the one 

hand, to construct a model in which the commodities solely 
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evaluated by 'cash' belong to a set separate from the other· 

commodities -- on the ground of the associated behavioral dis

crimination. On the other hand, the 'cash' evaluated commodi

ties may be treated together with the rest because the 'cash' 

system is a part of the local system of value measure. I take 

the second for the present analysis because it facilitates, as 

will be shortly shown, a more parsimonious account of the local 

standards of evaluation as well as of the interchangeability 

of goods. At the same time, I must continue to note exceptions 

involving 'cash' evaluated commodities. 

In returning to the question of the place rice occupies 

in 'balanced exchange', we should reconsider which transactional 

spheres rice belongs to. The unit value of 'pounded rice' is 

pisus 'Pl. 00' because its "basic exchange unit" is the number 

of dupas which is equivalent to 'Pl.00 1 in value. On the basis 

of the unit value, it is logical to place 'pounded rice' in the 

minimum value sphere. This placement is also consistent with 

the criterion of potog we have used for the present analysis. 

A problem remains with 'bundled rice'. The typical unit value 

of 'bundled rice' is about ~4.00-5.00. This unit value falls 

into the intermediate range. However, the concept of potog 

is not applicable to 'bundled rice'. Does 'bundled rice' be

long to the intermediate value sphere on account of its unit 

value, or to the minimum value sphere because of the non

applicability of potog? 

The peculiarity associated with 'bundled rice' seems 

to derive from the dual role 'bundled rice' plays in local 
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economic life. On the one hand, 'bundled rice' to the people 

is above all the source of 'pounded rice' supply. On the other, 

rice in bundled form is regarded as one important commodity to 

be managed and invested instead of pounded (a step toward direct 

consumption). In the context of 'balanced exchange', the status 

of 'bundled rice' is affected according to which of the two uses 

is anticipated. When specifically committed to direct consump

tion, 'bundled rice' is treated as equivalent to 'pounded rice'. 

When not so committed, 'bundled rice' is distinct from 'pounded 

rice' and operates in the same sphere as 'livestock'. This 

observation also explains why the quotation of a piglet in 

terms of 'bundled rice' (rather than direct pricing) is the 

more usual way of establishing the customary value equivalents 

of 'bundled rice'. 

Utilities of goods in hierarchically ordered spheres. 

In the foregoing analysis, we examined in detail both types 

of goods included in each grouping and the common uses associ

ated with the goods. The examination uncovered the orderly 

ways in which (a) sets of goods are evaluated by separate sys

tems of value measure and (b) the conventional use of partic

ular value measures for expressing separate standards of eval

uation. We may now pursue the analysis from the new perspec

tive gained by our identification of the three transactional 

spheres. 

From the viewpoint of individual managers, as we have 

seen, each good has ~ultiple uses in different cultural context. 

However, the approved forms of final disposition in relation to 
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the socially recognized classes of needs are limited in number 

for each category of goods. By focusing on pivotal ones among 

them, we can identify the "primary utility" of a given good. 

When we re-examine the uses of goods in reference to their 

primary utility, another basic order of evaluation standards 

emerges in connection with separate value spheres. Goods in 

each sphere share the same primary utility. Distinct primary 

utilities constitutes the basis for separate standards for 

evaluating goods. 

All items in the minimum value sphere (Fig. 11) are 

basically common subsistence goods. They may be given as in-

formal gifts, lent, or deployed in qalos 'balanced ex-
b.l 

change' to acquire other desired goods. While these items 

may change hands in a number of appropriate ways, their pri

mary utility lies in their capacity of meeting intrahousehold 

consumption needs. It is in reference to this capacity that 

goods in the minimum value sphere are evaluated. In clear 

contrast, the primary utility of goods in the maximum value 

sphere is that of providing the future generation with basic 

material assets. Goods of this sphere are restricted to 

"valued estate" which we examined earlier. They are to be 

transferred only by inheritance. The exceptional value placed 

on items in this sphere derives from the cultural standards 

for evaluating the unique capacity of these goods of provid

ing the fundamental material basis for social reproduction 

and thus ensuring the continuity of the social system. 

A wide range of different goods belong to the inter-
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mediate value sphere, as shown in the previous descriptions 

of commodity groupings. The primary utility of these goods 

is two-fold: (a) meeting social needs in such forms as inter

group gift prestation and supra-household consumption: and 

(b} improving inheritable assets through management. Items 

in this sphere may be viewed as "investables," that is, goods 

not to be consumed in personal use but to be managed for an 

increase in social and/or material increment to be enjoyed in 

the future. Goods are evaluated on the basis of their capa

city of maintaining and improving the social and/or economic 

standing of the current owners, which is, in turn, considered 

to benefit future generations. 

The direct relevance of these evaluation standards as 

the model of valuation central to 'balanced exchange' is cor

roborated by the fact that the standards as identified can not 

only reveal the order which underlies the determination of 

batug 'equivalent values' between commodities but also eluci

date the basis for desirable and undesirable directions of 

exchange. Our later analysis will also show the critical 

implications of the standards for evaluation both for the 

overall ideational design for resource management and for 

empirical material arrangements and their modification in the 

society. 

Potoa 'customary value' and dayaw 'prestige value'. 

In reference to the separate standards of evaluation repre

sented by different value spheres, we may now reconsider the 

significance of 'customary value' (potog) and examine the 
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ranking of goods by 'prestige value' (dayaw). 

The terminologically marked concept of potog is basic 

to the standards for evaluating goods in the maximum value 

sphere. Since the goods are evaluated on the basis of their 

capacity of providing for future generations, they have social 

implications for the ways in which the materially-based social 

relationships are organized within it. The utility assigned 

to these goods gives rise to their special social significance. 

The valuation of goods is a matter of publi9 concern. There

fore, their potog 'customary values' are publicly known and 

stable over time as we observed before. 

The customary equivalents of items in the minimum 

value sphere are never referred to as potog. This indicates 

that the concept of potog is not part of the standard for 

evaluating common subsistence goods. The use of potog in 
. 

reference to goods in the intermediate value sphere is op-

tional in part conditioned by the relative values of goods 

and in part by situational factors. This reflects the dual 

capacity of goods in terms of which they are evaluated. How

ever, the nonobligatory use of the term seems to indicate 

that the idea of 'worth' or 'value', which is the base mean

ing of potog, is not essential to the evaluation standard 

operati~g in this value sphere. 

The hierarchic arrangement of the three value spheres 

represents the primary ranking of goods by the scale of dayaw 

'prestige value'. I discussed earlier the concept of dayaw, 

prestige or respectability. In reference to material objects, 
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the concept refers to the capacity of objects to bestow esteem 

upon their owners. We also observed that the significance of 

dayaw varies for different kinds of goods. Ne dayaw is rec

ognized for goods in the minimum value sphere whereas it is a 

unique attribute of every item that belongs to the maximum 

value sphere. 

In addition to the general ranking of goods in terms 

of the three value spheres, different categories of goods are 

further ranked along the dayaw scale -- distinctly within the 

maximum value sphere and approximately within the intermediate 

value sphere. The primary ranking of goods of the intermedi

ate value sphere is expressed by the commodity groupings de

lineated by the application of "basic value measure" -- 'live

stock' evaluated goods, first; 'bundled rice' evaluated goods, 

second; and finally, 'bundled rice' itself. In our diagram, 

B, in Fig. 11, the arrangement of the rectangular columns 

represents the ranking from left to right (~ and l, first;!, 

5, and i, second; 2 and~, third; and 12b, the last). Within 

a given commodity grouping, the greater the customary equiva

lent of the basic exchange unit of particular categories of 

goods, the greater the dayaw of the goods. 

Dayaw has pivotal importance to the maximum value 

sphere. The five property categories which belong to this 

sphere are distinctly ranked. In the order of greater to 

lesser dayaw, they are: qodon 'heirlooms', balov 'houses', 

payaw 'rice-fields', qalan 'granaries', and pita 'private 

land'. As stated before, in regard to these items, davaw 
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'prestige value' primarily overrides potog 'customary value'. 

At the same time, the two can interact with each other. For 

example, one type of a stringed bead necklace named kannoloE, 

whose potog 'customary value' is 'two water buffalo' (duwan 

nuwaBc> ranks higher in dayaw than a house whose potog is 

'four water buffalo' (see Appendix III for systems of value 

measure). A payaw 'rice-field' whose potog was once 'five 

water buffalo' may now be evaiuated as 'seven water buffalo' 

because a highly respected individual has owned it. 

The ranking of goods along the dayaw scale has impor

tant implications for the determination of 'equivalent values' 

(batug) in qalosb.l as well as for the desirable direction of 

exchange as we shall see in the analyses to follow. 

Factors determining exchange value 

The 'exchange price' (Bin~) actually realized for a 

given item can vary from one particular transaction to another. 

The generally known customary equivalent of the item serves 

Oma residents as a reference in negotiating its 'actual ex

change price'. 

Customary equivalents. The traditionally established 

equivalent ratio between goods first represents the different 

utilities culturally assigned to the different classes of 

goods. The separate standards of evaluation imply that there 

is no simple extra-cultural criterion to account for the rel

ative values of different goods. An important inquiry con

cerns the sociological reasons which might explain why certain 
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goods are assigned greater cultural values than other goods 

an inquiry I shall make in the concluding chapter of this 

study. From the point of view of Oma people, the customary 

equivalents are the given. 

There are several factors the people consider in com

paring the customary equivalents of individual goods of the 

same category. In regard to items in the maximum value sphere, 

dayaw 'prestige value' is always one of the factors they take 

into account in assessing their potog 'customary values'. 

For example, the factors considered in assessing the 'custom

ary values' of payaw 'rice-fields' include: (1) expected 

yields, {2) potential expansion (i.e., the presence or absence 

of land surrounding a given field), (3) adequacy of water sup

ply, (4) growth rate of weeds, and (5) dayaw 'prestige value'. 

In the evaluation of baloy 'houses' ., the following factors 

are important: (1) size, (2) qualities of materials used, 

(3) estimated durability, and (4) dayaw 'prestige value'. 

The factors of supply and demand differently affect 

the customary equivalents of goods in different value spheres. 

The supply factor sensitively affects the actual exchange 

price of goods in the minimum value sphere, which, in turn, 

quickly gives rise to a change in their customary exchange 

price. The same chain effects take place with goods in the 

intermediate value sphere, but a longer time lag intervenes 

between a change in their actual exchange price and the sub

sequent change in their customary equivalents. In regard to 

goods in the maximum value sphere, the factors of demand and 
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supply only very slowly lead to an adjustment of their 'cus

tomary value' (potog). 

It is important to note the ratio between customary 

equivalents of different "value goods" because their equiva

lents influence the exchange values of all items which the 

commodity value units express. A remarkably stable ratio per

sists over time between livestock and rice. On a short-term 

basis, the ratio often changes since the exchange price of 

livestock as well as that of rice is sensitive to the supply 

factor. There is a self-regulating mechanism which serves to 

sustain the long-term stability of the ratio. An increase in 

the number of livestock leads to a decrease in the value of 

units of the 'livestock' system of value measure, and a de

crease of livestock value as evaluated by the 'bundled rice' 

system. This means an inflation of commodity values as ex

pressed by 'livestock' value units. The consequences of in

flation include: (1) decrease in the purchase of 'livestock' 

so evaluated and {2) increase in 'livestock' slaughter. The 

latter consequence effectively cuts down the number of live

stock and pushes up the value of 'livestock' units, bringing 

back the ratio between livestock and rice to normal. 

The value of 'cash' units depends upon the market 

econcmy outside Uma society. A change in cash value in the 

town of Nobwagan influences the value of 'cash' units in Urna. 

Because the change originates outside the loca: economy, no 

economic factor within the society can directly affect the 

ratio between pinak 'cash' and other 'value goc~s•. The trend 
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toward inflation in the national economy during my fieldwork 

continuously resulted in a decrease in the value of 'cash' 

units and a corresponding increase in commodity values as 

measured by the 'cash' system. The people are aware of un

predictable change in the value of 'cash' units. They regard 

the customary equivalents of goods expressed by the 'cash' 

standard as unstable. Making plans and considering alterna

tives with direct regard to qalosb.l 'direct balanced exchange', 

they depend upon the customary equivalents which the other sys

tems of value measure express, i.e., the 'livestock' system, 

the 'bundled rice' system, and the 'pounded rice' system. 

'Exchange price' (;Jin~). Sharing knowledge of the 

customary equivalents of goods, Oma residents recognize several 

factors which affect the 'actual exchange price' of goods. 

They include: (1) supply and demand relations, (2) relative 

urgency of needs, {3) superfluity of the surplus, {4) rele

vance of dayaw 'prestige value', and (5) relationships between 

the two parties to a transaction. 

As in the case of customary equivalents, these fac

tors do not have equal weight in determining the 'exchange 

price' of all goods. Two points are important for the purpose 

of our present analysis. First, with advance planning and 

skillful negotiation in reference to these factors, people 

can draw material benefits from galosh 1 which is, in theory, 

"balanced." Second, the possibility of gainful transaction 

by qalosb.l is part of local participants' knowledge, i.e., 

part of the folk model underlying qalosb.l. 
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A few simple examples can illustrate the ways in which 

the 'exchange price' setting mechanism enables participants to 

gain material advantage through qalosb.l. The 'exchange price' 

of rice changes, as we noted above, in response to the supply 

factor. The people expect seasonal fluctuations in the 'ex-

. change price' in relation to the two harvest seasons. A rise 

in price in the preharvest season means a deflation of the 

goods evaluated by the 'bundled rice' system as well as by 

the 'pounded rice' system. By holding an adequate supply of 

rice for the season, rice-owners may expect to acquire rice

evaluated goods at a lesser price than at other times. This 

is what successful managers in fact do. 

The significance of dayaw 'prestige value' as one 

determinant of the 'exchange price' of goods in the maximum 

value sphere must be underscored. The concept of gatad has 

been introduced earlier. The term gatad exclusively refers 

to the 'exchange price' of goods in the maximum value sphere 

and is glossed in this study as 'exchange price of valued 

estate'. Ownership of goods in this sphere is a source of 

esteem in itself. A potential owner can increase the esteem 

to be bestowed on him by increasing the gatad of the estate 

he wishes to purchase. The greater the gatad paid in the 

purchase of estate, the greater the dayaw its owner enjoys. 

To the extent that a transactor is more intent on nonmaterial 

gain, the other party to a transaction has a chance for mate

rial gain. 
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In the next chapter, I shall analyze the implications 

for the society's material process of both the mechanism of 

'exchange price' determination and people's plans and acts 

associated with this mechanism. 

Interchangeability 

As already observed, all privately held goods can change 

hands through qalosb.l -- with the exception of perishable food

stuffs and certain other goods I specified earlier. The central 

question we now turn to concerns whether or not all exchange

ables are (a) mutually interchangeable and (b} equal in their 

capacity of being converted into other goods. As we shall see 

below, not all goods are directly interchangeable. Certain 

items are far more readily convertible than others. Ultimately, 

however, any item can be converted into any other desired good 

thr01.1gh a chain of 'exchanges' • 

~~dia of exchange 

Goods are interchangeable within each of the commodity 

groupings delineated by the application of the basic value 

measure(s) (Figs. 10 and 11). This interchangeability, how

ever, is limited both in efficiency and the extent of convert

ibility between different kinds of goods. Crucial to the 

operation of qalosb.l is the special status assigned to cer

tain goods as common exchangeables. They serve as a third 

item through which Oma residents can convert their own goods 

into desired goods. 
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Earlier in this chapter, I discussed three logically 

contrasting situations in which an exchange can occur: (1) a 

person see~ing to relinquish a specific item at his disposal 

in exchange for some other unspecified item; (2) a person 

seeking to acquire a particular good in exchange for some 

goods at his disposal; and (3) a person seeking to acquire 

(or relinquish) a particular item in exchange for another 

particular kind of good. There are four categories of goods 

which are most connnonly accepted as unspecified goods in the 

first and second situations. They are qayarn 'livestock', 

pagoy 'bundled rice', binayu 'pounded rice', and pinak 'cash'. 

These are the common exchangeables which I refer to as "the 

media of exchange." 

The four media of exchange are indeed goods of the 

same categories as the "value goods" which provide the basis 

for measuring and expressing the values of other goods. The 

primary medium (media) of exchange for a given commodity group

ing is an individual token of the category of value goods in 

terms of which the commodities are evaluated (see Fig. 12). 

For example, pagoy 'bundled rice' is the primary medium of 

exchange for 'bundled rice' evaluated goods. Any 'bundled 

rice' evaluated item is directly exchangeable with pagoy. 
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It is also possible for value goods to serve as the secon-

dary medium (media) of exchange for certain other goods or sets 

of goods. 'Bundled rice', for instance, can serve as a medium 

of exchange for 'chicken' evaluated minor estate {l), as 

shown in Fig. 12. The function of the four goods as the media 

of exchange has two consequences. First, it provides the 

local participants with the efficient means of converting 

their goods into desired items. Second, it attributes to 

the four goods a strategic capacity, namely, "purchasing power." 

Inter-sphere substitutability 

owing to the function of media of exchange, goods of 

one transactional value sphere can be indirectly converted into 

goods of another sphere. Ayam 'livestock' and pagoy 'bundled 

rice' as media of exchange play the key role in inter-sphere 

exchange. 'Water buffalo' is the primary medium of exchange 

for valued estate of the maximum value sphere despite the fact 

that 'water buffalo' itself belongs to the intermediate value 

sphere. 

self. 

This arrangement is an inter-sphere exchange in it-

As Fig. 12 indicates, there are a nurrber of ways in which 

goods may be converted into 'water buffalo' because 'bundled 

rice' and small animals which function as media of exchange 

are interchangeable, and pigs are directly exchangeable with 

'water buffalo'. This means all goods for which 'bundled rice' 

and 'livestock' serve as the media of exchange can be po

tentially converted into 'water buffalo'. 

The direct exchangeability between goods of the minimum 

value sphere and those of the intermediate value sphere is 
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limited. Some goods in the minimum value sphere such as 

simple tools and household utensils (1 in Fig. llB) are exchan

ged for 'bundled rice', but conversions of this type remain 

minor. Pinak 'cash' appears to be a useful instrument for 

converting goods in the minimum value sphere into those in 

the intermediate value sphere. However, as we have already 

observed, the acceptability of 'cash' in actual transactions 

is unpredictable .• Although the people recognize the function 

of pinak 'cash' as a medium of exchange, they also know that 

its utility is subject to particular situational factors. 

Their distrust of 'cash' restricts its potential capacity as an 

instrument of conversion. 

More significant than the exchange of goods is the 

unique connection between the two spheres because of the rela

tion between 'bundled rice' and 'pounded riqe'. Within the 

usual process of local life, 'bundled rice' is the main product 

of people's production activities. Rice is stored in the 

bundled form until it is pounded for consumption. Uma resi

dents can limit transformation of 'bundled rice' into 'pounded 

rice' by acquiring the latter in exchange for substitutable 

items or in exchange for their labor. By minimizing the 

t~ansformation of 'bundled rice' to 'pounded rice', the owners 

of 'bundled rice' can maintain their supply of this rice in 

order to take advantage of its capacity for acquiring other 

goods through qalosb.l. 
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Ayam 'livestock' and pagoy 'bundled rice' 

Ayam 'livestock' and pagoy 'bundled rice' are the two 

uniquely important goods to people who turn to qalosb.l for 

acquiring desired items in exchange for their own goods. No 

other item is comparable to these two in their capacity for 

facilitating the conversion of different goods. The ultimate 

interchangeability of all exchangeable goods critically 

hinges on the marked liquidity of these two goods. From the 

people's perspective, the two goods have exceptional "exchange 

value." 

Desirable Direction of Exchange 

An understanding of the desirable direction of ex

change is centrally important to the ground·rules governing 

participation in ~alosb.l 'direct balanced exchange'. We ob

served the ranking of exchangeables along the scale of dayaw 

'prestige scale', first, by transactional value spheres 

~d second, by more specific classifications of goods withi~ 

each sphere. Ranking from lesser to greater dayaw represents 

the direction of desirable exchange. 

Explicit moral judgment is attributed to a transaction 

when it involves a pair of the goods that are distinctly 

different in their dayaw ranking. It is praiseworthy and 

desirable to exchange items of lesser davaw for those of greater 

davaw. Conversely, it is regrettable and undesirable to make 

a downward conversion, i.e., an exchange of items of greater 
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dayaw for those of lesser dayaw. 

It is this moral judgment that we observed earlier 

in this chapter in regard to palaka.l 'sale of valued es

tate', sukrnun 'rice purchase', and sa9sa9 'one-for-many 

livestock exchange'. Sa9sa~ is undesirable from the point 

of view of the owner of one head who changes it into multiple 

heads. Greater dayaw is assigned to one large animal than 

to a set of smaller ones. Palak and sukmun are marked with 

pronounced moral judgment because they imply a downward con

version across different transactional spheres. Palak is an 

exchange of valued estate typically for 'water buffalo' or for 

other goods in the intermediate value sphere. Sukmun is shame

ful not only because nest goods deployed in sukmun rank higher 

along the scale of dayaw in relation to rice but also because 

the rice so acquired is understood to be used in household 

consumption. Although rice purchased in sukmun is in the 

bundled form, it is slated to be transforned into 'pounded 

rice', which is, in the folk view, equivalent to downward 

conversion from the intermediate sphere to the minimum value 

sphere. 

The associated moral judgment determines who may 

initiate a negotiation for an exchange which will be prestige

losing to one of the potential transacting parties. In the 

case of palak, only the potential seller of value estate can 

be an initiator. In sukrnun, only the potential buyer of 

rice can initiate negotiation. The social positions of the 

rnaw-nalos 'transactor in calosb.l' and the ~aglos 'transactee 
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in qalosb.l' are also assigned to the two parties to a 

transaction on the basis of the relative dayaw ranking of the 

goods involved. The owner of goods of greater dayaw is 

referred to as ma:qinalos in the sense of "the party to 

qalosb.l who provides the primary flow of goods without which 

the exchange would not take place." Ma;los is used to refer 

to the owner of goods of lesser dayaw who provides the 

reciprocal flow with his goods. 

Summary 

From the foregoing analysis, we can identify five 

main attributes which characterize qalosb.l 'direct balanced 

exchange'. They are: (1) balance and directness, (2) inter~ 

changeability, (3) relative liquidity, (4) desirable di-
. 

rection of exchange, and (5) allowance for gainful trans-

action. 

Unique among the forms of transfer available in Uma, 

qalosb.l is independent of the network of social relation

ships. Transaction by qalosb.l does not depend on pre-existing 

social relationships. Due to the concept of balance between 

the values of goods exchanged, participants in qalosb.l do 

not expect unequal social relations to develop out of a 

transaction. The established systems of value measure pro

vide Uma residents with a shared basis on which they measure, 

evaluate, and interpret equivalent values. Because of the 

rule specifying a time limit within which a transaction is 

to be completed, people expect that they can acq~ire desired 
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goods through qalosb.l when necessary. 

All exchangeable goods are interchangeable--if not 

directly, then through a chain of exchanges. The use of a 

third item as the medium of exchange efficiently facilitates 

the process. Because virtually every item can be converted 

into other goods, every item has "exchange value" to its 

owner. Whatever form the product of an individual's labor 

may take, he can use it for acquiring desired goods. Hence, 

in deciding among alternative production activities, people 

are not restricted to the single primary objective of meeting 

their consumption needs directly with their own product. 

Not all goods can be exchanged with equal ease. 

Four kinds of goods, qayam 'livestock', pagoy 'bundled rice', 

binayu 'pounded rice', and pinak 'cash' are accepted as 

common exchangeables. A.~ong these, qayam 'livestock' and 

binayu 'pounded rice' are viewed as the most useful media of 

exchange for the purpose of acquiring other goods. People 

depend upon these two goods for achieving socially ap-

proved, desirable conversions of goods from a lower value 

sphere to a higher value sphere. 

To the people of Urna, qalosb.l is more than a means 

of exchanging one kind of good for another. It is one of the 

available opportunities for them to gain prestige or measura

ble material benefits through successful U?Ward conversions. 

The factors determining the 'actual exchange price' (~Tnab) 

in a particular transaction enable local participants to 
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Each of the attributes we have identified has impor

tant implications both for the people's overall design of 

household resource management and the society's material proc

ess. The ensuing analyses will attempt to elucidate these 

implications. 

Local Resource Management 

The analysis in the previous section has shown the 

main attributes of the conceptual schemata ordering 'balanced 

exchange' (qalosb.l). The analysis of the internal organiza

tion of 'balanced exchange', however, leaves certain important 

questions unanswered. These include: (a) the loca.l people's 

theories of undesirable conversion, without·which desirable 

conversion cannot occur, and (b) the criteria used in evaluat

ing the relative advantages involved in deploying their goods 

in the transaction of this particular form rather than in 

alternative uses. The discussion in the foregoing section 

concerning the interchangeability of goods, the desirable 

direction of exchange, and opportunities for material gain 

throws partial light on evaluation criteria by showing what 

the people can expect when they participate in 'balanced ex

change'. However, that discussion does not clarify the net 

advantages and disadvantages the people may weigh in deciding 

for 'exchange' activities. 
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The questions not answered by our analysis of the 

structure internal to 'balanced exchange' indicate that, on 

the conceptual plane, the model of 'balanced exchange' is 

dependent on variables external to it and that, on the phenom

enal plane, the process of this exchange is not viable by it

self. To answer these questions we have to know the basis on 

which Urna residents decide to channel their resources into 

'exchange' transfer as well as the specific circumstances in 

which 'balanced exchange' is a possible choice among other 

culturally appropriate alternatives of resource deployment. 

The defining attributes of 'balanced exchange' we identified 

in Chapter IV are suggestive since they represent the criteria 

locally used to distinguish diverse ways in which goods may 

be obtained through transfer. However, the distinctions made 

between different forms of transfer are only a limited aspect 

of the knowledge the people use for deciding to apply their 

goods to 'exchange' transfer. An understanding of the bases 

for choosing 'exchange' activities requires an analysis of 

the 'exchange' model as a part of the more inclusive theory 

the people hold regarding what resources are and what benefit 

one can draw from them. What is needed is an elucidation of 

the local standards for organizing activities directed toward 

acquiring, maintaining, modifying, or relinquishing the mate

rial objects people perceive as useful in making a living in 

the society. I refer to these standards as "local resource 

management. " 

An analysis of local resource management is indispens-
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able to this study because it provides answers to such yet

to-be explored questions as those -stated above and facilitates 

a more adequate understanding of the folk model of 'balanced 

exchange'. There is yet another compelling reason. The ade

quate account of 'balanced exchange' I seek to offer in this 

study requires an assessment of the implications of the 'ex

change' model for the empirical material process in the society. 

For such an assessment, we must first analyze on the ideational 

plane the interrelations between the model of 'balanced ex

change' and the rest of the people's theory of resource man

agement. Then, we must separately analyze on the phenomenal 

plane (a) the pattern of material flows by 'balanced exchange' 

and (b} its relations to the rest of the economic performance 

in the society. Finally, the last should be examined against 

the interrelations on the ideational plane determined from 

the first analysis. An investigation of local resource man

agement is one essential step toward achieving the goal of 

determining the relevance of the 'exchange' model to the broad

er economic process in the society. 

Accepting the necessity of analyzing local resource 

management, we must face a methodological difficulty of another 

order: that is, how to identify the boundary and contents of 

such a broad conceptual domain. One of the main investiga

tions in economics is the study of the disposal of scarce 

means in relation to alternative ends, and this is approached 

as the analysis of market process in the societies organized 

by overt market institutions. For a primary formulation of 
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an economic model, economists can legitimately set aside non

economic factors. Anthropologists, however, time after time, 

discover that they cannot apply the same procedure to the 

study of economy in nonindustrial societies. To discover what 

those ends and means are in a particular society they often 

have to delve deeply into the maze of social relations -

occasionally to the extent that "economy" is completely ab

sorbed into social relations. Some anthropologists prefer to 

ignore the culture-specific needs, or perceived ends, of a 

people and focus almost exclusively on physiologically deter

minable needs. 

From the ethnographic viewpoint held in this study, 

we must discover what ends and means Uma residents perceive 

according to their conceptual designs for the management of 

resources, and what standards they employ for evaluating al

ternatives -- even though these may not be found within the 

realm of arrangement of goods and services. There is no basis 

for us to presuppose that the perceived means and ends are 

either merely aspects of social relations or restricted to 

ideas of making a living with varying degrees of material suf

ficiency in return for the least labor output. As the ensuing 

analysis will show, the ends recognized in Uma go beyond sat

isfying household subsistence needs. There are other classes 

of needs. Different classes of needs have to be met by partic

ular categories of goods. The desired ends and the available 

means to meet those ends in Uma are indeed shaped by social 

relations which are exogenous to the society's economy but which 
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operate within it. We must discover specifically what those 

social relations are and the way in which they constrain the 

people's theory of resource-centered activities. 

For the purpose of examining local resource management 

and locating the 'exchange' model within it, I shall first 

focus on the local standards for evaluating alternative ways 

of handling resources. Then, I shall describe both the cul

turally available ways of obtaining and increasing those re

sources, and the manners of relinquishing them for social 

increment. 

Resource Management and Social Values 

The model of qalosb.l 'balanced exchange' forms but 

one part of the people's conceptual schemata for organizing 

their economic activities in appropriating materials from the 

physical environment, transforming the appropriated materials 

into utilizable products, and transferring use of these prod

ucts. What guides choice among the alternative courses of 

action involved are the shared standards for arranging the 

alternatives on a preference scale. In reference to the stand

ards, the people assess the relative desirability of their 

activities by virtue of a relationship between perceived means 

and ends. I refer to these standards as "local evaluation of 

resource management" in order to distinguish them from other 

cultural standards discussed in this study. 

The local evaluation of resource management assigns 

greater or lesser desirability to different management activi-
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-ties and lays out broad but definite guidelines for Uma house-

hold managers. Only in reference to such evaluation, shall 

we be able to understand net advantages and disadvantages local 

managers weigh in considering their economic strategies and 

ma.king decisions. 

Our first task then is to discover the main criteria 

used in local evaluation of resource management. Why do Oma 

residents find it not only prudent but also praiseworthy to 

save and invest what they could consume now? Why do any of 

them belabor themselves for producing more than they antici

pate to consume by themselves? Why is it desirable for them 

to consume in feasts and meat distribution a major portion of 

products of their labor? To put it more bluntly, what are 

goods good for in the Uma scheme of evaluation? To answer 

t..~ese questions, we need to go outside the realm of material 

management into a more inclusive field. Evaluation of resource 

management is an integral part of the local people's shared 

ideas of desirability or worth in regard to a wider range of 

cultural forms of things and actions. Criteria for evaluation 

are dependent on a general system of social values shared by 

Uma residents in broader social contexts. Only in reference 

to such a broad analytical concept as "social standards of 

preferences" (Firth 1951:43) and ethnographic analysis of those 

standards, can we know what people regard as net advantages in 

producing, transferring, and utilizing resources and products. 

Obviously there are multiple types of qualities to which such 

standards are applied (1951: 42-43; also 1953:152). A complete 
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examination of every main standard in each of divergent cul

tural fields is ideal but beyond the scope of this study. I 

narrowly focus on those social values which define desirable 

and undesirable forms of resource management. Seeking to 

identify those values, I shall analyze the connections between 

"a public value system" (Goodenough 1961:524) in social con

texts and, organization of activities for realizing the valued 

qualities through managing material resources. 

Evaluation of resource management 

Alternatives and bases for choice 

A glance at alternative utilizations of goods is suf

ficient to see the problems of decision-making Uma managers 

face in regard to their resources. We observed in Chapter IV 

the numerous ways in which rights to different kinds of goods 

are transferred. Inspection of the sheer number of the dis

tinct manners of their transfer is enough to surmise a wide 

range cf uses of goods other than autoconsurnption by a pro

ducer household. 

Take, for example, 'bundled rice' (pagoy). Uma vil

lagers must decide not only how much to pound every few days 

but also how much to use as payment for labor or in exchange 

for other goods. Furthermore, they may receive a request for 

giving some as bogwat 'interest-free rice loan repaid by rice' 

and must decide whether or not to grant the request. At the 

death of their relatives, they need to decide ~~ether or not 

they give 'bundled rice' as a gift, and if so, how much. If 
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there arises an opportunity to acquire a pig through 'balanced 

exchange', should they use 'bundled rice' or lumber, or some

thing else? 

Multiple considerations specific to particular cir

cumstances influence their decision. Divergent factors in

volved in their considerations baffle the search for the guid

ing principle which operates in all or most decision-making. 

Prudent allocation of scarce means for maximum material re

wards by itself hardly applies to Oma economic choice as the 

general principle. Granting bogwat, for instance, clearly_ 

violates the principle of maximization of material gratifica

tion. Request for this form of loan is made inevitably in a 

pre-harvest season when the relative exchange value of rice 

is greater than usual. A small pig may be available for 

·•balanced exchange' with 1 dalan and 7 or 8 qiti~ (the grain 

weight of about 18 to 19 kg in the unhusked form) of 'bundled 

rice' whereas it takes 2 .dalan (about 21.5 kg) or more to ob

tain the same pig after harvest. Why should anyone grant 

bogwat whereby only the borrowed amount of rice is returned 

after harvest? Yet, Uma residents do allow rice to be taken 

as bogwat some of the time. 

My records of the actual uses of goods display abun

dant examples of not only foregoing apparent material gain 

but also accepting obvious material loss. A head of water 

buffalo, two of which could earn a small 'rice field', is 

given in exchange for a pig of significantly less value. A 

'rice field' which should be transferred only by inheritance 
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to children is offered for a few water buffaloes in 'balanced 

exchange'. Notwithstanding, cases illustrating shre~dness in 

calculating material gain are not wanting either. Bargaining 

in earnest is nothing unusual between relatives or co-villagers 

who are parties to 'balanced exchange'. I pointed out in the 

last chapter how urgency of need felt by one party for acquir

ing a certain good operates as one of the determinants of its 

actual sale value. Since this is part of the shared knowledge 

in Oma, there is ample opportunity for shrewd businessmen to 

take advantage of it. Furthermore, there are striking cases 

exhibiting what appear to be contradictory principles. Pot 

makers from a neighboring region arrive with their products 

to be exchanged with 'pounded rice' (binayu). While Uma vil

lagers scrutinize the quality of the pots, they and the pot 

makers untiringly argue over their sale value. A difference of 

one dupas (about 300g) or even one half of the amount per pot 

in sale value can cause prolonged argument and can lead to 

the breakdown of further negotiation. 'Immediately following 

such negotiation, pot sellers are invited into the house for 

a meal by one or more Uma villagers who may or may not be pot 

buyers. Rice cooked for a visitor is minimally 1 dupas per 

person. One observes with wonder the scene at which the Uma 

villagers who have bargained hard for one half dupas less of 

the proposed sale value of a pot are acting as generous hosts 

feeding their negotiation partners with twice as much of the 

rice argued over minutes ago. What common elernent(s) can we 

find in all these choices exercised in regard to the uses of 
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goods? Or, is there any common element at all? 

There are at least three main classes of needs to be 

met with goods: household subsistence needs; social needs; 

and needs to maintain and increase property to be inherited 

by children. Social needs include needs to extend credit and 

to give gifts in numerous forms -- such as sharing in consump

tion, contribution to public events sponsored by a relative, 

a co-villager, or a friend, staging public feasts and meat 

distribution, assistance to relatives in indemnity payment 

and certain other special emergencies, and inter-group pres

tation. Discussions in earlier chapters have shown that cer

tain kinds of goods meet certain classes of needs. Thus, 

classes of needs delimit primary or ultimate uses of goods. 

For example, goods in the highest value sphere which have 

been referred to as "highly valued estate" (see Fig. 11) are 

used primarily for inheritence by children and for indemnity 

payment. But, possible deployment of those goods in 'balanced 

exchange' opens up another dimension to their use (see Fig. 

12). The primary use of 'livestock' (qayam), 'local sugar

cane wine' (bayas), and 'glutinous rice' (dalkot) is to meet 

social needs, since they are consumed only in public events. 

However, before they find their way to final consumption, 

they can also be used in a number of transactions. Use in 

'balanced exchange' is a possibility for all exchangeables. 

Alternatives are limited with unexchangeables such as cooked 

food and the meat of slaughtered livestock. Even then, there 

is a choice -- between consumption within a household and 
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sharing with members of other households. Furthermore, major 

items among unexchangeables have been transformed into their 

unexchangeable state by owners' own acts: e.g., cooking 

otherwise exchangeable foods and slaughtering exchangeable 

livestock, creates unexchangeable foodstuffs. Such acts also 

imply choice. Decision on the amount of rice to be cooked 

depends in part on whether cooked rice is exclusively for 

intrahousehold subsistence or for sharing with others in con

sumption. 

There are alternatives at different levels of resource 

utilization. Both short-range and long-range gratification 

must enter into considerations which govern choice. Conflicts 

can exist in using limited resources to attain different or

ders of gratification. The choice actually made by different 

individuals in particular situations may not necessarily rep

resent a well-considered decision in terms of the various 

wants to be attained. It would be an enormous task to con

struct a decision-making model to account for each of the 

choices actually made and to seek out common elements among 

divergent models. Is there any possibility of identifying 

general strategies which we can assume are part of choice

governing considerations and in reference to which we can 

interpret more or less in the same way as Uma residents do 

those actuated choices as well-considered or ill-considered, 

or atypical? I believe there is. 

In disposing of goods, the people must choose whether 

to keep them in store for their anticipated primary use in 
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meeting one or another class of needs, to deploy them in order 

to acquire other kinds of goods to meet those needs, or to use 

them for their increased consumption in the future -- to 

mention just a few. But, above all decisions taken, a con

tinuing choice has to be made on how to allocate their total 

resources ultimately among the different classes of needs. 

What are the bases for this choice? What are the final ends, 

the desired last states of affairs, the gratification of which 

Oma residents aspire to maximize, and which govern this basic 

choice and must constrain other subsidiary choices? 

Particular considerations vary among individuals and 

in different circumstances. Actual choices may differ from 

the "ideal" choice. Nevertheless, there must be shared ideas 

of general ends among the people in Uma to the extent that 

they carry out ordered living as a community of men and do 

not find their fellow men's choices arbitrary. We may focus 

our attention on those shared ideas. The shared ideas do not 

include all considerations that enter into particular deci

sions made by each individual. But, they are part of the 

system of shared knowledge and value which most probably cir

cumscri.besindividuals' choices. Our goal here is minimal as 

judged by the standard of ethnographic description. We aim 

at identifying in the field of our present concern "the set 

theoretical intersection of individual competences" (Werner 

and Fenton 1970:540-541). 
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Ends in resource management 

Dayaw is the pervasive concern in Oma life. It is 

the ultimate measure of an individual's achievement. The 

term refers to respectability, respect, esteem, prestige, or 

prestige value, depending upon the contexts of its use. It 

is an expression of positive evaluation of a man, an act, or 

a thing. By examining the positive evaluation of a man so 

expressed by his fellow men, we can identify those qualities 

to which the evaluation is socially accorded. We then pro

ceed to analyze which of these preferred or valued qualities 

are attainable through resource management and represent the 

publicly shared ideas of the ultimately desired ends to be 

achieved in the management. 

Persons whom Oma people regard with definite 'respect' 

are nadayaw 'respected, or held in high esteem'. Those per

sons unquestionably recognized throughout the region as 

nadayaw are not many in number -- a dozen or fewer at any one 

time. With these outstanding persons, the term nadayaw may 

be appropriately glossed as 'renown' in some contexts. Many 

others are nadayaw among some people or in certain contexts, 

depending upon the individual evaluators and the particular 

qualities of those being evaluated. Although not everyone 

can be verbally described as nadayaw which implies actuation 

of the qualities deserving dayaw to an outstanding degree, 

the respectability basic to the concept of dayaw is fundamen

tally important to every person in the society. It is essen-
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tial for him to be socially acknowledged as tagu 'man' or 'a 

fully social person' (as opposed to tagtaggu 'man only in ap

pearance' or qalan which refers to evil spirits but means in 

this context something equivalent to evil spirits in sub

stance). Unless public opinion recognizes an individual as 

tagu, his jural rights are not protected. 

An Uma citizen's 'respectability' is evaluated along 

four major dimensions: wealth, support, knowledge and demon

stration of social responsibilities, and bravery. Negative 

qualities in an individual along all or some of these dimen

sions ~an result in his being rejected from normal social 

interactions and even from the local jural system. To be in 

a permanent state of want and thus of dependence on others is 

the negative end along the dimension of wealth. The number 

of kinsmen to whom an individual can turn for support places 

him on a relative scale along the kin support dimension. Hav

ing no kin support is the negative extreme. An individual 

receiv«~s a low evaluation along a third dirr..ension if he is 

ignorant of jural rights and duties and social privileges and 

obligations, or, more importantly, if his performance is seen 

as evidence of his ignorance of the duties and obligations 

appropriate to his social standing. The negative value along 

the dimension of bravery is that of being a coward. 

The absence of any of these negative qualities enti

tles an individual to be remarked as "tagarnmuna 'he knows; he 

is a man of knowledge; he is a man' . " All individuals in 

Oma with rare exceptions -- strive to achieve and maintain 
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The first three of the four dimensions are interdependent in 

substance. No individual in Oma is without kinsmen in terms 

of his genealogical connections to others. It is possible 

that he is said to have no kin (e.g., "Nappun qag!na 'he has 

no relatives'") when he constantly fails to be self-supporting 

and to fulfill any of his expected social obligations to the 

extent that even those in his kindred core refuse to recognize 

him socially as their relative 5 (see Fig. 7.4). Performing 

duties and obligations according to the established standards 

for demonstrating one's 'knowledge' is essential in order to 

have one's relatives support his jural status and otherwise 

act as his socially relevant relatives. This, however, neces

sitates the use of material means since contributing and dis

tributing 'gifts' on certain occasions is part of one's criti

cal obligations. In order to be recognized as a 'man', there

fore, an individual usually must have the ability to ~set both 

household subsistence needs and required social needs and to 

secure a sufficient number of socially relevant relatives. 

'Esteem' (dayaw), as I previously stated, is accorded 

to an individual who is accepted as a 'fully social person' 

and who outranks others along one or more of the four dimen

sions. Being held in 'esteem', he is free from ridicule and 

abuse. An individual ranking high on the scale of 'esteem' 

enjoys not only willing cooperation but also deference from 

members of the society. In public gatherings, he is one of 
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the first to taste 'drinks', and to have an attentive audience 

when he speaks. A large number of people participate in the 

supra-household events he hosts or presides over. People also 

respond to his call for cooperation and assistance. 

The ability to successfully manage household resources 

and to provide for others after having satisfied one's house

hold subsistence needs is the highly valued quality along the 

dimension of wealth. That value along the kin support dimen

sion is expressed as sokal 'power'. An individual is mansokal 

'powerful' when an extensive range of persons act as his rela

tives and can be mobilized for support. The most respected 

quality along the dimension of knowledge takes a special form 

qalog si numintog 'adjudicating ability'. Sintagammu 'the one 

who knows' typically connotes an individual who has this abil

ity. To be so recognized, an individual must have both knowl

edge of the current jural rules as well as of precedents which 

have been used in arbitration and adjudication and the ability 

to present his argument in public according to the reasoning 

appreciated by the merrbers of the society. The specific posi

tive quality along the dimansion of bravery is qalmot 'bravery 

evidenced by killing'. A ga~~ad 'great man' combines in his 

person all of these valued qualities and, in Uma public value, 

he is the ideal -- to be held in the highest 'esteem'. In 

reality, a gaE9ad appears only once in several generations. 

Capable individuals in every generation, however, aspire to 

approximate this ideal with varying degrees of success. 
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Binaknay 'wealth, or richness', sokal 'power', qalog 

si numintog 'adjudicating ability', and qalmot 'bravery evi

denced by killing' are the four main socially recognized 

qualities the realization of which determines an individual's 

worth in the eyes of other men and the 'esteem' accorded to 

him. Among the four, the last two qualities are regarded as 

not equally attainable by everyone. People recognize that 

certain individuals have a greater capacity for these quali

ties. The road to 'esteem'; however, is open to everyone. 

Every normal person is considered equally capable of attain

ing 'wealth' and 'power'. As local residents have it, they 

are-to be derived from the considered organization of economic 

activities. 

The shared theory that every person can and should 

achieve the preferred qualities in the economic field lays 

down the ultimately desired ends in local resource management. 

Forms of resource management are evaluated in relation to 

their effectiveness in maximizing the gratification of the 

two general ends, 'wealth' and 'power'. This evaluation fun

damantally shapes the choices people exercise among alterna

tive economic activities and their decisions for choosing 

'exchange' activities. 

'Wealth' and 'power' 

The foregoing discussion has identified 'wealth' 

(binakna~} and 'power' {sokal) as the two main valued quali

ties which determine the ultimate ends in Uma resource manage-
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ment.· A comment on how each of these qualities is locally 

defined is now in order. This will clarify the implications 

of the connections between these social values and the con

tent of local resource management. 

'Wealth' (binakna~) 

Two criteria for evaluating one's binakna~ 'wealth, 

or richness' are expressed in the local speech. They are: 

qadu kuwana 'there is much he owns' and pinqa qalana 'he is 

continually earning'. The first, stated in context, refers 

to the combination of (a; the amounts and kinds cf goods cur

rently owned and (b) the amounts and kinds of goods once owned 

and.dispensed in culturally appropriate ways. Thus, what mat

ters is not merely the sum of the values of the property one 

owns but also the categories of the goods owned. Critical to 

the latter is the ranking of these goods along the scale of 

'prestige value' (dayaw) we examined in the first section of 

this chapter. Goods in the highest value sphere are crucial 

(Fig. 11), and the definite ranking among the five categories 

of these goods, i.e., 'heirlooms', 'houses', ;rice-fields', 

and 1granaries', and 'private land' (from the higher to the 

lower in the order listed). 

Moreover, one's present title holding is only part of 

what is considered in an evaluation. People scrutinize the 

amounts and kinds of property an individual once owned but 

has dispensed by transferring it to his children by 'inherit

ance', giving it as 'gift' on specified occasions, and/or 
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contributing it to such special needs of his relatives as in

demnity payment. The practice of title transfer by 'inherit

ance' at the time when a child establishes his own 'household' 

inevitably decreases his parent's property (see Table 68). 

The 'wealth' credited to an individual whose children are all 

married and who has no 'valued estate' in his holding is not 

necessarily less, by the local criterion, than that credited 

to a younger individual who owns items of 'valued estate' and 

whose children are still unmarried. Also relevant to this 

criterion is the scale of property used in the special form 

of 'gift' dispensation called ganu 'prescribed livestock 

slaughter', which we shall later examine in detail. 

The second of the two criteria concerns the record of 

one's acquisition -- both the current state of increasing one's 

property and past acquisition. An individual's total title 

holding comprises 'inherited property' (naksun) and 'acquired 

property' (banyaga). The latter receives much higher evalua

tion than the former. When an individual's 'wealth' exclusive

ly consists of 'inherited property', the 'esteem' that accrues 

to him on account of the 'wealth' is clearly limited unless 

it is of exceptional quality and quantity. Implicit in the 

concept of 'wealth' as a socially valued quality is the dem

onstrated ability to acquire and accumulate property. 

'Wealth' is the ne~essary qualification of the social 

category of bakna~ 'the wealthy'. To be placed in this cate

gory, an individual must be seen by others as qadu tagammuna 

'he knows well'. This evaluation is accorded to an individual 
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when his rating along all of the four primary dimensions is 

higher than the average. Thus, a 'rich man' must be 'brave', 

must have substantive kin 'support', and must demonstrate his 

'knowledge' in his acts of fulfilling duties and obligations. 

The last assumes special importance when an individual already 

rates high in 'wealth' because much of the fulfillment of one's 

obligations takes the form of provisioning those other than the 

members of one's own 'household' and the scale of one's obliga

tions corresponds to the magnitude of 'wealth' under one's con

trol. One who controls 'wealth' is recognized as a 'rich man' 

only when he meets his expected obligations. 

Among the qualifications or attributes of 'the wealthy' 

-in Uma, there is no place for the conspicuous consumption which 

serves as an index of the well-to-do in some societies. Con

sumption not widely shared with others is in fact condemned, 

and disqu~lifies an individual from being a 'rich man'. 'The 

wealthy' deserve 'esteem', asserts local theory, because they 

behave as 'the wealthy'; that is, they have more to share with 

others and more with which to provide their children estate 

property. 

'Power' {sokal). Sokal refers to the ability to in-

duce desired actions from others. It is, in effect, the abil

ity to create, modify, and maintain politically useful social 

ties in the idiom of kinship. The content of sokal is not 

identical to the -c:echnical meaning of the term "power," i.e., 

"the ability to channel the behavior of others by threat or 

the use of sanctions" (Fried 19 6 7: 13, cf 10) . In inducing 
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desired actions from others, sokal does not necessarily repre

sent social sanctions. It does embody threat or the use of 

public opinion to hurt the rights of those who do not submit, 

and threat of the potential use of force against them. In 

certain situations, sokal may be better glossed as 'influence', 

but typically it is more than what is technically understood 

as "influence." An individual recognized as lacking the abil

ity to appeal to the use of force is not referred to as "man

sokal 'being in control of sokal'." 

The criterion locally used for evaluating sokal throws 

light on the nature of this ability as well as on the rele

vance of this ability to the jural and political relations in 

the society. fhe sokal of an individual is measured by the 

number of persons who observe kinship obligations in relation 

to him. Locally, nqadu qagina 'he has many relatives'" ex

presses social approval given to an individual by t.~e criteri

on of 'support'. An individual's sokal is indeed measurable 

by the estimated number of persons who act as his 'relatives' 

(~): viz., firstly, the persons who are viewed as forming 

his support in litigation and in physical confrontation as 

well as in the public events he sponsors; and secondly, the 

persons who are unlikely to act against him though not com

mitted to support him in disputes. Support is essential in 

litigation as was indicated in an earlier analysis because, 

in effect, the opinion of people at large determines the rights 

and duties of litigants. A ma~inintog 'adjudicator', a 

mansakusak 'mediator', and even a paBat 'leader' usually base 
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their judgment, advice, and persuasion on the opinion pre

vailing among the people. The latter, in turn, is critically 

conditioned by the scope and constituents of the support com

manded by litigants. Thus, the sokal which can mobilize sup

port is generally more than "influence" even when the use of 

force in physical confrontation is a remote possibility. 

In building up sokal 'power', it is essential to es

tablish relations of personal loyalty and obligation on the 

part of a number of people. The relations are predominantly 

based on kinship since kinship obligation has the moral force 

of magnitude. In this context, the flexible nature of kin

ship association we analyzed earlier assumes special impor

tance. 'Relatives' in the third and fourth degrees of gene

alogical distance hold the key to an individual's 'power' 

(see Fig. 7). The choices they exercise for political affili

ation make a decisive difference in the scope of support indi

viduals control and hence in their 'power'. 

There are several recognized ways in which an indivi

dual can place his 'relatives' in balqon 'indebtedness' and 

secure their loyalty out of obligation. He may render them 

special material assistance as a rich relative, or as a fear

less fighter, service as an advocate with oratorical skills, 

or favor as an arbitrator. The most common and effective 

means used by ~~e people (with rare exceptions of individuals 

with unusual talents) for inducing others to support an indi

vidual consists in the specific confirmation of kin ties and 

in the induction of obligation by making his 'relatives' the 
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recipients of 'gifts', and especially, in multihousehold dis

pensation on occasions of 'prescribed livestock slaughter' 

(ganu). Such acts need to be repeated in order to maintain 

and renew bonds of indebtedness since 'relatives' beyond one's 

kindred core are free to change their political affiliations. 

Continually reaffirming these bonds calls for material re

sources without which continual 'gift' contribution and dis

pensation are impossible. Skill in economic management, there

fore, is essential, though not sufficient, to realize 'power'. 

According to the local theory, anyone who so wills can become 

'powerful' (mansokal) by working hard and can 'increase' his 

'relatives' by treating them properly. The more he gives out, 

the greater the number of his 'relatives' and hence his 'power'. 

In reality, material acquisition and dispensation at an accept

able level is only the minimum condition in launching one's 

career in competition over 'power'. Some individuals are 

clearly more politically talented than others, given the simi

lar levels of acquisition and dispensation. 

Interrelationsl1ips of wealth and power. 'Wealth' in 

itself does not imply control over 'power'. Neither does 

'power' itself imply control over 'wealth'. However, the two 

qualities are interrelated. It is impossible to sustain one's 

'wealth' without access to 'power' either by controlling it 

oneself or by securing support from a 'relative' who controls 

it. One's rights in his property are maintained only to the 

extent that they are s1:, recognized by members of the society. 

Consideration of the balance of 'power' is central to arbitra-
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tion and adjudication. Without a degree of 'power' a.~d sub

stantial kin support, there is a high probability that one 

will lose one's property in litigation or in such forms as 

imposed indemnity payment. An individual may have 'wealth' 

on account of his inherited property but will not be able to 

defend his rights to it after the death of his parent(s) if 

he does not effect kin support for himself. To maintain 

'wealth' thus requires strategic material dispensation for 

the purpose of building support around himself or of securing 

contiliual and reliable support from his 'powerful' relative{s). 

While commanding 'wealth' for the benefit of the children is 

praiseworthy in itself, upholding 'wealth' is practically im

possible without spending, in public dispensation, a part of 

the 'wealth' as proportionate to its total magnitude. 

In the exceptional case of fearless warriors and rep

utable arbitrators, it is possible to gain 'power' without 

depending on the material means available for dispensation. 

For most people, the deployment of material means is required 

to gain and continue tc command 'power'. It is not essential 

to amass 'wealth' but acquiring and accumulating substantial 

material means is requisite, unless such means are provided 

by 'inheritance', for furnishing dispensation and for satis

fying the necessary condition for 'power'. 

Both accumulation and dispensation are crucial for 

attaining either of the desired ends in resource management, 

'wealth' or 'power'. 'Wealth' based primarily on accumulation, 

is inescapably associated with dispensation. 'Power', gained 
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Summary. Numerous alternatives are open in local 

resource management. Ultimately, however, each household (as 

the unit of management) must decide how to allocate its total 

resources among the three main classes of needs in terms of 

the primary uses attributed to categories of goods. We focused 

on discovering the basis for this decision by examining what 

the people's public culture defines as the general or final 

ends in resource management: that is, the desired states of 

affairs ultimately to be maximized in the field of resource 

management (as opposed to specific or immediate ends in infi

nitely varying particular situations). The locally evaluated 

relations of means to these ends provide the basic criteria 

for evaluating resource management. In reference to these 

criteria, we can gain an understanding of the place 'balanced 

exchange' occupies in the people's economic plans and of the 

basis for their choice of channelling goods through 'exchange'. 

Our analysis has shown that the highest social values 

accrue to the four main qualities: 'wealth', 'power', 'knowl

edge', and 'bravery'. 'Esteem' expresses people's evaluation 

of an individual's realization of these qualities to an out

standing degree. Winning 'esteem' is the pervasive concern 

among all people in the society. Their incentive for materi

alizing these valued qualities shapes their life strategy. 

According to their view, two of the four preferred qualities 

are realizable by everyone through resource ~anagement. 
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Attainment of 'wealth' and 'power' thus constitutes the gen

eral end the gratification of which governs the overall de

signs of resource management. Critical to the development of 

'wealth' is the concentrated allocation of material means to 

the maintenance and increase of property to be inherited by 

children, one of the three main classes of needs. Allocating 

material means to social needs is vitally important for gain

ing 'power'. Because of the interrelationships between 'wealth' 

and 'power', however, satisfying social needs is indispensable 

in order to defend 'wealth', and acquisition is ne.,cssary to 

uphold 'power'. The ramifications of people's attempt to max

imize the gratification of the end to the organization of their 

activities will be explored in the following sections. 

Accumulation and Dispensation: Means to Ends 

The socially defined ends in resource management re

quire Oma managers to allocate their material means as well 

as their management efforts both to accumulation and dispen

sation. We thus now must look into the primary forms of re

source management and examine how local residents interpret 

and organize opposing types of resource use in order to maxi

mize their desired states of affairs. I discuss below first 

the local concept of accumulation and the appropriate ways of 

achieving it. I then discuss the main forms of recognized 

social needs and of dispensation to meet those needs. The 

second discussion is expanded in the ensuing section where I 
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single out a form of public dispensation central to one's 

social standing in general and to one's control over 'power' 

in particular. 

Accumulation 

Concept of banyaga 'acquired property'. The concept 

of banyaga is piv?tal to the locally desired forms of acquisi

tion and accumulation. This is indicated by the fact that the 

amounts and kinds of property recognized as banyaga constitute 

the primary index of an individual's acquisition record which 

is one of the two criteria used for evaluating 'wealth' 

(binaknar). In its broad sense, banyaga refers to the sum of 

all assets (in the intermediate or the maximum value sphere; 

see Fig. 11) that current owners have acquired and accumulated. 

In this sense, all privately owned property (excluding ordinary 

subsistence goods in the minimum value sphere) is classified 

either as nakson 'inherited property' or banyaga 'acquired 

property' (cf. Barton 1949:91; Dozier 1966:152). This dis

tinction is locally significant. The ranges of reversionary

right holders are different for the two classes of property. 

Furthermore, at the divorce of a childless couple, 'acquired 

property' must be equally divided between both partners. The 

divorce does not affect the ownership of inherited property 

since each partner retains an individual title during the 

marriage. 

Used in a narrower sense, banyaga designates the sub

stantial assets which an owner has added to his 'inherited 
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property' through his economic management above and beyond 

routine farming activities such that his total holding is 

clearly superior, in productive as well as prestige capacity, 

to the property he inherited at the founding of his 'household'. 

To be classified as banyaga in this sense, the property must 

not only be acquired by a current owner largely by his own 

work (e.g., labor, skill, and knowledge} but also seen by 

others in the society as a part of, or a fund for, either 

goods earmarked for major supra-household consumption or pro

perty to be inherited by the children. Of 'acquired property' 

in this stricter sense, items in the maximum value sphere are 

of special import as a measure of an individual's success in 

attaining 'wealth'. Such items are enumerated at the public 

boasting session known as qiqiyap. By local criteria, the 

greater the 'acquired property' of this kind, the prouder a 

boaster deserves to be. 'Acquired property' is viewed as an 

individual's praiseworthy achievement. In the boasting ses

sion, a man of 'wealth', primarily on account of inheritance, 

is expectedly challenged for his meagre score in terms of 

'acquired property'. 

Disqualified as 'acquired property' in the narrower 

sense are goods not preservable over years as well as any goods 

just created or obtained with the exception of items in the 

maximum value sphere. Thus, agricultural products do not 

qualify, neither do a variety of goods an individual has earned 

in 'payment for labor' or as his 'share' in ~~e livestock under 

his care, or created out of his own labor. Some of these items 
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are apparently intended to meet household subsistence needs. 

Even if not so intended, they may be so expended before long. 

When kept in their original form, they may never become 

'acquired property', or it may take a long time for them to 

be recognized as such. These items, however, can be used as 

puqu.nan 'funds' for gaining 'acquired property'. One may com

bine them and 'exchange' them for something more highly valued 

than their mere aggregate. The obtained good then becomes 

'acquired property'. A 'newly constructed rice-field' (boka) 

which an individual has created out of his own labor is not 

classified as his 'acquired property'. Wnen he applies to 

'exchange' the rice he harvests from the field and earns a 

more prized good such as a 'pig', the 'pig' is regarded as 

'acquired property'. The field itself will also become recog

nized as 'acquired property' after its constructor has main

tained it in a productive state for several or more years and 

demonstrated the usefulness of its yield in increasing his 

total assets. 

There are ways to gain 'acquired property' through 

the deployment of 'inherited property'. Goods obtained in 

'exchange' for the yield of 'inherited property' are 'acquired 

property' -- although goods obtained in exchange for 'inherited 

property' itself are not. Thus, a water buffalo 'exchanged' 

for the offspring of a~ inherited 'sow' becomes part of 

'acquired property'. Furthermore, one can use 'inherited pro

perty' as a partial 'fund' for gaining 'acquired property'. 

For example, a 'rice-field' is qualified as 'acquired property' 
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if acquired in 'exchange' for one inherited water buffalo, 

plus two other water buffaloes which an individual has earned 

as payment for his carpentry. The 'rice-field' is seen to 

represent his own achievement. 

Use of labor is primary in creating or acquiring 'funds' 

for accumulation, but it is not sufficient by itself. The cal

culated use of goods at one's disposal for material increment 

is equally vital. Conversion of goods into an appropriate 

form through 'balanced exchange' is the most common and expe

dient way both of earning material increment and of turning 

available goods into socially valued acquired property. 

'Wealth accumulation' (bumanyaga). The first step in 

realizing banyaga is the securing of puqunan. Puqunan refers 

to any goods usually excluding items in the maximum value 

sphere) which one utilizes in acquiring more highly valued 

goods of the "unitary" form. For example, an Urna resident 

may say, "Sa pagoyda, siya nampugunanda gun naralada balokda 

'It is their rice that they used as funds to acquire their 

pig'." The statement typically implies more than a particular 

transaction in which a pig and rice changed hands. Rice was 

the original fund, saved and accumulated. It might have been 

converted into other goods such as chickens. When such chick

ens, or the chickens together with additional goods derived 

from rice, reached the value sufficient for a pig, an enter

priser acquired a pig in 'exchange'. According to local 

theory, it is important to ma~e pugunan 'funds ( for accumula

tion)' out of any available goods. 
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There are certain unusual opportunities through w~ich 

Uma residents can obtain 'funds' for 'wealth accumulation•. -
They include the collection of 'wergild' (dusa 1 >, 'reparation' ---.:i.a. 

(sukat}, 'vengeance payment' {notok), and 'stake in gambling' 

(~). These opportunities are, however, uncommon and restricted 

by a number of situational factors as we saw in our analysis in 

the preceding chapter. The most typical and primary way of 

acquiring 'funds' (for accumulation) is the use of one's own 

labor in production activities. Such activities are not lil:lited 

to cultivating rice in one's inherited 'rice-fields'. We saw 

in an earlier chapter a variety of other opportunities available 

to individual managers. Individuals must choose among different 

alternatives with reference thei~ appreciation and evaluation of 

opportunities available in the society as well as of the material 

means and labor available to their respective 'households'. 

Their interpretation of transfer opportunities also affect their 

decision. 

Any yield of their labor -- whP.ther agricultural products, 

or tools and utensils can be used as 'funds'. It is essential 

not to rnatalak 'lose, or waste' but to talu 'save' those items 

as the 'funds' with which to obtain a bukal. Bukal refers to the 

end product in a unifed physical form of enterp~ise with less 

significant aggregates of goods. Thus, "nabuk:lan di X" --
designates a unitary good earned with the savir;•;s of X and 

represents a recognized step in 'wealth accumula~ion'. Indis

pensabl~ to the conversion of less prized goods into an item of 

greater 'prestige value' (divaw) is 'balanced ex~hange'. The 
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usual strategy is to follow "the desirable direction of exchange" 

which we analyzed earlier in this chapter -- the conversion of 

goods which are consumable, nonunitary, and minor in value, 

into those which are more durable, unitary, and major in value. 

The ultimate goal of the morally positive upward 

exchange is acquisition of item in the maximum value sphere 

the property classified as 'highly valued estate' which is to 

be transferred only by inheritance, or only in such serious 

emergency as 'wergild' and 'indemnifying payments'. The 

magnitude of this property an individual acquires is the 

measure of his success in 'wealth accumulation'. 

Dispensation 

Household subsistence needs and social needs lay down 

competing demands on household resources and hinder the 

exclusive allocation of the resources to a satisfaction of needs 

in increasing inheritable property. Meeting both subsistence 

and social needs according to the established standards is 

essential to everyone for making a normal living in the 

society and for being recognized as a 'fully social person' 

(tagu) • 

The standard of intrahousehold subsistence is bisically 

uniform for all people, rich or poor. Every 'household' must 

assume independet responsibility of meeting its own material 

needs. The poor strive to live up to the standard. The rich 

have nothing to gain from conspicuous personal c◊nsurnption ~ut 

severe social disapproval. Carefully pla.nne(~, in trahousehold 
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consumption helps to increase savings and to accumulate 

'wealth'. Ordinary consumables are potentially convertible 

into more highly valued goods. 

447 

There are customary ways in which people must meet 

social needs in the form of extending credit and giving gifts. 

The greater the assets available to an individual, the more 

he is expected to spend in social consumption. Rendering 

material assistance in loan and in gift according to the 

magnitude of material means at one's disposal is the minimum 

requirement for all. Beyond the minimum, it is up to indi

viduals to decide both the ways in which and the degrees to 

which they allocate their resources to social needs. Con

centrated allocation of resources to social consumption is 

the typical means of advancing oneself in social standing and 

winning 'power'. However, a well-considered strategy is 

vitally important. Calculated use of resources by the am

bitious for creating a network of obligations is recognized 

and admired. No social reward is forthcoming to indiscrim

inate acts responding to requests for loan and gift contri

butions of various kinds, which observers in the society 

evaluate as "pointless." It is not always possible to re

cover goods given in 'consumables loan' (gawata.l). There 

are many forms of 'gift' {kodaw). Occasions for 'gift

transfers' are numerous. But, not all forms of 'gift' have 

the same local significance. Some occasions are more impor

tant than others. Skilled managers calculate the precise 

degree of dispensation that places them slightly above others. 
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It is critical for the managers to capitalize on selected op

portunities in order to emerge as publicly outstanding figures. 

Among all forms of 'gift-transfer', multihousehold 

dispensation on the occasion of ganu 'prescribed livestock 

slaugher' is one of exceptional importance to people in the 

society in sustaining their jural status and in gaining 

social increment through the use of one's material resources. 

To individuals who choose 'power' as their end, ganu is far 

from an unavoidable fulfillment of obligations. The direct 

incentive for people in Uma to relinguish their valuable 

assets in 'exchange' for appropriate kinds and quantity of 

livestock and other goods required for performing ganu de

rives from their consideration of the net advantages they 

gain by meeting expected obligations and by advancing them

selves in 'esteem' ranking. In return for heavy material 

output, one wins political support and achieves 'power'. 

Summary 

The economic behavior of Urna people is comprehensible 

only with reference both to the basis on which they exercise 

their choice for action and to the variables affecting their 

choice. The skill used in interpreting and participating in 

'balanced exchange' is an integral part of a more inclusive 

system of knowledge they use in organizing and undertaking 

the total range of economic activities. By analyzing the 

primary basis for choosing among alternatives according to 

this more encompassing knowledge, we sought to discover 
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the theory for downward, widesirable conversions as well as 

the local standards for evaluating net advantages involved 

in applying goods to 'balanced exchange'. The analysis of 

the primary basis of decisions for economic activities re

quired us first, to discover the socially recognized ends 

the people strive to attain, and second, to identify the 

economic aspects of maximizing the social satisfaction in 

attaining the ends. 

449 

'Respectability' and 'esteem', central to the con

cept of dayaw, is not only desirable but to a degree indis

pensable to all people in this society for sustaining a sat

isfactory social position. To attain 'esteem' individuals 

must act according to the shared standard of performance by 

accumulating and dispensing household resources. The stan

dard governs the basic outline of household resource manage

ment while individuals adopt particular goals and strategies 

with reference to their perceptions of needs as well as to 

personal inclinations. 

From the point of view of household managers, it is 

always desirable to produce, acquire.and increase their as

sets. At the same time, it is also necessary to deploy a 

substantial portion of their resources in satisfying socia~ 

needs -- especially, in providing for multihousehold dis

pensation in the form of ganu 'prescribed livestock 

slaughter'. Through appropriate social consumption, people 

earn the support of their kinsmen indispensable for maintain-
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ing their rights, protecting their 'wealth', and gaining 

'power'. Accumulation and dispensation are equally important 

in local resource management and constitute the "economic" 

employment of resources, representing a rational choice 

exercised by local managers. "Balanced exchange' (qalosb.l) 

is indispensable to both processes, accumulation and. 

dispensation. 

Among the expected forms of resource dispensation, 

ganu is unique both in representing the culture-specific 

form of economic rationality and in shaping the overall 

strategies locally used for organizing economic activities. 

I will therefore devote the following section to an analysis 

of this particular form of dispensation and its implications. 
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Ganu: Prescribed Livestock Slaughter 

Multihousehold dispensation on 'occasion for livestock 

slaughter' (qiganuwan) is an event with unique consequences 

for local standards of organizing economic activities. First, 

local managers' considerations of noneconomic social relation

ships and of material relationships are uniquely combined in 

their plans and strategies regarding this kind of supra

household consumption. Their appreciation of kinship relations 

and the social implications thereof greatly affect economic 

decisions in this matter. Perceived economic advantage in

fluences the choices they exercise in regard to social rela

tionships. Second, owing to the unusual expenses involved, 

the performance of 'livestock slaughter' (ganu) places the 

greatest demand on household resources and has a fundamental 

effect on household resource management. Third, extensive 

dispensation of household resources at ganu makes it necessary 

for household managers to deploy their resources in 'balanced 

exchange' for the purpose of securing goods essential for the 

performance. Their conceptual model of 'exchange' is indis

pensable to their plans for and management of ganu because it 

is impossible to procure the volume of foodstuffs necessary 

for supra-household consumption on a grand scale at any one 

time. The net advantage they calculate serves as the most 

conunon direct incentive for them to engage in undesirable 

'exchange'. Because of its central importance to local re

source management, I shall now consider ganu in some detail. 
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The implications of both the cultural standards for ganu and 

of the people's actual performance for the society's economy 

will be analyzed in the concluding chapter of this study. 

'Occasions for livestock slaughter' (g.iganuwan) are 

numerous, including such major life cycle events as birth, 

marriage, illness and death. While livestock slaughter on 

any of these occasions is prescribed in the sense that live

stock (other than chickens) cannot be slaughtered oh any other 

occasions, it is not equally obligatory on all occasions. On 

some, obligation is imperative for a man to remain as a 'prop

er person' in the society. On others, obligation is nominal. 

Kinds and amounts of livestock appropriate for slaughter fall 

within a limited range on some occasions while an upper limit 

does not exist on others. Beyond the acceptable minimal per

formance, slaughter and the kind of animal to be slaughtered 

remain at the discretion of individuals. 

The flesh of slaughtered livestock may be distributed 

uncooked or may be cooked and subje~ted to shared consumption 6 

in a public feast. Distribution of uncooked meat can take 

place on any occasion of ganu other than those on which the 

prescribed maximum restricts the amount of meat -- such as 

the chicken slaughter immediately following a child's birth. 

Nevertheless, there are distribution-centered occasions and 

feast-centered occasions. A feast is primary for such types 

of ganu as oalanus 'livestock slaughter for a feast', and the 

distribution of uncooked meat is primary for others, such as 

the 'curing rite' (pusipus). If there is adequate meat on a 
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feast-centered event, the meat can also be distributed. Like

wise, a feast is held on a distribution-centered occasion when 

meat is adequate first to meet the distribution requirements. 

The obligatory presentation of a part of the carcass on such 

occasions as the 'public visit with future co-parents-in-law' 

(qumabalyan) is distinct from multihousehold distribution; it 

has to take place regardless of the amount of meat left avail-

able for a feast. 

The esteem accorded a person for holding public feasts 

and distributing meat bears political significance in a spe

cial way. The cultural employment of 'meat' binds a recipient 

to a giver. Since the recipient is expected to be obliged 

minimally not to injure the donor, and possibly to render him 

active support, what the latter gains is indeed an ingredient 

of power, ability to make others perform at his will. The 

giver-recipient relationships do not confine themselves to 

the leader-follower relationships. Support may be mutual, or 

it may be the protection provided by the occupant of a supe

rior power position. If the recipient is supposed to hold 

the giver in esteem and to be loyal to him, then the converse 

is also true. One presents a share of meat to the persons 

whom he holds in high regard and to whom he assumes loyalty. 

The recipients will be obliged to act in return, possibly to 

extend their protection. On the other hand, certain non

recipients have culturally legitimate reasons to regard the 

non-receipt of meat shares as a slight intended by the poten

tial donor. The political implications of meat sharing are 
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thus obvious, especially in light of the fact that the mini

mally obligatory performance is often vastly different from 

the maximally acceptable performance. 

Social Relations Honored 

In shared consumption as well as distribution of un

cooked meat, coresidential obligation and kinship obligation 

are both basic in determining the range of recipients which 

is usual of any perishable food. However, the primacy of 

kinship obligations holds in its distribution as it does in 

all types of contribution. The priority of kinship obliga

tion, even to those distantly related, is evident when resi

dence proximity remains constant. Distance in residence usu

ally has no effect either, if the collateral distance is less 

than the second degree. Such relatives can receive shares 

when unrelated coresidents do not, and the formers' shares 

can be better, in quality and quantity, than the latters'. 

If genealogically reckoned kinship distance is the same as or 

greater than the second degree of genealogical distance, how

ever, the priority of kinship over residence obligation can 

no longer be assumed. 

Although kinship and coresidence are both basic for 

defining the range of recipients in shared consumption as well 

as in distribution, additional features separately qualify 

over-all social relationships typical of a public feast and 

of meat distribution. A feast, staged by palanus, can focus 
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on almost any social relationships, including those which will 

potentially develop into alliance between the unrelated. In 
. 

contrast, meat distribution capitalizes on kinship, strength-

ening useful kin ties and laying out cornerstones for the dis

tributor's kindred-based support structure while distinguish

ing more or less close and/or important relationships with 

relative magnitudes of shares. 

Feasts~ a way of honoring social relations 

The central participant in the shared consumption at 

a feast staged by palanus is the main guest, whom livestock 

slaughter is viewed to honor. In fact, he is the recipient 

of the palanus 'livestock slaughtered for a feast' as a 'gift'. 

Since such a feast, although not always requisite, can be 

staged for any visitor, the host is empowered to cause any of 

his visitors to accept the recipient status in this context. 

Potential recipients include those whom the host cannot prop

erly send a share from the distribution of uncooked meat. A 

feast can serve to create or modify politically useful rela

tionships between a host and a visitor through sharing meat 

in the way in which the distribution of uncooked meat cannot. 

If staged by palanus, the main guest enjoys first 

priority in partaking of the meat in the feast, both in the 

quantity of each share and in the order of eating. Excepting 

such a main guest, a single general order holds in all public 

feasts: out-of-settlement visitors preceding settlement res

idents. Out-of-settlement visitors are not invited to a small 
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feast, unless in the capacity of close relatives of the host. 

A general invitation to those outside of the settlement im

plies anticipation of an adequate supply beyond the shared 

consumption by co-settlement residents. The priority accorded 

to out-of-settlement visitors, when they are present, is not 

.a diversion from the basic coresidential obligation, but rath

er a usual courtesy extended to visitors while settlement 

residents act together as the host. In BaEtitan, all resi

dents may assume an open invitation to any feast held in the 

settlement for which an animal larger than a 'shoat' {qiyas) 

is slaughtered and the majority of its carcass is cooked. A 

feast, more modest in scale with respect to the size of an 

animal slaughtered, will be attended only by close relatives 

residing within the settlement and immediate neighbors. Var

iations in individual shares in a given feast are mainly 

associated with a distinction between the main guest(s) of 

the event and the rest of the participants, and that between 

visitors and coresidents. Kinship distance is not expected 

to affect relative magnitudes of shares in a feast. 

Distribution as a way of honoring social relations 

In meat distribution, relative magnitudes of indivi

dual shares, evaluated in terms of amount and quality, are 

assumed to correspond to varying degrees of social obligations 

honored by the distributor. Kinship holds the utmost impor

tance in Urna ideology for this performance, although coresi

dence as well as kinship are taken to be basic for the general 
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shaping of the distribution network. In addition, leadership 

and friendship are expected to be honored. To classify poten

tial recipients with respect to these dimensions is not a 

simple matter. Almost each of them can constitute a unique 

category by himself because (a) two individuals in the society 

are frequently related in multiple ways, which results in al

temative computations of their genealogical distance, and 

(b) few objectively measurable criteria exist to evaluate 

relative values along the dimensions of leadership and friend

ship. As a general practice, the people of Urna attribute one 

constant value to coresidence by limiting its application to 

a given settlement, and they focus on kinship. The consider

ations of leadership and friendship are largely incorporated 

into those factors, other than the kinship distance genealog

ically reckoned from the distributor, which induce the ranked 

order(s) of relatives. 

Coresidential obligation compels only the inclusion 

of settlement residents a~ong recipients, and even closest 

proximity of residence, in the absence of kin relationships, 

does not require the magnitudes of an individual share to be 

comparable to that for a close relative. While considerable 

variations characterize individual shares in quality and 

quantity in a single distribution, those of the lowest rank 

are acceptable for unrelated coresidents. Once such shares 

are assigned to all households in Ba~titan, the host is at 

liberty to give better shares to his relatives residing out

side the settlement. 
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Since kinship obligations are most binding and hence 

most reliable in all situations, it is not only essential for 

a person in Uma to honor those obligations when expected, but 

also obviously beneficial to him to strengthen the obligations 

by making his relatives meat recipients. Furthermore, from 

the point of view of most people in the society, leader

follower relationships as well as friendship are best woven 

into kin relations and lined with compelling obligations de

rived from kinship. Within the endogamous region of little 

over 1,000 people, a person can claim kinship with a great 

majority of the entire population. At the slaughter of a 

water buffalo, or a cow, a few of the regionally acknowledged 

leaders are expected to receive the best shares, regardless 

of their kin relations to the distributor, i.e., their priv

ilege is recognized on account of their leadership. Leaving 

out these exceptions, the people employ in the most part the 

idiom of kinship to express distributor-recipient relationships. 

Significance of Meat Distribution 

Meat distribution outranks all other 'gift-transfers' 

in the extent to which people pay attention to the distribu

tor's performance -- not only his records of distribution 

through time, but also the ways in which he allocates indivi

dual shares among recipients in any given distribution. The 

people of Urna generally view 'gift' flows in most rnultihouse

hold pooling and distribution as the expression of underlying 
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social obligations, and give due consideration to the substan

tive values of goods. But none compares with meat distribu

tion in detailed evaluations openly made, criticisms and pro

tests voiced in public in the process of distribution as well 

as afterwards, and potential effects on political relation

ships centering around the distributor and his close relatives. 

Only pooling in the form of 'mortuary gifts' (qadaB) approx-

imates meat distribution with respect to the careful evalua

tions made of the values of 'gifts' and of the extent of social 

obligations expected for the recipient to assume in return. 

Characteristics bearing social consequences 

Several characteristics of meat distribution point to 

the unique social significance accorded to this particular 

form of 'gift-transfer': (1) the expectation of direct asso-

ciations between relative shares and relative weight given to 

the distributor-recipient relationships, (2) ego-centered 

performance by the distributor, and (3) the elastic range of 

recipients. 

Direct association of meat shares and social relationships 

-The people of Uma expect more direct relationships 

between the relative magnitudes of individual shares and the 

relative weight of social relationships between a donor and 

a recipient in meat distribution than in any other forms of 

'gift-transfer'. Several factors give rise to this expecta

tion. First, the total amount of meat subject to distribution 
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in any event is public knowledge, and this amount, rather than 

its recipients, is the determinate given. The meat must be 

exhausted in distribution. Greater shares to some ultimately 

mean lesser shares to others, or shares to some mean no share 

to others. The implications of less-than-expected shares or 

no share in meat distribution differ from those of less-than

expected contribution or no contribution in the situation of 

multihousehold poolings. The interpretations of the latter 

include the lack of resources of a would-be-contributor at 

that particular point in time, or simply the contributor's 

desire to hold on to what should be given in contribution. 

However, in the distribution of meat, a lesser share neces

sarily means the comparatively less weight attributed by the 

distributor to his relationships with their recipients than 

to those with the recipients of greater shares. 

Second, meat, in the Uma ideology, is a unique kind 

of food whose share ought to be offered to those the donor 

holds in esteem. Since all people in the society share this 

view, unequal portions are considered intentional. 

They look upon greater shares, if other factors are comparable, 

as the evidence of respect attributed to their recipients. 

Third, variations in individual shares are more prominent in 

the distribution of uncooked meat than in the shared consump

tion of cooked meat. · 'Skewered meat shares' (qina~) are graded 

into at least four ranks. Ranked shares vary not only in weight, 

commonly from 1.5 kg to 3.0 kg, but also vary in quality. Al-

though shares of cooked meat in a feast also vary in quantity 
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and quality, the range of variations is necessarily small when 

intended only for shared consumption. Moreover, it is often 

expected that the recipients of the extraordinary shares in a 

feast do not consume them at all, and the leftovers will be 

used in further sharing by others. Since shares of cooked 

meat in a feast may not be removed by their recipients for 

their later consumption, amounts actually consumed by all par

ticipants are largely equitable. 

Ego-centered performance by distributors 

The distribution of uncooked meat is comparable to 

such multihousehold contributions as qadaE 'mortuary gifts' 

•with respect to the singular emphasis both place on kinship 

as the principal channel for flows of goods and, especially,. 

with respect to the expectation for a direct correspondence 

between the relative magnitudes of gifts and the degrees of 

kinship between donors and recipients. But, the network of 

kin relationships expressed by meat flows sharply contrasts 

in organization to that expressed by any contributions in the 

pooling. The first is organized from the point of view of 

the distributor as the center of the network, whereas the 

second is the direct outcome of individual donors' considera

tions of their respective relationships with recipients. 

In contribution, most individual donors first evaluate 

that segment of their own respective kindreds which includes 

the potential recipient and his close relatives. They then 

consider the positions which they themselves occupy in the 
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recipient's kindred. In distribution, the donor views all 

potential recipients basically in terms of his personal kin

dred. He compares one segment of his kindred with another 

and evaluates the nature of his relationships with each sep

arate segment. Thus, meat flows are regarded as the visible 

chart of the distributor's kin relationships, as he views and/ 

or desires them. In turn, members of the distributor's kin

dred evaluate his performance and determine (a) their posi

tions in the distributor's kindred as he himself sketches it 

out, and (b) the current or potential position the distripu

tor (and his close relatives) occupies, or should occupy, 

within their own respective kindreds. Meat distribution is 

the only cultural setting in which the ego-centered network 

of kin relationships is delineated on an extensive scale by 

ego's performance and takes on a tangible expression. 

Elastic range of recipients 

In contrast to contribution, which normally delimits 

the maximum appropriate 'gifts', maximal performance is lim

itless in holding feasts and distributing meat on most occa

sions. The range of recipients, especially in the last, is 

theoretically unlimited (as is shown in our earlier analysis) 

and practically as expandable as the distributor can make it. 

First of all, it is the amount of meat the distributor 

turns out by slaughtering his livestock that determines the 

number of recipients as well as the amount of their individual 

shares. The normative priority of genealogically reckoned 
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kinship distance does not permit the distributor in any given 

distribution to allocate shares to obviously more distant 

relatives without first distributing among his closer rela

tives. In order to give a share to more distant relatives, 

the distributor must first allocate shares to his relatives 

at least within the second degree of genealogical distance, 

unless there are culturally legitimate bases for not doing so. 

One such base can be supplied by shifting the distributor's 

position to that of his senior lineals and computing collat

eral distance from the latter, in order to accommodate a par

ticular relative more remote to the distributor than those of 

the distributor's relatives who do not receive a share. This 

sort of shifting is occasionally arranged, but it usually re

quires political ability on the part of the distributor, or 

recognizea political standing on the part of the remotely 

related recipient. It is possible for any distributor, how

ever, to reach out to whichever relatives he desires to make 

receive meat shares, by slaughtering a greater number of large 

animals on those occasions of ganu, when maximal performance 

is unrestricted. 

Secondly, a share of uncooked meat is at its recipient's 

disposal, unlike that of cooked meat in shared consumption. He 

may not sell it, but may share it as he wishes. Typically, 

the initial recipient shares the meat minimally with the mem

bers of his household, and often also with other individuals. 

Larger shares, whether skewered in the form of qina~ or un

skewered in the form of piyas will be further redistributed 
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among those close relatives of the initial recipients who are 

either unrelated or too remotely related to the original dis

tributor to receive their shares in the primary distribution. 

At each node of redistribution, 7 a redistributor enjoys the 

privilege of a meat giver. However, this does not discount 

the credit due to the initial distributor. No one in Uma 

eats meat without knowing where it comes from. 

Furthermore, the transaction in meat distribution is 

exclusively distributor-oriented. In a feast, participants 

hold options to participate or not. If would-be-recipients 

do not participate in distribution, their shares may be sent 

to them. Upon delivery, they can be refused only as a sign 

of open challenge against the distributor, which has not 

occurred within the memory of living persons in Uma. Thus, 

the distributor can ultimately decide who the recipient must 

be, and he can extend the network of desired social relation

ships through meat distribution as far as he is capable of 

slaughtering livestock for this purpose. 

Political implications 

The three main characteristics examined above qualify 

meat distribution as a unique opportunity for most people in the 

society to advance their social positions and to manipulate 

political relationships to their advantage. To have many and 

powerful relatives is an ideal. Distribution of meat serves 

to attain this ideal. 

On the one hand, the distribution performance enables 
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a person to build up the ego-centered constellation of kin

ship obligations and privileges from which he can legitimately 

anticipate support when necessary. He can exercise his initi

ative and approach even those segments of his relatives which 

would have remained aloof from him, and bring them into the 

network of more actively interacting relatives. On the other 

hand, a man can demonstrate to the people at large (a) the 

range of his relatives and (b) his kinship with the influen

tial men in the region. Such a demonstration is to impress 

not only those who are unrelated or distantly related to the 

man but also those who may currently or potentially be his 

competitors. Due to the kindred organization I described in 

an earlier chapter, the cognatic stocks constituting an indi

vidual's kindred are not all mutually related. They may be 

opponents to each other. A single individual can be one of 

the factors crucial to the balance of power between such op

posing factions, even if he himself does not represent a 

significant sphere of influence. Through his performance in 

meat distribution, an individual can also demonstrate to var

ious segments of his own kindred that he too has other power

ful relatives. 

The more meat one can distribute, the wider the range 

of meat recipients. Once a distributor has allocated meat 

shares to the satisfaction, or at least approval, of every 

expecting recipient, he is free to include whomever he con

siders useful to hold a bond of favor-indebtedness with. 

Given ample meat, a distributor would not have to risk the 
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chance of antagonizing part of his relativesr or dividing his 

relatives along the cognatic descent category lines by such a 

forced maneuver as selecting a certain senior lineal of his 

to draw closer a politically important, but remotely relatedr 

potential recipient. Insofar as a man can stage the distri

bution, he is able to develop a centripetal support structure 

based on kinship while externally demonstrating his political 

potential. The extent to which a man may achieve his politi

cal goal through meat distribution depends primarily upon the 

size of the livestock he slaughters. 

Competition in Dispensation 

Conspicuous competition in the realm of ;gift-transfer' 

takes place solely in multihousehold distribution in the form 

of hosting feasts and distributing uncooked-meat. On the 

general level, the minimal performance of ganu 'prescribed 

livestock slaughter' to meet obligation rewards a man with 

that social approval essential for him to function as a normal 

social person in the society. More than the minimal perform

ance gains for a man appropriate respect. The number and 

kinds of animals a man slaughters to give public feasts and/or 

to distribute uncooked meat are a measurable general criterion 

for a man's 'prestige' (dayaw). Frequent and substantial 

feasts and meat distributions are in themselves the evidence 

to the Urna that the host is wealthy and has many friends and 

relatives. A man of wealth with many friends and relatives 

will be renowned as a 'person who knows what he is doing' 
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(qadu tagammuna) and as 'powerful' (maEsokal). An avenue to 

the status of esteem is open to everyone in the society in 

the performance of ganu 'prescribed livestock slaughter', un

like those achievements possible only for unusually knowledge

able and eloquent litigators and brave warriors. 

On a politically more specialized level, the man who 

so desires can manipulate power relations to his advantage 

with the strategic employment of feasts to initiate and en

force alliance, and of meat distribution to organize and ex

pand kin relations to suit his vested interests. Manipula

bility in the situations of a feast and meat distribution 

makes it possible for a man of ability to achieve greater 

political success than the sheer size of slaughtered livestock 

warrants. Nevertheless, competition for more frequent and 

more extensive performance is even more prominent among the 

most politically ambitious. 

Claim Placed Upon Household Resources 

Expenses a household has to bear in holding feasts 

and distributing meat are considerable. Although other edi

bles than meat, such as 'intoxicating beverages' (bayas 1), 

are typically contributed for a feast, livestock alone con

stitutes a major expense. In the period of 22 months (April 

1966 - January 1968) , 8 the estimated total value of livestock 

slaughtered in Ba9titan amounted to almost 262 quyon of bun

dled rice, or 16,650 kg in the home-pounded form. The math-
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ematical average per household for one year, derived from the 

settlement total, was over 3 quyon and 7 dalan (about 278 kg 

in the home-pounded form) (see Tables 48-49). Although this 

household average should not be taken as the average expended 

by each household every year, 9 it is useful to note a signifi

cant difference between this figure and the gloss estimates 

of household expenditures for the two-party 'gift' transaction, 

4 dalan (about 30 kg when home-pounded); and for ordinary 

multihousehold contributions, somewhat around 3 dalan (about 

22.5 kg when home-pounded). Slaughtered animals in one year, 

estimated from the total slaughter in the 22 months, included 

15 heads of water buffalo, 100 pigs, 18 dogs, and 153 chick

ens (for specific subcategories of each, and for other minor 

categories, see Tables 45-48) • 10 

The magnitujes of livestock slaughtered varied 

enormously a.~ong households within such a given period 

of time as those 22 months. Three of the total ~f 39 

households did not slaughter at all, \·;hereas 11 house

holds slaughtered various animals whose estimated value 

exceeded 10 auyon of bu_~dled rice (75 kg in the hc~e

pounded form). The politically ambitious □en tended 

to slaughter a greater number of larger animals than 

others on a given specific occasion, dra~~ng their 

incentive from the expec~ed political gain, and attempting 

to reach in a single di£tribution as ~~de a range of 

· recipients as possible. 
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. 
Summary 

The public setting of ganu 'prescribed livestock 
., 

slaughter' is the most visible arena of social competition. 

The performance of ganu.places the greatest claim on household 

resources and impedes material accumulation. The social con

sumption in this form drains certain households of their material 

holdings. Such resource utilization is, however, one aspect 

of the "rational" economic strategy of maximal realization of 

the culturally defined ends in use of material means. Social 

values attached to 'esteem' (dayaw) deri"ve from the structure 

of the Uma social system and constitute a condition for its 

perpetuation. Those values, though exogenous to the economic 

structure, serve an economic function since they define for 

individual actors the ends in their resource management and 

shape the conventional ways of attaining the ends. Fundameu-

tal economic propositions available to people in the society 

integrate in their core a unique combination of economic 

relations with noneconomic social relations. 

Not every individual is committed in the same way to 

the goal of earning high 'esteem'. Some seem to be content 

with minimwn 'respectability'. Smong the more ambitious, 

some aim at maximizing 'power' while othe_rs aspire to achieve 

as much _'wealth' as possible. Individual actors' interpreta

tions of ganu and of its implications to their life condition 

to varying degrees of their respective strategies for orga

nizing production and transfer activities. 
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Conversions of goods by 'exchange' is a necessary 

part of these strategies -- given the necessity of building 

up over time the resources for staging ganu on an extensive 

scale and obtaining specified edibles at the time of 

performance. An understanding of a cognitive model of 

'balanced exchange' as one of the interconnected models 

which make up people's economic competence is crucial not 

only to discover a theory accounting for downward conver

sions but also to establish the relation of an 'exchange' 

model to the culture-specific form and content of social 

competition. 
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Given the shared standards for economic performance 

analyzed in the previous sec~i~~s, qalosb.l 'dire~t balanced 

exchange' is a culturally critical mechanism for converting 

available goods into other goods. Central to local resource 

management is the idea of material acquisition and accumulation 

on the one hand, and obligatory to preferable sccial dispensa

tion on the other. Attaining davaw 'respectability or pres

tige' through the process of economic management depends on the 

mechanism through which people can convert their goods into 

the goods of their choice in accordance with their respective 

strategies. 

The significance of qalosb.l in local resource manage

ment is not limited to its capacity of converting goods. The 

people's perception and evaluation of this capacity has con

siderable implications for their broader plans and strategies 

with regard to their economic activities, including production 

and utilization. As shown in the preceding discussions, the 

cognitive model of qalosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' is 

fundamentally interdependent with a number of other economic 

models. One way to clarify the full significance of the 

'exchange' model in particular to the ideational designs for 

economic performance in general is to analyze the specific 

ways in which major features internal to the 'exchange' model 

interact with the rest of the local economic co~cepts of 

basic importance. 
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Five major attributes of the 'exchange' model were 

identified in the analysis presented in the first section 

of this chapter. They are: balance and directness, inter

changeability, relative liquidity, desirable direction of 

'exchange', and allowance for gainful transaction. I shall 

examine below how each of the attributes is interwoven with 

salient elements of the people's broader theory of household 

resource management. This examination will bring into sharp 

focus the particular place the 'exchange' model occupies within 

the broader scope of the managenent plans and strategies un

derlying the org~~ization of the people's economic activities 

and will provide a necessary background for a later analysis 

of 'exchange' events in relation to other economic events on 

the material pl~~e. 

Balance and Directness 

Balance a~d directness is the defining concept o= 

qalosb.l which distinguishes this forn of transfer from the 

other forms of transfer. The concept is consistent with the 

pervasive ideology that balvan 'households' are independent 

economic units. 

According to this conceptual attribute, 'direct balanced 

exchange' {qalosb.l) is the channel of material transaction 

which stands outside the network of social indebtedness and 

reciprocal obligations. So defined, 'balanced exchange' a.des 

one uni1ue dimension to a household's resource management in 
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acquiring or relinquishing goods. It enables a 'household' 

to choose to act without being restricted by social relation

ships between the two parties preceding their transaction and 

to remain free of the social obligations which other transfers 

create. As shown in the preceding chapter, there are several 

forms of transfer through which one can acquire the rice re

quired for consumption. Receiving it as bada9 'free assistance', 

a form of 'gift', hinges on social relations between the re

cipient and the potential donor. Acquiring it through such 

forms of loan as bogwat 'interest-free rice loan repaid by 

rice' or qatal 'interest-free rice loan not repaid by rice' 

is also usually dictated by preceding social relations. More

over, a recipient of the loan is subject to social obligations 

to the giver at least until and often beyond the completion of 

balqon 'deferred payment'. In contrast, sukmu.n 'rice pur

chase' a specific category of 'balanced exchange' makes it 

possible for a household to avoid being placed in the shadow of 

obligation for the act of r.teei;.i.ug its material need. 

Because of 'balanced exchange', a 'household' can ac

quire necessary goods without delay and without seeking a favor 

from others as long as there is another appropriate kind of 

goods available. Bala~ce and directness, the criterial concept 

of 'balanced exchange', thus sustains and is sustained by the 

people's concept that 'households' (balvan} must and can be 

economically incependent. The latter concept points both to 

the responsibility of each 'household' to look after its ma

terial requirements and the opportunity for the 'household' 

to maintain its basic economic inC::.cpendence. A 'household' is 
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expected to turn to others for assistance only under particu

lar circumstances. On the other hand, it should be able to 

continue amassing wealth without having its resources drained 

off by the need to meet obligations rising from indebtedness 

for having received economic assistance. 

Interchangeability 

The concept that a wide range of goods are.exchangeable 

and that these exchangeable goods are ultimately inter

changeable (see Figs. 11 and 12) shapes, in an important way, 

people's definition of the utility of goods. Goods are useful 

not merely.in use and consumption by the producers or for 

creating and fulfilling social obligations. Every exchangeable 

good is useful for direct exchange with other kinds of goods. 

This utility is made measurable because of the customary 

system of assigning exchange value to goods. 

Urna managers classify as 'exchangeable goods' (miqalos) 

a great proportion of privately owned goods including or

dinary consumables harvested through agricultural activities 

as well as minor utensils produced from locally available ma

terials. Given the accepted social value of successful ma

terial accumulation, the conceived value of goods in exchange 

has a momentous affect on Uma managers' strategy of resource 

management in at least three major ways. 

First, the utility of these goods in 'balanced ex

change' curbs· their unconsidered imnediate consu~ption. 

Saving then, when possible and appropriate, ma:' serve their 
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managers in obtaining other kinds of desired goods. 

Second, utility in exchange enters into the formula

tion of 'household' policies concerning.productive activities. 

Production is not limited to procuring the very materials to 

be used or consumed by a producer's own 'household'. Pro

duction of one kind of goods above the household requirement 

is in large measure guaranteed to be useful in acquiring 

other goods. Requirements of a certain good can be met 

through 'balanced exchange' if not directly fron one's own 

production so long as other goods are available. This assurance 

guides Urna farmers in their plans for production activities 

in two vital ways. It first guides their production pla..~s in 

that they can profitably make use of diverse opportunities 

available to them within the spectrum of production operations 

and other forms of acquisitive activities in the society -

whether or not items so obtained are used directly to satisfy 

the needs of the producers' 'households'. Our discussion of 

subsistence in an earlier chapter detailed those opportunities. 

The opportunities are not limited to the use of a major asset 

such as 'inundated rice fields' which farners already own. 

Productive use of another's asset is possible. Unowned land 

is also available for multiple activities. 'Earning for labor' 

(nabbu 1) is another avenue for material acquisition. The a. 

reward for cultivating sweet potatoes, for example, is not 

merely the availability of this less preferred staple substi

_tute for the producer's household consumption but the possi

bility of acquirin0 the respectable staple, rice, in exchanse 
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for them. The lack of productive resources already held in 

private ownership is not an adequate excuse to Uma residents 

for not succeeding in material acquisition. 

The second way that qalosb.l guides farmers' production 

plans is that individuals benefit themselves by carefully de

ciding among alternative activities the ways in which they 

can maximize the yields of their labor in reference to their 

respective skills and personal inclinations rather than simply 

the kinds of goods required for their own use. Thus, some 

farmers choose to devote more time and labor making a swidden 

at a suitable site even away from their settlement instead of 

being tied to the work in 'inundated fields' if they are 

physically capable, skilled, and motivated -- especially when 

their vested interest in 'inundated fields' is limited. Othars 

may choose to go to other regions to earn in payment for ser

vice. The produce of their labor is never a dead end but can 

be directly or indirectly converted into other goods which 

better suit their need and preference -- although the other 

elements which we shall exa.rr~ne shortly compel discrimination 

between kinds of goods for more or less efficient and bene

ficient transaction. 

Third, the standard of interchangeability allows the 

local managers to utilize 'balanced exchange' as one major 

means of making an "investment," by converting available con

sumables into nonconsumables and nonproductive assets into 

productive assets. 'Ba:anced exchange' is nore than a means 

for using available goods to obtain other goods for meeting 
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immediate needs. It is also a means for accommodating in

creased consumption at a future time. As examined earlier, 

all goods are not directly interchangeable but a chain of con

versions is possible according to the model. For instance, a 

farmer aspiring to acquire an 'inundated rice-field' may 

begin with a plan of sugarcane cultivation. Guided by the 

'exchange' model, he can make a management strategy. He will 

exchange sugarcane wine for a pig. If he takes care of it for 

some time, the pig will increase in its exchange value while 

there may become available a 'privately owned hillside lot' 

(talba) at the site where it would be possible to construct a 

'new-inundated rice-field' (boka). The piece of land acquired 

in exchange for the pig may be worked and made into a 1 rice 

field'. Or, even before the completion of field construction, 

the sufficiently improved land may be exchanged for an alrGady 

existing 'rice field' of equivalent value. 

Convertibility is crucial to the utility of goods 

which are not preservable without limit or whose management 

becomes too labor-expensive to be economical. No matter how 

useful a reserve of pagoy 'bundled rice' may be -- as we shall 

observe below -- its preservability is viewed to be limited be

yond three years. 'Livestock' such as a pig in the above ex

ample can present a problem of feeding. What applies to the 

optimum household productivity also applies here. Being assured 

of ultimate interchangeability, individual managers may choose 

among several kinds of goods suited to the objectives of their 

investment as well as to their own labor capacity, individual 

skills, and personal preference. 
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The exchangeability of most goods and their inter

changeability, which underlies 'balanced exchange', is a fac

tor determining resource management plans on the ma~ter of 

consumption, production, saving, and investment, and augments 

the general concept of realizing 'respectability' (dayaw) 

through economic activities. 

Relative Liquidity 

The conceptual standard for defining different cate

gories of goods with respect to their capacity of ready ex

change for other goods gives rise to one weighty consideration 

in household resource management. Every good is neither di

rectly exchangeable with every other good nor is every good 

equally capable of ready exchange for another good although 

exchangeable goods are ultimately all inte~changeable. For 

efficient and beneficial use of 'balanced exchange', therefore, 

Uma managers need to decide among alternatives the kinds of 

goods with which to build a reserve and/or to invest in with 

reference to such factors as expectation of consumption and 

anticipation for investment and wealth accumulation. 

Expectation of intra-household as well as supra

household consumption (i.e., what goods are required for con

sumption and when) largely determines the kinds of goods to 

acquire and save so that necessary goods will be made available 

to meet expected consumption. Since 'balanced exchange' serves 

as a channel through which to obtain the goods required for 

consumption, it is not necessary to hold in store all of those 
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goods until the time of consumption. As already pointed out, 

it is often more practical and profitable not to do so. How

ever, by the time of need a reserve must be in such a form 

that it can be efficiently used in obtaining the required 

goods. Similarly, a reserve of readily convertible goods is 

desirable and sometimes necessary when planned investment 

requires conversions of goods from one form to another. 

We identified earlier four kinds of goods to which Urna 

exchangers assign pronounced capacity for ready exchangea

bility: 'livestock' (qayam), 'bundled rice' (pagoy), 'pounded 

rice' (binayu), and 'cash' (pinak). For Uma managers intent 

on utilizing 'balanced exchange' to acquire goods, these goods 

are of special import. It is desirable to hold a reserve of 

these goods for impending exchange. However, the four goods 

are not equally useful in all contexts. First, one of the 

local classifications of goods supporting 'balanced exchange' 

divides all exchangeable gaols into four separate though over

lapping groupings. And, each of the four goods serves as the 

medium of exchange in each grouping (see Fig. 12). The use

fulness of the four goods depends upon which goods Uma managers 

desire to acquire in 'balanced exchange' • 

Second, those four goods are further differentiated 

for greater or lesser acceptability in exchange where the 

groupings of col'!lr.1odities overlap and more than one of the four 

goods serve as the media of exchange. The most acceptable is 

'livestock' (qayam), which is followed by 'bundled rice' 

(pagoy) and 'pounded rice' (binavu) • 'Cash' (pinak) is the 

least acceptable. What most benefits efficient and successful 
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• balanced exchange' is the reserve of ' livestock' (q·ayarn) and 

'pounded rice' (pagoy). 'Pounded rice' {binayu) is an inap

propriate form for holding in reserve since its preservability 

is very limited- Moreover, it can be readily prepared when 

needed as long as there is a reserve of 'bundled rice' (pagoy}. 

A 'cash' reserve is mainly for use in the town of Nobwagan 

where it is almost always accepted. 

Because of this unique place given to 'livestock' 

(qaya~) and 'bundled rice' (pagoy) in 'balanced exchange', 

these two goods constitute funds of outstanding importance in 

household resource management for the acquisition of other 

goods for consumption or for investment. Acquisition and 

saving of these has a special weight in Uma managers' consid

eration. As already noted, saving or accumulation of these 

goods is not only disadvantageous under certain circumstances 

but also, beyond a point, impossible. This creates a perennial 

concern for Urna managers about the nature and amount of their 

reserve in relation to its need. Not uncommonly, the contents 

of the reserve of these goods need to be ~eshuffled, and the 

managers have to start building up a new reserve. ~vhile pro

duction of any goods beyond the household consumption require

ment is considered useful, the production of these two goods 

has a special premium in local production strategy for their 

unique utility in 'balanced exchange'. 

Though not as readily convertible as the four goods 

which serve as the media of exchange, th~re arc several other 

goods earmarked by their exchangeability. They are the goo~s 
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the use of which as "the primary goods" in 'balanced exchange' 

mark the named specific categories of 'balanced exchange': 

'lumber (tanikayu), 'local sugarcane wine' (bayas 2 ), 'sweet 

potato' (katina), and 'valued estate' (miplak). The utility 

of the first three in 'exchange' is of special interest to Uma 

managers because they can be produced without using capital 

assets already held in private ownership. 'Valued estate', 

items in the maximal value sphere, has been observed as the ul

timate form of material investment by local criteria. Re

strictions exist for the owner of 'valued estate' to disp~se 

it by 'exchange' transfer. But, if it is once made available 

to the arena of 'balanced exchange', there always is a great 

demand for it. Its exchangeability sustains the economic sig

nificance and advantage of 'valued estate' in local economic 

concepts since it may be used to provide for supra-household 

consumption when necessary. 

The people's definition of the ready convertibility of 

certain goods as well as their classification of directly ex

changeable goods in the realm of 'balanced exchange' affects 

the strategem of household managers regarding the kinds of 

goods to be acquired, saved and invested. In this strategern, 

the four goods serving as the media of exchange plus those 

goods marking the named categories of exchange occupy a special 

place, and among then 'livestock' (qayam) and 'bundled rice' 

(pagoy) a prominent role. 
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Desirable Direction of Exchange 

Another important element of the conceptual schemata 

ordering the process of 'balanced exchange' is the moral 

judgment according to which conversion of goods from lower to 

higher value spheres is desirable and conversion in the op

posite direction is undesirable. This element of the 'ex

change' model, attuned to a pervasive concern with dayaw 

'prestige', dictates the culturally appropriate forms through 

which Uma managers should {and could) attain material accumu

lation. 

The conversion of consumables in the minimum value 

sphere into nonconsunables in the higher value sphere is not 

merely possible but desirable, and so is the conversion of 

goods from the intermediate value sphere to the maximum value 

sphere. Four considerations follow from the vantage point of 

household resource management: (1) the standard for perform

ance rewarding successive upward conversions and 2cquisition 

of 'valued estate' through 'balanced exchange'; (2) the maxi

mum limit to a reserve of goods in the minimum value sphere 

and the intermediate value sphere; (3) the added importance of 

'livestock' and 'bundled rice', the two goods singled out in 

the preceding discussion; and (4) assured material benefits to 

be drawn from the production of goods in higher value spheres. 

First, the greater the success individual households 

achieve in making upward conversions by producing more and 

conserving more of the appropriate goods, the greater the pub

lic applause they may expect. It is desirable to convert 
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consumable goods into nonconswnable goods and less presti

geous goods into more prestigeous goods. The ideal in this 

process is the acquisition of 'valued estate', goods in ehe 

maximum value sphere, through the successive conversions of 

less valuable goods. Second, there is little or no advantage 

in holding in reserve goods in the minimum value sphere beyond 

their expected use in the near future when culturally posi

tive attainment can be earned by converting them into goods 

of the intermediate value sphere. The same applies to a re

serve of goods in the intermediate value sphere. 

Third, the importance of 'livestock' and 'bundled 

rice' is enhanced because they facilitate upward conversion 

more readily than any other goods. It is instructive to ob

serve the implication of the second consideration for this 

third. Despite the marked desirability of these two particu

lar goods from the perspective of efficient conversion. they 

belong to the intermediate value sphere. Their reserve in it

self is of linited consequence to the public esteem accruing 

to their managers, but their conversion into goods of the 

maximum value sphere is. This is also congruent with the 

practical consideration for which their managers wish to de

limit the size of the reserve of these goods -- a point already 

noted several times in our discussion. Finally, there is 

economic advantage in producing or creating goods in higher 

value spheres mainly for their utility in 'balanced exchange', 

·for example, weaving 'local clothing' (sinnun), creating a 

new 'private hillside lot' (talba), or constructing a 'new 
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inundated rice-field' (boka). While such activities may 

require an investment of labor and goods often over a span of 

time, the investment is assured to be paid off by the demand 

inherent in the positively evaluated upward conversion. 

The desirability of acquiring the goods of the max

imum value sphere requires a few comments because its impli

cations for household resource management contain certain 

unique features. First, special public acclaim for the ac

quisition of these goods can override Uma managers' considera

tion of material gain and loss. It is typically a more 

admirable form of resource management to acquire those goods 

even when their actual exchange price, known as gatad, is 

much higher than their 'customary value' (potog). Second, as 

already remarked, goods of the maximum value sphere are 

further arranged in a hierarchical order of respectability 

which determines a desirable direction of exchange within this 

sphere: from pita 'private land', qala9 'granary', payaw 

'inundated rice field', baloy 'house', to qodon 'heirloom'. 

Our discussion thus far has shown various elements of the 

folk model of qalos as generally stressing productivity as one 

major principle of household resource management and hence the 

importance of productive private assets. However, the de

sirable direction of exchange governing the goods in this 

maximum value sphere leads to the premium value of certain 

forms of nonproductive goods over productive goods, that is, 

the 'heirloom' (qodon) as well as the 'house' (baloy) over 

'inundated rice fields' (payaw), and 'granaries' (gala~) over 

'private land' (pita). In this arrangement, the desirability 
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of converting productive goods into nonproductive goods 

which is implicit in certain other areas of exchange takes 

an explicit formula. Given the social value of "esteem" 

and the actions leading to it, it is clear to individual 

households that. they benefit from converting, for example, 

'inundated rice fields' into 'heirlooms' -- in spite of the 

fact that 'inundated rice fields' represent the most important 

privately owned productive asset. 

Third, relinquishment or acquisition of 'valued 

estate' which comprises goods in the maximum value sphere 

usually requires the consent and cooperation of kinsmen. 

Their material cooperation in the form of suqul 'buyer's kin 

to seller's kin gift presentation' is necessary for the ac

quisition of 'valued estate'. Thus, for the conversion of 

goods into this highest value sphere, unlike other transactions 

by 'balanced exchange', the would-be transactor must be pre

pared to recruit kin assistance. 

Of course, it is no surprise to observe that the de

sirable direction specified in 'exchange' transfer is consis

tent with the concept of bumanyaga 'property acquisition' and 

the general evaluation of privately owned goods in the society 

along the scale of dayaw 'prestige', which we examined earlier 

in this chapter. Important to note is that this attribute 

of 'balanced exchange' reinforces the standards for defining 

what particular forms of resources are and for supplying rules 

for dealing with them. 

The desirable direction of exchange, tc,:;ether with 

relative liquidity, contributes to shaping the ~articular form 
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of culturally desirable saving and investment by individual 

households. 

Allowance for Gainful Transaction 

According to the standard for performance underlying 

'balanced exchange', participants in a transaction can ben

efit from it either in terms of prestige uplifting or 

measurable material gain. The first mainly derives from a 

successful upward conversion, the rule for which is consistent 

with the standard for assigning greater or lesser prestige to 

the ownership of different kinds of goods. Increment in pres

tige is so recognized first on account of the achievement in 

the conversion and second on account of the new ovmership of 

a prestigeous good. The two are related but separate. Ef-
. 

fects of the first on household managa~ent are the same as 

those of the upward conversion just discussed. In terms of 

the internal organization of the 'exchange' model, however, 

the attribute allowing a transaction beneficial to the parti

cipant and that prescribing a desirable direction of exchange 

are two separate components. 

Material gain may be directly drawn from 'balanced 

exchange' in several ways: (a) controlled acquisition and 

dispensation of goocs in reference to fluctuating customary 

equivalents, (b) utilization of gaps created by multiple quo

tations by differe~t systems of value measure, and (c) hard 

bargaining to make the most of the acceptable range of actual 
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sale values in a particular context. Knowledge of local 

systems of valuation is essential for succeeding in each per

formance. 

Gain derived from fluctuating customary equivalents, 

the first of the three mentioned above, has the most common 

application and is widely practiced. Customary equivalents 

of goods, it is recalled, are widely known and those of cer

tain goods for 'balanced exchange' are expected to fluctuate 

in relation to their scarcity or abundance. Fluctuations are 

more pronounced with such basic consumables as rice and 1ive

stock. Local managers are aware that it is clearly advanta

geous for them to employ their goods in 'balanced exchange' 

when their supply is low and their customary equivalents are 

greater, and conversely not to exchange them when they are 

abundant and their customary equivalents are lean. 

This decision concerning what goods to relinquish or 

to acquire by 'exchange' transfer in reference to the fluc

tuation of their customary equivalents is an important part of 

the managers' consideration of what to consume when -- es

pecially with respect to certain types of supra-household 

consumption. According to local standards, both the magnitude 

of consumption and the scheduling of the event ay~ flexible 

within a range. A host may be free to choose the timing of 

supra-household cons~Mption for certain occasions. Moreover, 

certain types of ganu 'prescribed livestock slaughter' are not 

_obligatory. For a given obligatory supra-household consur.iption, 

there is the required minimum and an immense range of volunLary 
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values of livestock in deciding the timing and the magnitude 

of livestock slaughter within the allowable range. If hosts 

are free to choose the time· of an event, they, as well as 

others in the society, find it only reasonable to stage the 

event when the customary value of livestock is less, or at 

least not greater, than usual. When its customary value is 

unusually high, non-obligatory types of ganu may be disregarded 

and the people understand. If ganu is obligatory and there is 

no latitude as to its timing, then much less elaborate con

sumption is expected beyond the prescribed minimum and is ac

cepted as reasonable. The rule allowing gainful acquisition 

by utilizing fluctuating customary equivalents thus affects not 

only when Urna managers should apply what goods to 'balanced 

exchange' but also their decision regarding the tining and/or 

the magnitude of supra-household consumption. 

To take advantage of the gaps created by multiple quo

tations, a would-be transactor must be prepared with a reserve 

of appropriate kinds of "value goods," which he could use as 

the media of exchange. Depending upon the standard of value 

by which the lowest quotation is given, he then can offer the 

value good on which that value standard is based. In most cases 

that good is acceptable. When it is not, he could offer 

another good in terms of which the quotation of the desired 

good is lower than the others. As indicated earlier in this 

chapter, Uma residents can predict the basic patterns in which 
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(pinak), 'pounded rice' (binayu), 'bundled rice' (pagoy), and 

'livestock' (qayam). The ozder is modified according to the 

relative abundance or scarcity of these goods in the society. 

For example, it is more advantageous, under "normal" circum

stances, to use pigs rather than bundled rice to purchase 

water buffalo in 'balanced exchange' since the quotation 

given in the 'pig' system of value measure is normally less 

than that expressed in the 'bundled rice' system of value 

measure. Possible gaps in multiple quotations reward a would

be exchanger who is well prepared with a reasonable amount of 

different value goods in reserve. The typical ways in which 

those gaps are anticipated to occur contribute to the weight 

of 'livestock' (qayam) and 'bundled rice' (pagoy) in household 

resource management. 

The appropriate range of actual sale values of goods 

in reference to their accepted customary values at any given 

time is limited or extensive basically in accordance with the 

magnitudes of the customary equivalents involved. On the whole, 

the negotiable range is too small with goods in the minimum 

Value sphere to be of substantial consequence. The range in

creases with respect to the goods in the higher value spheres 

for which their customary equivalents are terminologically 

distinguished as potog from their r.inab 'actual sale value'. 

The relative urgency of needs as well as the relationship 

between the seller and the buyer is allowed to influence the 
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extent to which would-be exchangers do or do not succeed in 

making the most out of a negotiable range. Advance planning 

to meet future need and a well-considered reserve of goods 

are useful. Careful planning protects exchangers from find

ing themselves in the disadvantageous position of initiating 

a transaction. A wide network of close friendship and kin-

ship also benefits a would-be exchanger. 'Sale of valued 

estate' (palak) occasionally presents a dramatic opportunity 

for material gain. A would-be buyer may be willing to accept 

an obvious material loss in order to gain in esteem. A 

special constraint is placed on a potential seller of 'valued 

estate' in the realm of his kinship obligations. Once assured 

of the support of his kinsmen, the seller and/or his kinsmen 

can materially benefit from the sale. 

In brief, the rule allowing material gain directly 

from 'exchange' transfer works as a factor e.irecting household 

resource management in several general ways. First,.when 

nonperishable goods are available beyond household consumption 

and the fluctuations of their customary equivalents are ex

pected, it is materially advantageous to Urna managers not to 

release them when they are abundant in the society but to wait 

until they become scarce. This consideration leads to their 

decision to refrain from the consumption of goods whose cus

tomary value is unusually great when their consumption is not 

absolutely indispensable. Those goods are useful in achieving 

gainful transaction from the viewpoint of their owners and 

costly to acquire from the viewpoint of nonowners. Second, 

would-be exchangers b8ncfit from holding in res~rve different 
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kinds of value goods, especially 'livestock' (qayam) and 

'bundled rice' {pagoy) • Third, the utility of goods and the 

importance of acquiring them are fortified in the eyes of 

their managers because they are not only exchangeable but can 

also be manipulated for material gain. Under certain 

specific circumstances, kinship and friendship also enter 

into beneficial material management through 'balanced ex

change', particularly in the case of the sale of valued estate. 

Swnrnary 

The above analyses have made evident multiple ways in 

which the people's definition of and rules for qalosb.l 

'balanced exchange' enter into their definitions of what 

various resources are and their rules for dealing with those 

resources. The cognitive ~odel of 'exchange' for:r.is an inte

grated part of the shared standards for economic performance. 

In summary, it is useful to review three main ways in which the 

'exchange"model shapes major propositions in the theory of 

household resource nanagement. 

First, the defining concept of qalosb.l' directness 

and bala.~ce, supports the local concept of a 'household' 

(balvan} as an independent economic unit, responsible for and 

capable of procuring its material needs and amassing wealth on 

its own. The network of cooperative social relations is useful 

for certain occasions, especially for the exchange of valu~d 

estate, but its direct role in 'exchange' trcl!ls~er is limited 
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and does not impair the basic economic independence of indi

vidual households. 

Second, ultimate interchangeability of a wide range of 

goods, from ordinaty consumables to valued estate, attributes 

'exchange value' to those goods. The possibility of occasional 

material gain augments the 'exchange value'. The utility of 

goods in exchange (i.e., for the acquisition of other goods) 

sharply distinguishes the exchangeable goods from the unexchang

eables. Exchange value gives rise to two basic concepts under

lying general household resource management: desirability of 

optimal productivity on the one hand, and, on the other, conser

vation of exchangeables. 

The revenue of income and the means of material acquisi

tion are important to all Una households because of their inde

pendent economic responsibility, the social value assigned to 

material accumulation, and the respectability to be earned from 

large-scale supra-household consumption. Thus there is a de

cisive importance to exchangeability and to the ultimate inter

changeability of most privately owned goods. The utility of 

goods for exchange makes a wide range of productive and ac

quisitive activities materially rewarding, not all of which 

require the already existing private assets. The possibility of 

meeting household subsistence needs and achieving material 

success is real for the have-nots as well as for the haves. The 

key to success is the combination of optimal productivity and 

well-considered management, adjusted to individual abilities 

and personal preferences. Dor.cstic needs alone do not detcrnine 

the content and nagnituc1e of productive and acquisitive 
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activities. Production of one kind of exchangeable goods be

yond household requirement results in purchasing power for 

other goods. 

The conservation of available exchangeables, including 

ordinary consumables, is useful. Consistent with a widely-

held local view of virtuous behavior, unconsidered intrahouse

hold consumption is curbed by containing transformation of the 

exchangeables into the unexchangeables {e.g., by cooking 

binayu 'pounded rice' and transforming it into qisna 'cooked 

rice') and by utilizing the unexchangeables as a substitute for 

the exchangeables {e.g., by increasing the non-rice component of 

a meal with veget.ables, or eating balat 'bananas' instead of 

katina 'sweet potatoes'). The exchange value of consumables 

fluctuates. When their value is greater than usual, it is 

socially acceptable to reduce their consumption. 

Third, the folk model of 'balanced exchange' provides a 

basic conceptual outline both for locally appropriate and pro

fitable use of goods in exchange and for forms of saving and 

investment. The standard for gainful and proper transaction 

directs Uma manaqers to promote their interests by disposing of 

and acquiring goods in accordance with their fluctuating custo

mary equivalents. The same standard also shows the way for 

managers to benefit from holding a carefully planned reserve for 

an impending acquisition of desired goods. Moreover, particular 

parts of the formula constituting this standard and two other 

elements of the folk ~odel, i.e., relative liquidity and de

sirable direction of exchange, further specify the kinds and 

amounts of goods to be usefully kept in reserve for efficient 
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acquisition of other goods. Each of the four media of ex

change, qayam 'livestock', pagoy 'bundled rice', binayu 'ponnded 

rice', and pinak 'cash', is valuable for its capacity of ready 

conversion. 

Above ·all, an appropriate reserve of 'livestock' and 

'bundled rice' is of strategic importance for household re

source management. Because of their widest acceptability in 

the arena of 'balanced exchange', they represent the primary 

purchasing power in material transactions in the society. As 

residents of Uma see it, 'livestock' and 'bundled rice' are 

always scarce. In this respect, they are like "money" in a 

society based on cash economy, in which most consumers find no 

amount of money adequate. However, unlike money in a cash

economy based society, unlimited accumulation of 'livestock' and 

'bundled rice' by any given household not only proves to be in

practical but also discredits their manager for failing to ma}~e 

prestigious upward conversion. According to the formula pro

vided by the folk model, Urna ITanagers should dispose of 'live

stock' and 'bundled rice' when they have saved up to a certain 

point of converting then into other more lasting forms of goods, 

preferably in the higher value sphere. As 'livestock' and 

'bundled rice' are so relinquished, Uma managers must start 

saving them again. The perennial need for building and re

building their reserve feeds into the vital in2ortance of pro

ducing these particular goods and certain other goods marked by 

ready exchangeability with them. Here lies the weight of pro

ducing such goods as 'sweet potatoes', 'local sugarcane wine~ 
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and 'lumber'. 

The desirable direction of exchange defined in the 

folk model provides Uma managers with a definite frame of 

reference with respect to investment as well as a long-term 

saving. The desirable direction of exchange, another attri

bute of the model is consistent with the prevailing concept of 

bumanyaga 'property accu..mulation' and with the arrangement of 

goods by the criterion of dayaw 'prestige'. It is advantageous 

to a manager's prestige to convert consumables to nonconsurnables 

and less valuable goods into more valuable goods. Ideally, 

conversions of goods from a lower value sphere to a higher 

value sphere and the acquisition of 'valued estate' should 

follow careful saving of ordinary goods and their considered 

successive conversions. Occasionally it is more beneficial to 

relinquish productive assets for nonproductive assets. The 

same formula serves the interests of Urna managers who are 

working for the ultimate goal of increasing their assets or 

preparing on a long-term basis for meeting emergency needs er 

eh'1)ected major expenses on occasions of 'prescribed livestock 

slaughter'. The more successful individual managers are in 

wealth accumulation, the greater their capacity for expending 

in prestige-bestowing supra-household consunption of monentous 

importance. 'Balanced exchange' facilitates procuring goods 

required for such coT!sumption with accumulated assets. 

In brief two of the salient conceptual attributes un

derlying aalosb. l 'balanced exchange' , balance and dir~ct:1.ess 

of transaction and ultinc:?.te interchangeability of diverse 
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goods in the society, have far-reaching consequences for 

household resource management in the most basic way. The op

portunity for household managers to obtain almost any good 

through 'balanced exchange' lends forceful support to the 

local view that every individual 'household', on its own, 

must and can acquire and accW!lulate wealth and provide for 

sizable public dispensation, by maximizing their productivity, 

containing inappropriate consumption of exchangeable goods, 

and managing with care the exchangeables to their advantage. 

The other elements, relative liquidity among exchangeables, 

desirable direction of exchange, and allowance for gainful 

transaction, point out the particular ways of interpreting 

ultimate interchangeability to the interest of individual 

households and guide the culturally appropriate and advanta

geous fornis of saving and investment. The people's definition 

of and rules for 'bala~ced exchange' provide a set of major 

directives for successful household management. According to 

these directives individual managers may decide on specific stra

tegies in reference to such factors as basic resources and 

labor and skills available to their households, necessity of 

meeting their household consumption, and anticipated expen

diture in supra-household consur:1ption. 

-Summary: Successful Management in Uma 

This chapter has examined local resource management 

.for which the folk model of galosb.l 'balanced exchange' forms 

an integrated part. The detailed analysis of the structure 
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of 'balanced exchange' and its internal organization presented 

early in this chapter left important questions unanswered. 

Most significantly the analysis did not provide the people's 

theories for deploying or not deploying goods in 'exchange'. 

Postulating those theories and examining related questions 

is essential to this study because we need to understand the 

relations of a particular folk model to the rest of the con

ceptual schemata which include the model. Unlike a struc

turally self-contained model which serves primarily to account 

for naming behavior, a conceptual model such as that of qalos 

'balanced exchange' requires analysis not only of its internal 

organization but also of a complex of factors external but 

essential to its internal process before connections between 

the model and the pattern of activities for which the model 

serves as the basis for decision can be explored. 

We focused on a central problem in local resource 

management, i.e., relations of means to ends. Socially shared 

ideas of the relations of perceived means to desired ends con

stitute the basic cultural criteria for evaluating resource 

management. These ideas regulate the people's decision to 

allocate their resources ultimately among the three main 

classes of needs (i.e., household subsistence needs, social 

needs, and the need to provide inheritable property for the 

next generation) and circumscribe more specific decisions on 

resource allocation in particular situations. Our analyses 

have shown that the ultimate ends in resource management, as 

held in Urna public culture, derive from standards of prefer-
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ence in the field of social relations. Binakna9 'wealth' 

and sokal 'power' (two of the four socially valued qualities) 

are those ends in local resource management, i.e., desired 

states of affairs gratification of which is attainable only 

through resource management. Desirable forms of resource 

management are directed toward the maximization of these two 

ends through the calculated allocation of available means in 

a manner consistent with the cultural standards of performance. 

Desirable Forms of Resource Management 

Every person is viewed as capable of attaining these 

ends through skillful resource management even if he starts 

his career without inherited property. In essence, the folk 

theory holds that the harder one works, the richer and the 

more powerful he can become. The diagram below (Fig. 13) 

depicts this theory -- though highly schematically. My dis

cussion of the diagram will serve to summarize the analyses 

presented in this chapter, outlining the preferred forms of 

resource management and reviewing the important bases for 

deciding to deploy goods in 'balanced exchange'. Arabic 

numerals in the discussion below refer to those in the dia

gram. Arrows should be loosely interpreted as "leading to" 

since they represent in this simplified diagram different 

meanings, especially between the field of material manage

ment and that of social estimation. More specific meanings 

will become clear in the course of the discussion. 
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1, 2, 3: Pa9og 'industriousness' is the key input 

toward creating banyaga 'acquired property'. An individual 

should be able to manage this acquisition by applying his 

time and labor directly to different forms of productive 

activities (1). Choice among these activities for maximum 

labor output depends largely on an individual's skills and 

the availability of one's inherited assets and the nature of 

those assets, and partly on the uses to which products will 

be put. If products are not put to primary use by their 

producers, then considerations of their exchangeability and 

exchange value become important. If productive assets are 

inherited, one's own time and labor-input into the use of 

the assets for production(~} should facilitate amassing 

'acquired property' (banyaga) (l). 

Products of labor in their own form or in an exchanged 

form should supply household subsistence needs and, in addi

tion, should supply the "surplus" essential for building up 

'acquired property' (banyaga) (~). Considered consumption 

is important no matter how abundant labor products may be. 

To amass 'acquired property', the products of labor must be 

saved and converted into more highly valued goods: consum

ables into nonconsumables and less prized goods into more 

highly prized goods. This conversion process in its broad 

outline corresponds to upward conversions of goods from the 

lowest value sphere to the intermediate value sphere, and 

from the intermediate value sphere to the highest value sphere 

(see Figs. 11 and 12). The use of 'balanced exchange' is 

essential for the conversion. 
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With respect to.inherited major nonproductive assets 

such as qodon 'heirlooms', baloy 'houses', and gala~ 'gran-

-aries', Oma managers have the alternatives of maintaining them 

as they are or converting them through 'balanced exchange' 

into more highly prized property by combining them with the 

products of their own labor. Ambitious and skilled managers 

choose the second alternative unless their inherited items 

are among the most acclaimed of the kind -- such as a 'bead 

ornament' (bol:)al) of the highest class. Choosing this course 

of action Cl) allows Uma managers to transform part of their 

'inherited property' (naksun) into 'acquired property' 

(banyaga), which carries greater weight in the public estima

tion of their social standing. Social approval of an increase 

in 'acquired property' is so strong that it accords positive 

evaluation to disposing of parts of 'inherited property' in 

this way. 'Inherited property' or a part thereof is not sup

posed to be lost in any other ways. 

'Acquired property' (banyaga) must be allocated 

to the attainment of a higher ranking in 'wealth' (binakna½) 

and 'power' (sokal). A choice exists for deciding the rela

tive proportions of its allocation between the two. Depend

ing upon individuals' ambitions and personal inclinations, 

they may choose one or the other as the gratifying end. Some 

may try to pursue both ends either equally or by striking a 

skewed balance between the two. Those who take 'wealth' 

(binakna;) as their chosen end must continue to acquire and 

accumulate property to increase their holdings (4). It is 
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critically important for those who choose this end to convert 

as many of their resources as possible into highly valued 

estate which their children will inherit in the future. They 

must also use some of their goods to meet social needs in 

order to maintain control over 'power' (sokal) to the extent 

that they can manage to protect their 'wealth'. However, 

the allocation of goods to social needs may be contained at 

the obligatory level when individuals desire primarily to 

sustain their wealth. 

In contrast, those who choose 'power' as their end 

should allocate a sizable proportion of their 'acquired 

property' to social needs. They can almost single-mindedly 

pursue 'power'. Shrewd calculation serves to transform their 

resources into 'power'. Instead of dispersing them indiscrim

inately in response to requests for loan and gift contribu

tions of various kinds, skilled managers calculate the pre

cise degree of dispensation that places them slightly above 

others -- at least while their resources remain modest. 

However, they must be quick to capitalize on ?ertain oppor

tunities which make them publicly outstanding figures. To 

them,ganu 'prescribed livestock slaughter' is not the un

avoidable fulfillment of obligation -- as it often is to 

those who focus on the pursuit of 'wealth' -- it is an oppor

tunity. They contemplate on the best timing for the greatest 

possible public attention and appreciation. When necessary, 

they do not hesitate to relinquish valued estate for the 
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purpose of acquiring a large number of the appropriate kinds 

of livestock and other necessary foods. As an act in the 

domain of qalosb.l 'balanced exchange', the act represents 

an undesirable downward conversion. Some of their relatives 

may very well regret that such a conversion has to take place. 

But, in the eyes of most people in the society, spectacular 

and dramatic public feasts and meat distribution are impres

sive enough to overshadow the negative estimation the un

desirable conversion would otherwise entail. Moreover, power

seeking managers indeed gain through such performance con

siderable increment in their political support by initiating 

new ties, reinforcing existing ones, and reviving old ties of 

personal loyalty with a large number of their rela_tives and, 

friends. The net rewards earned by those 'power' seekers 

are obvious in the Uma public view despite the downward con

version that may be involved in the redistribution perform

ance, providing that the valued estate converted into live

stock was part of its owners' 'acquired property'. If part 

of 'inherited property' (naksun) is used for the same purpose, 

however, the outcome is not that certain. Public reactions 

depend on the personal attributes of a feast giver. 

Typically, Uma managers emphasize either 'wealth' or 

'power· as their preferred end. The relative weight they 

choose to give to one of the two ends for their respective 

gratification determines what proportions of available re

sources they allocate to social consumption. O~ly a few 

exceptional individuals are expected to pursue ~oth 'wealth' 
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Once Oma managers win noticeable rating in 'wealth' 

and 'power', or both, their control over these values pro

vides them with further opportunities for increasing 'acquired 

property' (banyaga). Greater material resources at their dis

posal facilitates their taking advantage of economic opportu

nities as they arise -- such as those WI"..i.ch enable them to 

make upward conversions. According to the local system of 

distribution, their control over productive assets is rewarded 

even when labor is provided by another. Substantial control 

over 'power' can also facilitate an increase in 'acquired 

property' although there is a built-in limit to the process. 

Assured with his 'power', an individual can force others to 

give him credit either in the form of gawat 2 'interest-free ----.a. 
loan of consuma~les' or openly in the form of dayag 'forced 

loan of livestock' in order to provide for public feasts. In 

extreme cases, he may manipulate and succeed in pinnos 'forced 

title seizure' or topal 'forced legitimization of claim to 

title'. There is, however, a definite limit to such abuse of 

power because it inevitably leads to the destruction of the 

very base of the 'power', namely, the political support which 

consists in the personal loyalty of the followers. Urna people 

are fully aware both of the abuse of power and its own lim

itation. 

6: The attainment of !lOticeable standing in binakna:g 

'wealth' and an understanding of what it implies (i.e., suf-
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ficient control over 'power' for maintaining wealth) are the 

necessary attributes to qualify a man to be classified as a 

bakna9 'rich man'. But, these attributes are not sufficient 

to earn for him the social status of "bakna9." An individual 

must have an overall rating higher than the average according 

to all four criteria used in evaluating a person's respectabil

ity. Thus, he must rank high even by the non-economic crite

rion of bravery. Ia addition, he must continue to prove that 

he is a man of 'knowledge'. The second is accomplished mainly 

by demonstrating his 'knowledge' in action by fulfilling his 

social obligation in material terms relative to his standing 

in 'wealth'. A man of wealth then has to dispense more goods 

than the others. Consequently, he is compelled to increase 

the social consumption of his resources. To facilitate the 

consumption, he has either to increase the magnitude of his 

'acquired property' or to sacrifice part of the inheritable 

property. In either case, his action causes him to channel 

some of his property into 'balanced exchange' in order to 

acquire the particular goods appropriate for a given social 

consumption. 

7: A man who controls sokal 'power' is socially ac

knowledged as mansokal 'being powerful'. To remain mansokal 

necessitates continuing reinforcement of relationships of 

personal loyalty and obligation from those induced to support 

him. Rendering to his supporters the benefits of protection 

as a fearless fighter or service as a good orator are useful. 

But, the dispensation of goods in socially approved manners 
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continues to be essential. Since supporters are those who 

come forward to recognize him as their 'relative' (qagi), 

strategic dispensation generally takes the form of fulfilling 

kin obligations. The more extensive an individual's material 

dispensation in the idiom of kinship obligation, the greater 

the number of his obliged relatives who can be counted on as 

his political supporters. This aspect of the 'power' base 

gives rise to a direct relationship between the consolidation 

as well as the expansion of 'power' and the sum of the re

sources to be relinquished in social dispensation. Typically, 

total dispensation of resources increases as an ambitious 

individual strives to maximize his ;power' and to win the 

recognition of 'being powerful' (mansokal). Remaining mansokal 

thus implies the continuing weighty allocation of available 

resources to social needs, which is possible only is acquisi

tion of wealth continues. 

8: A man who is recognized as bakna~ 'rich man' or 

as mansokal 'being powerful' is nadayaw 'held in high esteem'. 

The relative magnitude of his 'wealth' or 'power' determines 

the extent to which he commands respect from other Uma resi

dents. A gattoka bakna9 'truly rich man' is one who controls 

sizable magnitudes of both, and this fact is recognized by 

all people in Uma. 

The Vital Role of 'Balanced Exchange' 

Within this conceptual scheme for desirable resource 

management, qalosb.l 'balanced exchange' occupies a vital place. 
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The scheme would fall apart without the model of 'balanced 

exchange' which alone provides a mechanism for converting 

available goods into desired goods. Furthermore, the acquisi

tion of d~sired goods through 'balanced exchange' can be ac

complished without depending upon already existing social 

relationships or placing oneself in 'indebtedness' (balqon) 

to others. This is important for those who are on their way 

to gaining control over 'wealth' or 'power'. They must guard 

their resources from too great social demands. They must 

make others indebted to them instead of being embroiled them

selves in social obligations. 

Not every individual is committed to the goal of earn

ing high esteem. However, it is essential for everyone to 

measure up to a minimum respectability in order to be accepted 

as a fully social person. This is accomplished by avoiding 

being in a permanent state of want and by allocating resources 

to obligatory social dispensation. Public censure is severe 

enough to compel most individuals to achieve more than the 

bare minimum. Uma residents not only gossip but also often 

openly evaluate their fellow men's performance -- in essence, 

by judging the relative extent to which they score in 'wealth' 

and 'power'. Generally shared evaluation is manifest in the 

ways in which individuals are treated at the scene of public 

events. The broad conceptual scheme postulated for desirable 

management in fact serves us as a guide in approximating the 

local residents' evaluation. 

The cultural standards for making a living in Uma 
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function as an independent variable in the society's economy, 

by shaping standards of production and transfer operations. 

The varying degrees to which individuals aspire to satisfy 

the culturally defined livelihood needs, in reference to their 

respective ideas of the social consequences of their acts, 

determines their strategies for production and transfer ac

tivities. An individual makes specific decisions for these 

activities on the basis of (1) his goal within the range of 

the publicly recognized ends, (2) the availability of inheri

ted and/or acquired property, (3) the labor and skill avail

able to his household, and {4) the relative advantages of 

a particular choice weighed in reference to the relations 

of the first factor and the other two above. Thus, one a..--id 

the same action in the realm of transfer and production may 

be interpreted as either wise or unwise depending upon the 

factors ta~en into consideration. Downward conversion, for in

stance, is undesirable within the domain of qalosb.l 'balanced 

exchange'. But, the net evaluation may not be "u..""ldesirab le" 

within the larger scheme of an individual's resource manage

ment. 

Individual residents' opinions can vary on a particu-

lar decision-- especially when it is of a minor order. Two 

residents may reach di=ferent economic decisions under the 

same circur:istances. The difference nay be due to unequal 

abilities to interpret each of the factors and fornulate a 

considered decision anc/or dissimilar assessme~ts of the 
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outcome of a particular choice in relation to the aspired 

final goal in resource management. With respect to major 

decisions, informed on-lookers generally agree on judging 

the decisions as well-considered or ill-considered. Almost 

unanimous public evaluations are gradually formed over time 

of an individual's manner of ~anaging resources. 

Of the three main classes of livelihood needs, house

hold subsistence needs are least variable in relation to 

individuals' varying aspirations for success. The standard 

of intrahousehold consumption is basically the same for the 

. rich and the poor. Standards for suprahousehold consumption 

and for creating and increasing inheritable property set the 

minimum level of acceptable performance but not the maximum. 

Individuals are rewarded with esteem relatiye to their per

formance. Their aspiration for greater rewards requires 

them to make calculated plans and to organize their transfer 

and production activities. 

This framework for decision-making in resource man

agement provides the basis for deciding whether or not to 

deploy goods in qalosb.l 'balanced exchange' as well as the 

basis for choice among all other alternative economic acti

vities. There are almost unlimited circumstances in which 

'balanced exchange' is one of many appropriate alternatives. 

Because of the features unique to 'balanced exchange', it may 

be the only course of action from the viewpoint of an individual 
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manager under certain circumstances. 

The folk model of 'balanced exchange' is an integral 

part of local resource management. Only in reference to the 

model, can Uma residents hold the view that pa~og 'indus

triousness' {and not the kinds of and amount of inherited 

property) is the key to banyaga 'acquired property' and 

eventually to binaknar, 'wealth' and/or sokal· 'power'. Con-
> 

versely, the model of 'balanced exchange' has its place in 

the people's economic concepts only so far as it is inte

grated with the rest of their conceptual designs underlying 

, resource management. The culturally defined standards of 

needs which certain classes of goods must meet in certain 

manners require a mechanism for converting goods of one form 

into other forms and inevitably sustain 'balanced exchange' as 

an integral part of the systen of ideas organizing resource 

management. 
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Notes to Chapter F_ive 

1. Some readers may consider "divisible" and "indi

visible" as less awkward expressions of this distinction. I 

avoid the term "physical divisibility" because it suggests 

only the quality of a category token which is indeterminately 

small, such as binayu 'home-pounded rice' and gasin 'salt'. 

"Nonunitary goods" include not only those goods that are phys

ically divisible but also such self-contained objects as katina 

'sweet potatoes' whose minimum unit of exchange is 'one

basketful' and not a single tuber. 

2. I use the term, !!commodity," to refer to the goods 

which change hands by galosb.l 'direct balanced exchange'. My 

use of the term is only for convenience. The term should be 

understood without reference to "commodity economy," which Uma 

economy is not. 

3. Uma systems of value measure are more like such 

systems of measure as length in American society. For example, 

"one mile" is not immediately comparable with "four inches" in 

the minds of many people. Similarly "one quyon" is not directly 

comparable with "four botok." 

4. The term potog broadly stands for "value" or "worth" 

in the general sense of these terms. One may speak of potog 

in this broad sense in relation to a vast range of things, 

tangible as well as intangible. But, used in reference to the 

generally accepted value of goods regularly expressed in units 

of value measure, and in contrast to particular Einab 'actual 
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exchange price', potog designates the customary value of these 

goods and is appropriately applied only to the specific kinds 

of goods listed here. 

S. I did not witness myself such an extreme case 

during my fieldwork. There were two individuals in the region 

who were close to the case. 

6. By "shared consumption" I refer to communal con

sumption at the site of an event. In this form of consumption, 

removing an individual share from the site for later consump

tion or for further sharing is not considered proper except 

by 'old persons' or by the mothers of young children. "Dis

tribution," used in contrast with "shared consumption," refers 

to the public apportionment of individual shares which their 

recipients may properly carry away for their respective enjoy

ment at their pleasure. 

7. The use of the term "redistribution" as well as 

of the term "distribution" (see note 6 above) in the context 

of the present discussion departs from technical usage. "Dis

tribution" used in the general sense, as in "meat distribution," 

refers simply to simultaneous material flows out of a single 

social position into multiple social positions. Contrasted 

with "redistribution," "distribution" denotes initial disperse

ment, whether or not the goods so dispersed have resulted from 

pooling. All subsequent distributions further dividing the 

distributed goods into smaller shares are "redistributions." 

8. In March 1965, two months after I had decided to 

set up my primary field station in Ba¾titan, I began keeping 
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a record of the livestock slaughtered by five households. I 

approached these five households for the simple reason that 

they were all related to the family I had been living with, 

and I could comfortably ask for their cooperation. By Decem

ber 1965, it became obvious to me that the records of these 

five households could not represent the general patterns and 

magnitudes of livestock slaughter in the community. The vari

ables involved are numerous. They include: the occurrence 

of events calling for livestock slaughter, the age range of 

the heads of given households, the number of siblings and 

children of the members of a given household who belong to 

separate households, the political standing of the head of a 

household, and household property. In order to avoid the 

enormous task of taking census for the entire settlement, I 

then attempted to stratify settlement households using several 

different criteria. After some experiments, however, I had to 

conclude that there was no way of selecting a small number of 

representative samples because of the numerous variables as 

well as the irregular patterns entailed in the event. Only 

as late as April 1966, I began keeping complete records for 

all the households in Ba~titan settlement, a practice I con

tinued until a month before my departure. 

9. It is exceedingly difficult to obtain a meaningful 

average. Ganu perfo~ed on an extensive scale, such as the 

'curing rite' (pusipus) for an aged parent involves a long 

time span. A record over twenty to thirty years is necessary 

for an adequate evaluation of divergent performance by dif-
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ferent households as well as for a determination of what may 

be properly accepted as the average household expenditure in 

this regard. 

It is reasonable to expect a more or less equal num

ber of events such as pusipus 'curing rite' for an 'old per

son' to occur every 22 months (almost 2 years) in a settlement 

of 38 to 39 households. But, the types of households in which 

this kind of event takes place cannot be evened out from one 

time period to another when the total number of these events 

in any one period is small, three to four. In any one period 

of 22 months, one or two politically ambitious individuals may 

sponsor such events. In another period, such events may be 

occasioned in the households of less ambitious individuals. 

The total livestock slaughtered during the first period will 

predictably be significantly greater than that during the 

second period. The difference affects the average number of 

livestock slaughtered per household in each of the two periods. 

10. The longer the time span of the recorded data 

{see note 9 above), the more representative values we can ob

tain for livestock slaughter for a given period of time. 

Hence I refer to the one year average which is estimated from 

the records for the 22 months {the maximum period covered in 

my data for the entire settlement), rather than to the actual 

records of any particular 12 months during my observation. 
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'BALANCED EXCHANGE' AND BROADER ECONOMIC PROCESS 

The analyses in the preceding chapter have estab

lished the vital importance of qalosb.l 'direct balanced 

exchange' as an integral part of the people's broader 

theory for household resource management. We now turn to an 

inquiry into the implications of the people's theory of· 

qalosb.l to the society's economy. 

The ordered conceptual model underlying 'balanced 

exch~ge' reveals how the people in Urna perceive, assess, and 

interpret the experience they have in direct regard to 'ex

change' events. The analysis of this model led us to exarr~ne 

other closely interrelated theories the people hold. This 

examination, in turn, has further elucidated the cultural 

significance of the folk theory of qalosb.l 'direct balanced 

exchange'. The formulation of the conceptual model and the 

examination of its relevance within the broader theory is 

one way of accounting for people's acts involved in qalosb.l" 

The behavior-accounting mocel of this kind, however, does not 

show by itself the physical effects events of qalosb.l have 

on the world of ~ateriality. 

A simple example illustrates the point. urna farmers' 

theory of rice growing includ8s their knowledge of rice as 

a plant; its interactions with the environnent -- natural, 

supernatural, and man-made; and its utility to them. The 
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theory importantly explains the farmers' behavior with 

respect to rice growing. But, the theory does not, by it

self, predict the actual growth and yield of the rice they 

grow -- for example, the number of panicles on a stalk, or 

of grains on each panicle. Such predictions require ad

ditional information about the botanical character of the 

plant, the components of the partially man-made micro

environment in which it grows, and the concrete acts done 

to the plant by a particular farmer. The material effects 

the farmer's theory has on the rice he grows, that is, part 

of the economic significance of his theory of rice growing, 

are to be sought in interrelations between two phenomena: 

all of the farmer's acts involved in the growing of rice, 

including his preparation of the field and his appeal to the 

supernatural entity, on the one hand, and, on the other, 

the complex of natural and cultural factors actually affect

ing the growth of the plant. The two are phenomena of the 

same order, the first forming a part of the second. It is 

the first, i.e., the farmer's acts of rice growing,that the 

theory we postulate accounts for. Therefore, the ways in 

which those acts are interrelated to the rest of the factors 

determining the growth of rice represent one aspect of the 

implications of the theory to the concrete empirical world. 

An examination of a folk theory concerning material 

resource management will be of greater value if we move one 

step beyond the description of the theory as an explanatory 

model for a set of ordered acts and assess the significance 
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{or the lack of significance) of the theory to the empirical 

material process in a society. The goal of the analyses in 

this chapter is to determine as far as possible the ways in 

which the folk model of 'balanced exchange' is interconnected 

with the society's economy. Methodological difficulties are 

multifold in carrying out such an analysis. In the first 

place, an individual's commitment to a conceptual design does 

not always take a discernable form of behavior. In the second 

place, even when it takes a discernable form, the behavior is 

not always subject to quantitative measurement. Corresponding 

to the lack of verifiable evidence, there is a danger of "con

juring" functional interpretations. In spite of these and 

other difficulties and pitfalls, I shall proceed with the a

nalysis because it is important to the objective of this study, 

i.e., an adequate account of qalosb.l 'dire~t balanced ex

change', and because such an analytical attempt is potentially 

significant to a general theory of "cultural adaptation." It 

is critical to clarify the ways in which a people's ideas of 

the material world are interconnected with the observable 

phenomena of that material world. The clarification of this 

interconnectedness is indispensable for an ethnographic anal

ysis of economic relations and processes in particular and of 

cultural adaptation in general. 

There are different approaches we may take in ~x

ploring the implications of the people's conceptual model of 

galosb.l 'balanced exchange' to the society's economy. I 

select two among them in developing the ensuing analyses. The 
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the rest of the economic events in the society. Those events 

are the outcome of people's acts which are accounted for in 

the folk model we formulated. Therefore, the ways in which 

'exchange' events affect and are affected by the broader 

material process of production, circulation, and utilization 

in the society represent one aspect of the relation of the 

conceptual model of 'exchange' to the society's economy. 

The second approach is to consider the significance 

of the folk model of qalosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' to 

the society's economy in the latter's interplay with the 

ecological and social factors forming the context within which 

economic process takes place. The question of the adaptive 

function of the 'exchange' model concerns the contributions 

'exchange' events make to the relations of the society's 

economy to the external limits set by ecological factors 

(i~e., environmental potentialities, technological possibil

ities, population density and distribution, and relationships 

of Oma region with external social units). The question of 

the econo~ic function of the 'exchange' model concerns the 

relevance of the model to the compatability of the organiza

tion of economic activities with social factors. This is a 

question of the ways in which the material realization of the 

'exchange' model enters into the adjustment which the total 

organization of economic activities makes to the structure 

of.existing social relationships. 
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The quantitative data concerning production, transfer, 

and consumption events are indispensable to the proposed 

analyses. The core of the relevant data is included in this 

study in tabular forms (Appendix IV). The quantified data 

represent, directly in certain cases and indirectly in 

others, the measurable aspects of the behavioral consequences 

of the underlying theory of resource management. 

•Balanced Exchange' as Part of Economic Performance - - - ----- -------
As a· preliminary attempt to probe the relation the 

people's model of galosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' bears to 

the society's material process, I will now focus on the field 

of economic activities and analyze interrelations between 

the operations of 'balanced exchange' and the rest of economic 

performance in the society. I will begin with an identifica

tion of the actual patterns of 'exchange' events. I then will 

proceed with an analysis of the specific ways in which 

'exchange' events and the other economic events are inter

related, mutually condition their configurations in the 

material process, and shape the entire organization of 

economic activities in the society. 

Patterns of 'Balanced Exchange' 

The people's model of qalosb_l 'balanced exchange' we 

postulated specifies the criteria by which to distinguish this 

particular form of transfer from the other for~s and to interpret 
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and evaluate instances of qalosb. l in _the ways consistent 

with the local participants' understanding. The behavior

accounting model of this kind is, by nature, nonquantitative. 

It is not constructed to furnish directly such information as the 

frequency with which local residents engage in 'exchange' 

events and the proportion of goods that change hands by 

'balanced exchange' in relation to the total exchangeables 

available in the society. For the variables determining the 

pattern of 'exchange' events or for the empirical consequences 

of the events, we need to look into how the society's ma-

terial arrangements are organized and what factors modify 

the arrangements. This observation should not be taken to 

suggest the lack of significance in forrrfillating the concep-

tual model in studies concerned with economic relations and 

processes. Only in reference to the model, can we identify 

instances of qalosb.l among numerous transfer events. With-

out the prior formulation of the conceptual model, recording 

the numerical data on transfer I use in this study would not 

have been possible. It is the identification of the cultural 

forms of transfer that subsequently enables us to make an 

ethnographically valid inquiry into the patterns of different 

transfer events. 

To discern the pattern of 'balanced exchange', the ques

tion that concerns us is "how r.1uch of what kinds of goods 

circulate by qalosb.l 'balanced exchange' among what social 

sectors, under what circumstances?" Seeking to answer the 

question, we examine the records of the transfer events in 
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Ba~titan settlement, by first looking at the kinds and 

amounts of goods which change hands by 'balanced exchange' as 

well.as the frequency with which such transfers occur, and 

then inquiring into both who the transactors are and the 

circumstances in which 1 exchange' transfers ta~e place. 

Magnitude of goods transferred ez 1 balanced exchange' 

We may begin by inspecting the ways in which items 

of "estate" have been transferred to curren.t.: title holders. 

The "estate" is the category of property which we identified 

earlier in this study and have referred to occasionally as 

"trans-generational assets" because the stated norm in the 

society holds that the property should be transferred only 

by inheritance. The property so classified is about 79% in 

value 1 of the total goods privately owned by the residents of 

Ba~titan settlement (Table 11). Table 13 shows the results 

of a census taken in the settlement (see also Tables 10, 11, 

and 12). The census data verify the pattern of practice that 

follows the stated norm~ Naksun 'lineal inheritance' is, in 

fact, the most important form by which title to the estate is 

transferred. A little over 70 percent of the settlement total 

of the estate have been transferred to current title holders 

by naksun. Among the six kinds of goods which constitute the 

estate, qodon 'heirlooms' have almost all been transferred 

by naksun (91%). On t.~e other hand, about 15 and 45% of each 

of the other kinds of 9oocs have bcGn transfer=ed bv aalos, 1 .J • 0. 

1 d· b irect alanced exch~!ge': 16% of pita 'priv<":tcly owned 
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land'; 19% of payaw 'rice-fields'; 23% of qalaB 'granaries'; 

31% of nuwa~ 'water buffalo and/or zebu'; and 45% of 

baloy 'houses'. Title transfer by forms other than naksun 

and qalosb.l is limited, involving less than 9% of the 

total estate. 

The census of this type is, of course, far from ac

curate in representing the typical pattern of estate trans

fer unless repeated at different times. For instance, a 

few recent marriages and the subsequent inheritance of 

property by the young couples may increase the pro-

portion of transfer by 'inheritance' within a small 

community (154 individuals as of July 1, 1967). Thus, I 

surveyed each of 254 'rice-fields' in one area of 'Upper 
-Uma' (dapat 13-27 as shown in Map 8; see also Map 6). The 

result of this survey is given in Table 15. It also indi

cates naksun 'lineal inheritance' and qalosb.l 'direct 

balanced exchange' as the two major modes by which title to 

'rice-fields' is transferred. The proportion of transfer by 

'inheritance' is slightly lower in this survey than in that 

of Barititan 'rice-fields'. Out of the 254 'fields' investi

gated, ·135 have been transferred to current owners by 'in

heritance' as opposed to 98 by 'balanced exchange'. Evaluated 

in terms of the total actual yields of these fields in the 

production year of 1966-1967 (i.e., November 1966 - November 

1967; see Fig. 8), title to about 55% of the fields has 

been transferred by 'inheritance' and almost 391 by 'balanced 

exchange'. These surveys show that, next to the normative 
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mode of transfer by 'inheritance', qalosb.l 'balanced 

exchange' is the major way in which title to the culturally 

valued property is transferred. We find it significant 

that about 20 to 30% of payaw 'rice-fields' change hands by 

qalosb.l ~ince the 'rice-fields' are the central basic 

resource in the society. 

Turning to 'livestock' (qayam), the other form of 

privately owned productive assets, we observe that qalosb.l 

also serves as a common form of transfer. According to a 

census of the livestock owned by Bagtitan households (Table 

14), current owners (as of October 1967) have acquired about 

30% of the total livestock by qalosb.l. This proportion is 

almost as much as that of the livestock raised by owners. 

Among different kinds of livestock, nuwa9~.l 'water buffalo' 

and baka 1 'cows' alone are locally classif~ed as "estate." 

This explains why as much as 22% of 'water buffalo' have 

been transferred by naksun 'inheritance' whereas transfer by 

'inheritance' hardly takes place with the other animals. 

Another view of the pattern of 'balanced exchange' is 

gained by inspecting the proportion of the community's pro

duce that enters into 'exchange' events. The main produce 

are, of course, rice and livestocJ~. About 11% of the total 

rice that accrued to Ba~titan households from the production 

of 1966-1967 2 was deployed in transaction (Tables 30 and 34). 

Of the Ba9titan rice transacted in one form or another, more 

than 60% changed hands by 'balanced exchange' (Table 61), 

which is about 7% of the total Ba~titan rice. In addition, 
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there was also non-Ba~titan rice which the residents of 

the settlement acquired by 'balanced exchange'. The 

quantity of rice imported into the settlement (Table 34) 

was about 70% of the Ba9titan rice which was transacted by 

'balanced exchange' (Table 60). The total of the rice 

transacted by the settlement residents by 'balanced exchange', 

including both Ba~titan rice and non-Ba~titan rice, was 

about 12% of the total rice produced by the settlement 

households. 

An estimate of one-year's production of livestock is 

difficult for several reasons. For one thing, a significant 

proportion of the livestock owned at any one time is 

slaughtered in the subsequent months. Weighing each animal 

at every census for the estimate of its growth is also an 

enormous task, which I was unable to pursue. To obtain an 

indication of the approximate magnitude of the livestock 

which change hands, we might take as a point of reference 

the total livestock owned by Ba;titan households at a given 

time and consider the proportion of transacted livestock in 

relation to it. If we use the census data of October 1967 

as such a reference (Table 35) 3, the BaBtitan livestock 

which entered into transaction in 1967 was a little over 33% 

of the censused total holding. Including the livestock 

acquired by the settlement residents from other Uma settlements 

as well as outside. the region, the total amount transacted in 

Ba~titan came to 51% of that holding. About il% of the trans

action was by 'balanced exchange' (Tables 57, 58, and 62). 
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In this estimate, the total Ba~titan livestock that change 

hands by 'balanced exchange'in a one-year period is about 

24% of the total livestock owned by the settlement resi

dents at a normal time. 

Another estimate may be made by considering the 

average amount of livestock slaughtered in one year as a 

substitute for the annual produce. The livestock transferred by 

'balanced exchange' (Tables 62 and 63) comes to more than 

41% of the one-year average of slaughtered livestock, which 

is based on continuous recording for 22 months (Tables 

45, 46, 47, and 48). A third approach is to approximate the 

one-year increase of the livestock holding censused at a 

given time, taking into account the typical rates of birth, 

growth, and death but ignoring transfer and slaughter. The 

approximation is a postulated "natural" increase of the 

Baptitan livestock population (see Table 91 and its dis

cussion). If we assume that this computation represents 

the settlement annual income in the form of livestock, then 

the livestock transacted in 1967 was 82% of the postulated 

annual income and the proportion transferred by 'balanced ex

change', 39%. Whichever estimate we may consider, there is no 

question that a sizable proportion (one fourth to two fifths) 

of Ba~titan livestock change hands, and qalosb.l 'direct 

balanced exchange' operates as an important form of trans

action. 
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Exchangeable forms of agricultural products other 

than rice and livestock include: tibaku 'tobacco', bayas 2 

'local sugarcane wine', tanikayu 'lumber', kapi 'coffee', 

and ba~Inas 'bush wax bea~s• (Table 11). About one half of 

the 'tobacco' produced changed hands by 'balanced exchange' 

(see Table 60). The total production of 'local sugarcane 

wine' in 1966 was 39 ~ (a little less than 1600 liters), 4 

of which 26 (67%) were relinquished in 'balanced exchange' 

in the following year (see Tables 61 and 62). 'Lumber' 

(tanikayu) owned by Ba~titan residents at the time of the 

census 5 is evaluated as 25y0d0t in total. About one fourth 

(6y0d0t) of that holding was sold for livestock (see Table 

63). Coffee and beans are the two cash crops as we ob

served earlier in this study. The settlement total of the 

coffee harvested in 1966 came to 587 kg, 362 kg (62%) of 

which were sold in Nobwagan, and 58 kg (1. 6%) were used in 

'balanced exchange' in Uma. The yield of 'beans' (ba91nas) 

in the settlement was 2816 kg. The beans sold in Nobwagan 

totaled 1857 kg for the settlement, about 66% of the total 

harvest. Only about 60 kg (2%) changed hands in Uma by 

'balanced exchange'. 

These records of transfer by qalosb.l 'direct balanced 

exchange' basically support the observations made by Barton 

and others about the prevailing practice of "in tr a-group 

trade." Both the basic resources ('rice-fields', 'privately 

owned land', and 'livestock') and the nain pro~~cts change 

hands within the society by 'balanced exchange'. According 
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to the survey sketched above, roughly 21% of the one-year 

produce in Ba9titan settlement are so transferred. The 

circulation of goods by 'balanced exchange' among the members 

of the society is an integral part of everyday life. 

Our inspection of the proportions of the agricultural 

produce which change hands leads us to make an additional 

observation. The proportions vary between different goods. 

Setting aside the two cash crops, we notice that clearly 

higher proportions of livestock, tobacco, and sugarcane wine 

change hands as compared to, for example, rice. One-half or 

more of the total tobacco and sugarcane wine produced in the 

community was applied to 'balanced exchange'. No sugarcane 

wine was utilized by its producers except for sampling. In 

comparison, the rice which changed hands by 'balanced 

exchange' was proportionately less in spite of its unique 

function in the operation of 'exchange' transfer as we shall 

shortly see. The sum of the rice transacted by 'balanced 

exchange' was 12% of the total produced by the settlement 

residents. With certain kinds of goods, a substantial pro

portion of their production is not for the producers' own 

consumption. This observation raises questions concerning 

the production policies and consumption plans made by indi

vidual management units, i.e., 'households' (balyan). An in

quiry-into these ques~ions and related issues seems profitable 

in clarifying relationships between transfer events and other 

economic events. It is precisely the line of the inquiry 
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Directing our attention to the frequency of 'excha~ge' 

events as well as the types of goods common to 'exchange' 

transfers of our record, we note yet another characteristic. 

of the organization of 'exchange' activities. Rice and 

livestock, the two main products in the society, are by far 

the most commonly used goods in 'balanced exchange'. In 

Ba~titan settlement, nearly 1000 transfer events involving 

rice took place during a one-year period (Tables 60 

and 61), which means more than 20 events per household 

on the average. More than one-half of the events were 

qalosb.l 'direct balanced exchange•. 6 Tables 60 and 61 

display a wide range of goods exchanged for rice -- from 

livestock to bananas. The quantities of rice employed 

in individual events correspondingly vary -- from SyOdOt 

(about 37.S kg) as a ?artial payment of a head of 'water 

buffalo' to 1 duoas (about 300 g} for a bunch of bananas. 

'Exchange' of more expensive items is expectedly 

less frequent. The most numerous are those 'exchanges' 

involved small qua~tities of rice, often less than 

1 kg. 'Home-pounded rice' (binavu} ~vas used for minor 

transactions while 'bundled rice' (paqoy) was typical of 

t.~e 'exchange' involving items of major value. Table 34 

contains info~~1atio~ on ~he quantities of the transacted rice 

in the two different foms, rbundled' and 'home-pounded'. 
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'exchange' for minor household subsistence goods. The 
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total quantity transacted, however, is impressive. As many 

as 190 animals (livestock) changed hands during a one-year 

period {Tables 58, 62 and 63) in and out of Ba~titan 

households. In value the settlement total of the transacted 

livestock amounts to 12y0d0t, which is, as we noted, 

a little over 82% of the total herd in the settlement in 

a normal season, and more than one-third of the one-year 

settlement production of rice, the main staple crop 

{Table 30). Divided by the number of the settlement residents, 

livestock in the value of 8d2t per person changed hands. 

This value is equivalent to 3 small shoats, each weighing 

approximately 9 kg. The portion transferred by 'balanced 

exchange' is about 72% of the total transacted. Tables 

62 and 63 show both the kinds and numbers of livestock 

that changed hands by each of the locally distinguished 

forms. The goods exchanged for livestock are either items 

of the intermediate value sphere or of the maximum value 

sphere. The range of these goods is largely, yet not 

totally, separate from the range of goods exchanged for rice. 

As in the case of 'exchanges' of rice, transfer 

events of major value are infrequent. While only 

3 'water buffalo' were acquired by 'balanced exchange' 

by Ba~titan residents during the one-year period as 

many as 31 pigs and 46 chickens were acquired during the 
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same time period. Unlike 'exchanges' of rice, those of 

livestock can represent a socially significant shift in the 

distribution of 'wealth' (binakna~) when t!1ey entail the 

transfer of 'water buffalo'. Table 63 shows the dispensa

tion of 7 heads of 'water buffalo' in palak ·1 'sale of ---a. 
valued estate' during the recorded year. The transfer of the 

'water buffaloes' resulted from three separate palaka.l 

'sales of valued estate'. In each case, a Ba5titan 

household purchased a payaw 'rice-field' from the house

holds of other Oma settlements. One of the three fields 

was acquired in exchange for 4 iwater buffalo', 

. another 'field' for two, and the third for one. 

Palaka.l 'sale of valued estate' does not occur frequently 

or at regular intervals. Thus the one-year record cannot 

adequately represent the typical pattern. There may not 

be any palak 1 throughout a given year. That there was no '"---a. 

Ba;titan resident during the same year who relinquished his 

valued estate (see Table 62) illustrates the point. On the 

other hand, when palak 1 does take place, a single event ---.a. 
may entail the transfer of an important piece of property 

from one household to another, whici1 bears social 

consequences. In comparison with the transfer of 'water 

buffalo', that of smaller animals by 'balanced ex-change: 

is common. In most instances, a single event of the latter 

is of little social import in itself. 

The records of the transfer events in Ba;qti tan, 

demonstrate the strategic role rice and livestock play in 
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facilitating 'exchange' everits. There is no single category 

of goods that enters into qalosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' 

as frequently and readily as the two goods. With rice and 

livestock at one's disposal, one can consurranate virtually 

any potential 'balanced exchange'. As established by the 

records of actual events, the two ranges of goods, one 

exchanged for rice and the other for livestock, are separate 

but partially overlap. The partial overlap points to 

indirect interchangeability between the goods which are not 

directly substitutable. The combination of the two ranges 

of goods is coextensive with the entire exchangeables in 

the society. On the basis both of the ways in which rice 

and livestock evidence their high liquidity in observed 

'exch~nge' situations and of the fact that the two together 

serve as the instruments for complete interchangeability 

between different goods, it is reasonable to consider them 

as the main media of exchange in the society 7 (independent 

of the people's classification of those goods which we 

examined earlier in this study). 

We have been concerned to this point with the 

identification of the kinds and amounts of goods that change 

hands and the frequency with which their transfers take place 

as well as of the goods which operate as common exchangeables. 

We observed that a sizeable proportion of the privately owned 

basic resources and main produce in the society change 

hands by 'balanced exchange'. The transfer of common 

subsistence goods by 'balanced exchange' is a usual daily 
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phenomenon. 'Exchange' of items of great value is infrequent. 

When it does take place, however, the resulting shift in 

control over them can visibly modify the distribution of 

culturally valued goods within the society. The two goods 

more readily convertable in 'balanced exchange' are rice and 

livestock. Each of the two is directly exchangeable with a 

range of goods. Because the two separate ranges of goods 

exchangeable respectively with rice and livestock partially 

overlap, all exchangeable gocds are interchangeable through 

the two goods. The econo~~c importance of the two, rice 

and livestock, is evident in their capacity as the principal 

media of exchange. To complete our examination of the pat

terns of 'exchange' events, we must now examine the flows of 

goods by 'balanced exchange' in relation to the social units 

and categories involved as well as to the types of empirical 

situations in which the events take place. 

Transactors and occasions of 'balanced exchange' 

Individual 'households' (balyan) are the primary 

social units which participate in qalosb.l 'direct balanced 

'exchange'. As we saw earlier in this study, transfer events 

articulate 'house~olds' as the basic economic u..~it. Since 

·production u.,its and consumption u..~its are not structurally 

separate, the transfer of a payaw 'rice-field' between 

'households' may be viewed analytically as a transfer be~ween 

production units and that of rice as a trans:er between 

consumption units. Unlike certain other forms of transfer 
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such as 'gift' (kodaw), transfers by 'balanced exchange' are es

sentially independent of social relationships which exist between 

. transacting 'households'. Siblings belonging to different 'house

holds' engage in 'exchange' transfers in the same way as those who 

are not so related. We noted social relationships between the 

transacting parties as one of the factors influencing the Dina 

'actual exchange price' of goods. Because social relationships 

whether based on kinship, friendship, or power relationships -

can affect any aspect of the people's life in Urna, they can also 

influence a negotiation for an outcome of an 'exchange' transfer. 

They are, however, exogenous to the 'exchange' transfer and. not 

an integral part of it. Two Ba~titan residents are impoverished 

after they have relinquished their 'rice-fields' to their re

spective siblings by 'balanced exchange'. No special obligation 

or indebtedness has resulted between ~~e siblings out of these 

'exchange' transfers. 'Exchange' transfers do not impede the eco-

nomic independence of 'households' but rather encourage it. 

All 'households' in the society participate in qalosb.l 

'balanced exchange'. Each differs in the motives for as well as 

the extent of its participation. As analyzed in Chapter IV, the 

combination of private ownership and the patterns of inheritance 

in the society gives rise to the inequal apportionment of material 

resources among individual 'households'. The relative control 

'households' hold over the other critical factor of production, 

i.e., labor (including skill and knowledge), hinges on the num

ber of individual members of a 'household' (see Tables 7 and 8) 

and their personal abilities. There is always a considerable 

difference among 'households' in the amounts of resources and 

products available to them. The records of the g~ods owned by 
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Bagtitan 'households' (Table 13), the rice production~consump

tion balance computed for the households (Table 32), and the 

census taken of household livestock (Tables 35, 36, and 37) docu

ment the different degrees to which the households in the settle

ment control different kinds of goods. Goods circulate between 

and among the 'households' in a number of ways. 'Balanced ex-

change', however, is the only way in which those who do not have 

desired goods can acquire them in exchange for what they have 

without delay and without getting embroiled in the network of 

social obligations. 

As is seen from the rice production-consumption ratio 

given in Table 32, not all Ba~titan households depend totally 

upon their own production for obtaining their staple grain nec

essary for their subsistence. There is little correlation either . . 
between the size of the livestock owned by households and that 

of the livestock those households used at ganu 'prescribed livestock 

slaughter' (Table 70; also compare Tables 35, 36, and 37 with 

· 45, 46, and 47). This shows that the households do not produce 

all the livestock they need for supra-household consumption and 

do not need all livestock they produce. In meeting the needs, 

whether for subsistence or for social consumption, the people 

frequently turn to 'balanced exchange'. What is important is to 

hold what they can 'exchange' for the desired kinds of goods. 

The farmers who do not own sufficient 'rice-fields' for 

producing enough rice to meet the subsistence needs of their own 

households have a number of alternatives open to them for ac

quiring rice. We closely examined those alternatives in Chapters 

III and IV. The farmers may earn rice as payment for service 

(nabbu 1) or as a share (buwa) in the yield of ,others' fields a. 
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by cultivating them through a season. They may acquire goods 

other than rice in exchange for labor or as the direct return to 

their production efforts and then deploy those goods in 'balanced 

exchange' for rice. Two of the four owners of the lwnber re-

corded in BaDtitan produced it out of the forest not privately 

owned. One of the pigs exchanged for part of the lumber in the 

subsequent year .(Table 62) was further exchange for rice (Table 60). 

While there are households which look for rice in 'exchange' 

for other goods, there are others which produce far more rice than 

required for their subsistence. More than 20% of the BaAtitan 

households produce greater than 150% of their subsistence needs 

(Table 32). They are eager to acquire other goods for rice. Those 

who own adequate 'rice-fields' (payaw) but not a respectable 

'house' (baloy) or prized 'heirlooms' (aodon) commonly attempt to 

acquire the latter either by converting rice into more preservable 

forms of goods and accumulating those goods or by directly relin

quishing one or two 'rice-fields' (payaw). Gunnaw, for example, 

whose 'household' is the 12th in the order of the rice production

consumption ratio (Table 69) had worked hard over years on weav

ing 'traditional cotton clothing' (sinnun) and raising pigs and 

finally acquired in exchange for one 'young sow' <-p_i_d_d_a_la) and one 

'shoat' (pusu) the first bead necklace known as kannolo~ (see Table 

51). The necklace is to be inherited by her daughter. Sinya~ who 

ranks as the first by the rice production-consumption ratio (Table 

69) obtained her 'house' (baloy) in 1961 from her brother, Abid-

~, in exchange for her two 'rice-fields' 8 (pay aw). The 'house' is 

valued at 24y0d0t (Table 51). Dawqin's 'household' which is 

the seventh by the rice production-consumption ratio (Table 69) 
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also acquired their 'house' (see Table 51) several years 

ago in exchange for their 'rice-fields'. Even before the 

acquisition of the 'house', Dawqin and his wife gave 

2 'water buffalo' and obtained by 'balanced exchange' a 
. - 9 

bead necklance which is also kannolog 
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As different households, controlling different means, 

seek to acquire different goods, foodstuffs essential for 

subsistence tend to flow out of the haves to the have-nots. 

Material means become reallocated among the members of the 

society. 'Rice-fields', the important basic resource, move 

in exchange for nonproductive forms of property such as 

'houses' and 'heirlooms'. 

In addition to the trend of the flows of goods from 

the haves to the have-nots we observed above, there is another 

general pattern of rice circulation clearly discernable 

though modest in the volume of material flows entailed. The 

pattern is associated with the two rice-growing seasons. In 

the preharvest season, the overall supply of rice in the 

region becomes scarce. The last several weeks before a new 

harvest are one of the difficult times for some households 

to take care of their subsistence needs. Precisely during 

this period, the rice circulation which has slowed down by 

then becomes revitalized. Rice starts flowing from those who 

still have its supply to those ·who suffer from its shortage. 

As our earlier analysis of the price-setti~g mechanisms shows, 

'rice' evaluated cor:rr:1odi ties -- the corn..rnodi ties evaluated 

either by the 'bundled rice' system or the 'poW1ded rice' 
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system of value measure, or both (see Figs. 10, 11, and 

12) become deflated in correspondence to an increase in 

the value of rice as a commodity. To the households which 

have an adequate store of rice, it is a good time to channel 

their "surplus" rice to 'balanced exchange' and acquire ct.lier 

goods at less price than usual. Thus, such items as lumber, 

small animals, tools and utensils, and the locally woven 

cotton clothing start moving in 'exchange' for rice. 

The revitalized flows ·of goods by 'balanced exchange' 

during this lean season of rice pointsto the fact that local 

residents have laid them in store for the season. Uma house-

hold ma"'agerc:.- -::it" wP11 hy al'ways holding a ready supply of 

rice and livestock they can use in 'exchange'. There are 

three main reasons for this. First, as just noted, the ~ina 

'actual exchange price' of 'rice' evaluated commodities 

fluctuates in relation to an increase and decrease in the 

supply of rice. The same 'price' fluctuations of 'livestock' 

evaluated commodities (see Figs. 10 and 12) occur in relation 

to a change in the supply of 'livestock'. Laying rice and 

livestock in stores, local managers take advantage of the 

lower 'price' of 'rice' a.~d 'livestock' evaluated commodities. 

Second, rice and livestock are the two main consumption es

sentials -- rice for intra-household and livestock for supra

household consumption. From time to time they are urgently 

sought after, which offers the owner of rice and livestock to 

negotiate for an advantageous 'exchange'. Third, the two 

goods are the media of exchange. As previously examined, 

they are tlle most liquid exchangeables for acqui:".'ing other 
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goods. With their supply at hand, their owners await the 

goods they desire to become available by 'balanced ex

change' -- from common utensils to the highly valued estate. 

The owners then have a greater possibility of exercising 

choice to their advantage among alternative opportwiities. 

Valued estate, in particular, only infrequently enters into 

'balanced exchange'. Since it is always the object of social 

competition, the ability to take an immediate action toward 

'its purchase is crucial for t.~e successful acquisition of 

the valued estate by 'exchange' • Moreover, the convention 

allows only the estate owner, i.e., the potential seller of 

the estate, to initiate a negotiation for its 'exchange'. 

To respond promptly to the negotiation and consummate the 

transaction hinges on the availability of 'livestock', es

pecially 'water buffalo'. 

The premium utility of rice and livestock in 'balanced 

exchange' within the society has a significant consequence to 

the spatial (and social} limit of the circulation of the two 

goods. Rice and livestock seldom go beyond the region's 

boundary. Table 34 shows in the weight of the home-pounded 

form the quantities of rice acquisition by Ba~titan residents 

from non-Ba~titan sources during a one-year period as op

posed to those of rice dispensation to non-Ba9titan sources. 

The one-year total of the former is 2939.80 kg ·while the 

latter 2001.35 kg. The settlenent total of the rice which 

moved into Ba~titan settlenent from the outside is thus 

937.45 kg more than that of the rice which noved out of the 
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settlement. Roughly 2150 kg of the former (2938.80 kg) were 

acquired from sources outside Uma region whereas only about 

700 kg of the latter (2001.35 kg) were dispensed outside the 

region. 10 By this estimate, approximately 1450 kg more rice 

was imported into Ba!titan from non-Oma sources than the amount 

of rice exported from the settlement to non-Cna sources. 

The 700 kg of the rice exported from Ba~titan to the outside 

of Uma region is merely 11% of the total rice transacted by 

the settlement residents during the year. 

Table 58 gives the Ba~titan records of the inflows 

and outflows ct 'livestock' in 1967. The livestock exported 

from Ba3titan settlement to the outside of Uma region is less 

than 1% of the total livestock transacted by the settlement 

residents during the year. The balance between the livestock 

acquired outside the region and that dispensed outside is 

Sy9dlt in value. The movement of livestock across the 

regional boundary is indeed limited. Only 2 pigs and 2 

chickens derived from non-Urna sources. TunnTnu, a Ba3titan 

resident, 'exchanged' a 'shoat' (pusu) for 'cash' with a resi

dent of Ginaqa~ region (see Table 59; Map 4). Dawgin gave a 

'young pig' (_g_a_m_a_v_an_a) to a Nobwagan resident in 'lwnber ex

change' (bala~it). One 'pullet' (marnamlasa~) and one 'cock

eral' (naoasoloa) were sold in Nobwaaan for 'cash'. It is of 

special interest to note that a majority of t.~e transacted 

small and corrunon animals such as pigs and chickens changed 

hands wit.~in BaBtita~ settlement. Large or uncorr~Dn animals 

such as 'water buffalo' and 'ducks' are transacted between 
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settlements (see Tables 56 and 57) since they are not always 

available within a settlement when needed. By the 1967 

record from Ba~titan, interregional transaction of 'livestock' 

is far limited as compared to intraregional, inter-settlement 

transactions. The export of livestock from the region, 

however, dramatically increases when rice crops fail in Uma. 

In 1965, following the two poor harvests in a row I men

tioned previously, a large number of pigs were sold to other 

. . h 4! • 11 regions in exc ange .or rice. 

Uma residents first use their 'cash' (pinak) for 

the acquisition of goods from outside the region. This is 

largely due to the fact that 'cash' is not as readily con

vertable within the region as rice and livestock -- rather than 

due to its ready transportability. 

Summary 

A considerable proportion of the property socially 

valued as "estate" indeed changes hands by qalosb.l 'direct 

balanced exchange', confirming t.~e reports by Barton and other 

researchers (e.g., Bacdayan 1967; Barton 1949; DeRaedt 1969, 

1970; Dozier 1966). Minimally 22% of the total estate owned 

by Ba~~itan residents is transferred by this particular form 

. th. h . f 12 . f h wi ,in t.e period o 20 years. The estate consists o sue 

basic resources as pay av, 'rice-fields' , pi ta 'privately owned 

land', and nuwa,!70 'water buffalo and/or zebu' as well as such 

non-productive assets as codon 'heirlooms', balcy 'houses', 

and gala!\ 'granaries'. By the Ba:otitan record, 19% of t.'ie 
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'rice-fields', 16% of the 'private land', and 32% of 

'water buffalo and/or zebu' owned by the settlement 

residents have been transferred to their current owners 

by 'balanced exchange'. 

At least 21% of the one-year total produce of 

the settlement changes hands by 'balanced exchange' 

proportionately more of certain kinds of goods than 

other goods. Significant is the fact that the two main 

products,rice and livestock, function as the common 

media of exchange and they facilitate the ultimate inter

changeability of all exchangeable goods in the society. 

While the two goods are consumption essentials, 12% of 

the one-year total of the rice produced in Ba9titan is 

used in 'balanced exchange', and as much as 39% of the 

estimated natural increase of the livestock owned by the 

households in the settlement moves by 'exchange' trans

fers. Congruent with their high utility as the media 

of exchange within UMa, rice and livestock circulate 

mostly within the region. The export of livestock in 

a large number is a special measure Uma farmers take in 
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order to acquire rice outside when the region's supply of the 

staple grain is seriously low. Norr.tally the chief 

goods exported fron ~na region are cash crops and 

'cash' (pinak) itself. 

Revolving around rice and livestock, a wide range of 
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goods circulate by 'balanced exchange' among the members of 

the society. Individual 'households' which are the partici

pant units in 'exchange' events control material resources, 

·1abor power, and products in different ways. Consequently, 

different 'households' seek after different kinds of goods. 

This gives rise to the flows of goods from those who have to 

those who do not ·have. Subsistence essentials move from 

the sources of their adequate supply to the sectors short of 

their supply. Productive assets and non-productive forms of 

property are reallocated within the society. 

'Exchange' events thus constitute a factor constantly 

modifying the material arrangements in the society. At the 

same time, it is also clear from the foregoing observations 

that 'exchange' activities are both stimulated and constrained 

by other economic activities in appropriating material re

sources, transforming them into useful goods, and utilizing 

.them in diverse ways. A close examination of interrelation

ships between different economic events and 'exchange' events 

is now in order. 

'Balanced Exchange' and other Economic Activities 

'Exchange' events take place as they do because Uma 

individual producers do not produce all they need and do not 

need all they produce. There remain goods not all exhausted by 
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their.producers in their own consumption. There are would

be-consumers of the goods which are made available to them 

through qalosb.l 'direct balanced exchange'. Part of the 

factors which "explain" the operations of 'balanced exchange' 

must·thus·be sought in the ways in which other economic 

activities in the society are organized and how those activi

ties are interrelated to 'exchange' activities. An examina

tion of their interrelationships will elucidate, on one hand, 

the variables influencing the patterns of 'exchange' within 

the field of economic activites, and, on the other, the place 

'balanced exchange' occupies in the material process in the 

society. 

The three sectors of economic events were examined in 

the earlier chapters of this study: production events in 

Chapter III, transfer events in Chapter IV, and consumption 

events in Chapter Vas well as in Chapter III. In the analy

sis below, I refer to the earlier discussions for substan

tive data and focus my 9omrnents on several selected aspects 

of the economic activities in order to highlight relationships 

between different events. I begin with production events, 

then proceed with transfer events, and continue my inquiry 

into utilization events. 

Production 

Production patterns in Urna are not comprehensible 

within the framework of production for producers' own direct 

consumption alone. The convertability of the products of 

one's labor into desired goods through 'balanced exchange' is 
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a necessary factor explaining the intensity of production 

and the particular patterns of production activities in the 

society. Conversely, the latter constitutes a necessary 

condition for the active operation of 'balanced exchange' 

activities we have observed. 

The physical needs for the survival of household r.iem

bers or even the actual level of household consumption does 

not determine the level of household productivity. According 

to the Ba~titan record for 1966-1967, 44% of households in the 

settlement produces more rice than what they require for con

sumption (by the socially shared standard) (Tables 32 and 69; 

see also Table 31 and the discussion of the standard normal 

consumption of rice). The production-consumption ratio is 

greater than 150% for over 20% of the settlement households, 

and greater than 200% for one half of these. On the other 

hand, there are nearly 20% of the households which produce 

only 50% or less of their normal consumption needs. The set

tlement total of ric~ production is adequate. The settlement 

consumption total as percentage of settlement production total 

comes to 93.77% (Table 32) when consumption is estimated by 

the mode of the standards of normal consumption instead of the 

consumption requirement. In reference to the consumption 

requirement to which foods other than rice contribute, the 

settlement rice production is well over the requirement 

(compare FAO 1973:30-36 with Table 31). 

The overall level of productivity is high. i."11ile 

growing rice in 'inundated rice-fields' is the dominant form 
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of production operation in the society, there are a number 

of other production activities as we saw in the foregoing 

discussion as well as in Chapter III. The one-year total of 

main agricultural produce in Bal)titan settlement ot..~er than 

rice amounts to 285y4d7t in value (Tables 11 and 91), which 

excludes a variety of green vegetables and rootcrops grown 

both in swiddens and in and around the settlement and 'rice

fields' as well as the foods gathered such as fish, shell

fish, edible insects, fruit, and berries. The value of 

285y4d7t is locally equivalent to 21,410 kg of 'home-pounded 

rice' (binayu). This quantity of rice supplies normal con

sumption to the entire settlement population for 223 days 

because one-day settlement consumption total is 96 kg 

(Table 32). In addition to t..~e food-yielding agricultural 

activities, there are also construction and manufacture ac

tively carried out in the society. The isolated fact that the 

rice production-consumption ratio falls below 100% for one 

half of t.~e settlement households (Tables 32 and.69) should 

not be taken as an index of the "profound tendencies of under

production in the prini tive econor:i.ies" (Sahlins 1972: 74). r:::e 

generally high level of productivity in Una corresponds not 

directly to the biological needs of the people but to local 

residents' desires for goods as well as to the real opportunity 

of acquiring desired goods in 'exchange' for ot."1er goods they 

control. 

There seems to be no correlation between t."1e relative 

amou:-its of the material resources households control and the 
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household intensity of labor input into production. Not 

all aspects of production intensity are directly measurable. 

In the case of labor productivity of rice we examined earlier, 

clearly there is no consistent difference between the rich 

and the poor. Rice production in Ba9titan supports neither 

Chayanov's rule nor its reverse (Chayanov 1966:70-89; 

Sahlins 1971:32-45). Domestic intensity of production seems 

to run together with household managers' individual desires 

to acquire and accumulate material means and to advance their 

positions along the scale of social ranking and with their 

individual abilities to organize their activities efficiently. 

Most Urna managers are in fact hard workers as attested by the 

overall high level of productivity. 

The ways they choose among available alternatives and 

carry out production activities point to the fact that local f arr:-,ers 

generally strive for efficient management and, where possible, 

for greater material return per unit labor. Local farmers 

typically make considered plans, using whatever information 

available to them. The production unit, i.e., a balyan 

'household', is small in size (Tables 7 and 8) and highly sen

sitive to both the limit and opportunity placed on it. The 

adults of a 'household' know precisely the magnitudes of the 

factors of production they control. Their cent.::-al concern is 

with (a) the kinds and amounts of the basic resources and (b) 

labor (including skill and knowledge) available to their own 

household. The mere intense their desire is for maximal 

material returns to their production efforts, tt2 more carefully 
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the household managers consider the efficient combination 

of t..liose two factors. They also take into account both 

their own consumption needs and the relative advantages as-
;, 

sociated with different goods in the arena of 'balanced ex

change'. 

Options. are many as examined in Chapter III. There 

are different kinds of production operations in the society 

and different ways of participating in a given operation. 

Uma farmers do not need to cultivate t..~emselves all the 

'rice-fields' they own unless they choose to. Several tobaw 

'rice-field loans' were arranged by Ba~titan residents not 

because they own too many 'fields' for their households to 

cultivate but because one or two 'fields' are too far removed 

from the rest of their 'fields' and/or from the settlement. 

By reducing the burden of tending those fields especially 

during the dry season, they :managed cultivating baginas 'bush 

wax beans' (Phaseolus vulgaris) extensively in swiddens (see 

Fig. 8). Two Ba9titan residents chose their swiddens in 

'Lower Uma' and cultivated balat~ 'mongo beans' (Phaseolus 

aureus) despite a considerable labor input required in travel-

ling a distance and clearing the dense forest in the choice 

site of 'Lower Uma' (see Maps 5 and 6). Balatu9 is always in 

a high demand in 'Upper Una' and its 'exchange' is eagerly 

sought after there. Several Bal)titan men went to other regions 

for nabbu 1 'earning for labor' during the 'dry season' al----.a. 
though they would have slightly increased the yielcs of their 

'rice-fields' by not leaving the arduous task of watering 

the 'fields' all to t~eir wives and children. 
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Individual farmers made these choices on the basis 

of their calculations of the efficient combination of the 

factors of production which were at their disposal. Their 

choices make sense only in t.~e light of the operation of 

'balanced exchange' and the interchangeability of different 

goods it provides. The primary concern of the farmers does 

not have to be with the direct satisfaction of their material 

needs from their production. Certain of production activities 

are undertaken specifically for the purpose of converting 

their products through 'balanced exchange' although, of course, 

production for one's ovm use and production for 'balanced 

exchange' are not clearly differentiated in all cases. We o~

served in the earlier discussion of production processes a 

tendency toward part-time specialization, which is mutually 

interdependent with the operation of 'balanced exchange'. 

There were only 6 households out of 39 in Ba~titan who pro

duced bayas 2 'local sugarcane wine' in 1967. Two ·of the 6 

households are the regulars of wine production. Those who 

occasionally engage in the 'sugarcane wine' production are 

the other 4 and only 2 others. No other house!1olds in the 

settlement have undertaken the operation in recent years. 

None of 'local sugarcane wine' is intended for its producers' 

own use. Host of it is transferred by 'balanced exchange' 

sooner or later. The cultivation of balatu~_•mongo beans' 

mentioned above was also for 'balanced exchange'. Tobacco 

cultivation too is partially specialized. Ten households 

in BaI)titan cultivated tobacco in the 1966-1967 year whereas 

every houscholcl consurc1.:::s it. Eight of the 10 households 
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devoted only a fraction of their tobacco production to their 

own consumption. As in the case of the 'sugarcane wine' 

production, those who supply tobacco widely to the settle

ment are basically t..~e same households from year to year so 

long as the same adults continue to manage the households. 

Part-time specialization is also apparent in manu

facture and construction activities. Basic techniques are 

known to everyone or available for everyone to learn as in 

the case of agricultural production. There are, however: 

several to a dozen individuals in the region who are es

pecially adept in making a particular item -- whether palm

leaf sleeping mats, basket hats, common conical baskets, or 

traditional cotton clothing. These individuals produce far 

more of the same item than they would ever use themselves anc 

apply their products to 'balanced exchange'. Similarly, cer

tain individuals are known for their skill and experience in 

the construction of houses and granaries. Although every 

adult male has the knowledge and basic skill for building a 

traditional structure, some are particularly able and willing 

to build not only their own but also those of others. There 

are 3 such construction "specialists" in Ba:qtitan. They con

struct others' houses and granaries by a contractual agree

ment of nabbu 2 'non-wage earning for labor', which I pre----a. 
viously discussed. T:iey also continue their •.-;ork in their 

"spare" time without a contract but in expect.:.tion of the 

future demand for the structures t~ey construct. Our obser

vations in the forcc::;oing section well justify '.::1cir expect.::i.tion. 

It is because their products can be 'exchanged' for the goods 
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they need that individuals may focus on a particular kind of 

activity they choose in consideration of their respective re

sources, preferences, and calculated efficiency of production. 

'Balanced exchange' makes part-time specialization possible, 

and partial specialization stimulates the operation of 'bal

anced exchange • • 

Production activities 'balanced exchange' uniquely 

facilitates are not limited to the part-time specialization. 

They include a variety of important production efforts the 

products of which do not directly serve their producers. 

Some farmers make new clearings on the hillside for the future 

construction of 'rice-fields'. Others construct new 'rice

fields1. Such tasks today require significantly greater 

labor-input than in the past. Appropriate sites are limited. 

Frequently the sites where the farmers work are not all 

reasonably located in relation to their residence or to their 

other fields. In those cases, they do not intend to use their 

products themselves. A new talba 'privately held hillside lot' 

or a boka 'new rice-field' is an item always desired in 'ex

change' transfers. Once completed, some other farmers find 

its location suitable in relation to the spatial sphere of 

their activities. The creators of new items of estate then 

relinquish their produc~s in 'balanced exchange' and receive 

their reward in the form of other goods -- typically 'water 

buffalo'. Commonly, the animals so acquired are then added to 

whatever other material means their owner has accumulated and 

used in another 'bala~ced exchange' for a 'rice-field 1 con

veniently located for his own use. 
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Among diverse production efforts made by individual 

managers, the production of rice and livestock is clearly 

the basic concern shared by all. Although farmers are able 

to acquire these main produce by 'balanced exchange', the most 

pervasive management efforts in the society are directed to 

their production. We have noted a number of times in this 

study the generally high level of productivity in regard to 

these two goods. The average productivity of rice per unit 

area is noticeably higher in Uma (Tables 19-27) than in other 

comparable areas (e.g., FAO 1970:75-80; RICE 1967:3; Van 

Breeman, et al. 1970:45-68) in spite of the fact that a 

measurable proportion of Uma 'households' produce far greater 

rice than needed for their own consumption (Table 32). 

Productivity per unit labor as well as per unit area varies 

among individual cases depending on the particular choices the 

cultivators make as well as on certain physical features of 

'rice-fields' (payaw) as we examined earlier. Notwithstanding, 

the high average productivity per area for the region wit

nesses the intensive production carried out by a majority of 

Oma farmers, both the rich and the poor. 

The size of livestock holdings in Uma is impressive in 

the light of the fact that shifting cultivation is limited 

in the region as compared to some other Kani:g3"a speaking regions 

(e.g., Butbut) where the by-products of the root-crop culti

vation in swiddens provide relatively inexpensive feeds for 

pigs and chickens. More impressive is the amount of the 

livestock Urna farmers draw for slaughter from their herd from 

year to year (Tables 48 and 49; see also Table 58). 
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Livestock is slaughtered only for supra-household consumption. 

Therefore, the households which can rarely afford-staging a 

public feast or sponsoring a public meat distribution have 

little use of livestock for themselves. Nevertheless, accord

ing to the censuses taken in Ba~titan settlement, a number of 

such households raise common small animals -- pigs, dogs, and 

chickens (Tables 35-37, 45-47, and 70). As we analyzed, the 

local practice of feeding small animals places a limit to 

the number a household can take care of without expending 

inordinate labor. By our record, however, a number of house

holds raise the animals at the expense of a considerable 

labor-input. The economic rationality of such acts is best 

found in the use the farmers make of animals in 'balanced ex

change' (see Tables 56, 57, 62, and 63). Not only do the 

animals enable their owners to acquire intra-household con

sumption essentials when needed, but also the animals can pro

vide their owners with an opportunity of a materially advan

tageous 'exchange' when those who are better-to-do than the 

owners urgently look for livestock for supra-household con

sumption. 

In spite of the fact that their production is not solely 

devoted to a producer's own consumption, the high average pro

ductivity of rice and livestock corresponds more to their capa

city as the main media of 'exchange' than to any other 

economic pheuomena in the society. The local producers 

utilize the two goods as the instruments for acquiring 

other goods to satisfy their needs and/or converting dif-
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The foregoing observations make clear t..~at 'exchange' 

events and production events are interdependent in several 

important ways. A few basic aspects of their interdependence 

may be briefly reviewed before we proceed to an analysis of 

the sector of transfer events. First, the convertability of 

their products through 'balanced exchange' enables Una 

producers to have a wider range of alternatives for choosing 

production activities and to organize their activities in 

consideration of the efficient combination of the factors of 

production they control (labor and resources). Their con

sumption needs do not have to be all satisfied directly with 

the produce of their labor. This leads to the generally· 

intensive and efficient use of production factors which 

characterizes production activities in the society as the 

people seek to acquire and accumulate material means to sat

isfy their desires. Second, as derived from the first, 

there is a trend to·ward partial specialization which promotes 

and is sustained by t..~e operation of 'balanced exchange'. 

Third, the focused management of rice and livestock in Una and 

the high average level of their productivity is attuned to the 

strategic importance of rice and livestock in 'balanced ex

change'. 
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Transfer 

Turning to the sector of transfer events, my concern 

is with the relationships of qalosb.l 'direct balanced ex

change' events with transfer events of other forms.-

especially in reference to the ways in which different 

transfer events operate in articulating the balyan 'house

holds' as the basic economic unit and in circulating goods 

within the society. Chapter IV analyzed in detail transfer 

processes and relations. The analysis included the examina

tion of the system and pattern of distribution on the one 

hand, and, on_the other, cultural distinctions between dis

tinct forms of transfer. I described in the context of 

that examination the social and economic circumstances undo= 

which different transfers take place, the respective con

sequences of different transfers, and the typical kinds an~ 

amounts of goods transferred in a particular way. The pat

terns of 'exchange' events were singled out and scrutinized 

in the first section of this chapter. These discussions 

have already dealt with the contrasting characteristics and 

complementary nature of different kinds of transfer events. 

In the discussion below, therefore, I shall attempt to bring 

into focus the wa:rs in ,;-1hich 'exchange' events form an 

integral yet unique part of the total transfer operation 

and process. 

Material means change hands in a nurrbcr of different 

ways in Uma. Our previous analysis revealed, however, that 
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under special circumstances. The records of transfer events 

in Bagtitan settlement endorse our earlier observations. 

As we noted in the foregoing section, naksun 'lineal inher

itance' is the major form by which "estate" is transferred. 

In comparison, a majority of rice and livestock, the two 

main products, are transferred in one of the following four 

ways: gawata. 2 'interest-free consumables loan', qalosb.l 

'direct balanced exchange', nabbu 1 'earning for labor',. a. 
and kodaw 'gift'. Because these forms of transfer serve as 

the chief mechanisms through which important material assets 

and products circulate in the society, an emphasis in my 

present analysis will be placed on the transfer events of 

these forms. 

Transfer by naksun 'inheritance' is the principal way 

in which socially valued property is reallocated among the 

members of the society {see Table 13). As such, 'inheritance' 

transfers have momentous consequences to the distribution of 

privately held resources among individual 'households' as 

production units and to the organization of local residents, 

economic activities. Rights of inheritance are ascribed at 

birth. In this regard, transfers by 'inheritance' and 

those by 'direct balanced exchange' sharply contrast with 

each other and appear to have no connection. In one, 

.genealogically defined jural relationships cause transfers. 

In the other, transfers arc contracted between independent 
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economic units which engage in 'exchange' transactions 

outside existing social relationships. Transfer events in 

these two contrasting forms are, however, interrelated in 

interesting ways. 

That almost all estate is transferred either by 

'inheritance' or by 'balanced exchange' suggests their in

terrelationships. First, the pattern of 'inheritance' 

which closely follows the express norms of 'inheritance' 

inevitably produces inequal apportionment of material assets 

among 'households'. This inequality in distribution is a 

basis for the active operation of 'exchange' transfers -

especially those transfers involving major assets. Second, 

transfer by 'inheritance' takes place when individuals 

found their own 'households' at or after marriage. From that 

time up to about 20 years, every individual controls the 

maximum magnitude of ·production factors in his life. Not 

only has he the material assets he has inherited, but also he 

is in the prime of his life, being physically most capable 

to provide labor. He is thus in the position of approximating 

the optimal product mix of his management unit in order to 

maximize material returns to his production efforts. It is 

while he is in this position that the conversion of the 

resources and products at his disposal into different forms 

serves him as a strategic step in his material management. 

Third, one of the desires Urna residents strive to satisfy 

through their economic activities is the accumulation of 

estate to be transferred bv 'i~hcritance' to their children. 
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The use of 'balanced exchange' is typically a necessary 

act in acquiring and accumulating estate to this end. · The 

apportionment of the main assets by 'inheritance' contri

butes to the flows of goods by 'balanced exchange', and 

the conversions of goods by 'balanced exchange' contributes 

to the reallocation of inheritable assets. Both transfers 

articulate 'households' as production units. 'Exchange' 

transfer articulates them as consumption units as well. 

The credit mechanism in Uma plays a limited role 

in production growth or in modification of resource alloca-

·tion. Most loan arrangements are for meeting utilization 

needs for the time being, articulating 'households' as 

consumption units. For the circulation of consumables, 

however, gawat 2 'interest-free loan of consumables' occu----a. 
pies an important place. For the sole purpose of meeting a 

pressing need for consumable goods, gawata. 2 and qalosb.l 

'direct balanced exchange' serve as alternatives. The 

transfer records of 'livestock' in Ba9titan settlement show 

a major role played by gawat 2 when residents are faced ""----,a. 

with the necessity of slaughtering livestock (Tables 62-66). 

About 52% of the settlement total of livestock acquisition in 

a one-year period was by 'interest-free loan of consumables' 

(gawat 2 ) as compared to 46% by 'balanced exchange'. On a. 

ci1e side of dispensation, 72% was by 'balanced exchange' and 

23% by 'consumables loan without interest'. The high pro

portion of dispensation by 'balanced exchange' during the 

recorded year, however, was due to the three cases of palak 1 "----a. 
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'sale of valued estate' which involved the dispensation of 

seven 'water buffalo' by Ba;titan residents. Setting 

aside transactions involved in palak 1 , I judge that more ---a. 
transfers of livestock take place by 'consumables loan with

out interest' (gawat 2 ) than by 'balanced exchange'. The ---,a. 
chief reason for this tendency is the usefulness of live

stock in 'balanced exchange'. Because livestock is a 

liquid asset, an owner is unwilling to relinquish title to 

it in •e~change~ for fewer liquid goods unless the goods 

happen to be what he is seeking. Thus, he is more likely to 

make his livestock available for the occasion by 'loan' 

(gawata.2> transfer. 

The pattern is reversed in the transfer of rice. 

The transfer of rice by gawat 2 'interest-free loan of ---.a. 
consumables' is highly limited. By the Ba9titan record, 

rice acquired by 'consumables loan without interest' was less 

than 10% of the total acquisition by the settlement residents 

during the year of 1966-1967 whereas a little over 71% of the 

acquisition took place by 'balanced exchange' (Table 60). 

Almost the same proportion, 70% of the total dispensation 

was by 'balanced exchange', and only 4% by 'loan' (Table 61). 

The restricted t;.ansfer of rice by 'loan' is also related to 

the organization of 'exchange' events and the treatment rice 

receives within this organization. In the process of 'ex

change' transfer, the ~ina 'actual exchange price' of rice 

fluctuates in relation to the supply of rice. The 'price 1 is 

higher in the preharvGst season and lower in the postharvest 
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season. It is almost always in the preharvest season that 

Uma farmers seek a 'loan' of rice to take care of their 

subsistence needs. The terms of the 'loan' do not permit 

any adjustment for value variations whether the loan takes 

the form of bogwat 'interest-free rice loan repaid by rice' 

or qatal 'interest-free rice loan not repaid by rice'. 

The amount returned after the harvest equals the amount 

loaned before the harvest. Thus, the creditor of a rice 

'loan' has to.take a clear loss. By using a given amount of 

rice in 'exchange', for instance, for a pig in the pre

harvest season instead of allowing it to be borrowed, a 

rice owner can obtain the pig at a 'price' less than usual. 

As previously observed, the granting of a rice 'loan' is 

definitely considered a favor, and always entails pre

existing social relationships between the lender and the 

borrower and/or succeeding social obligations of a diffuse 

nature. All of the recorded cases of a rice 'loan' were 

between close and friendly relatives. 

Social relationships which imply relations of obli

gation and indebtedness are entailed not just in a rice 'loan' 

but in virtually all instances of gawat 2 'consumables loan ""'----.a. 

without interest'. Alosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' is 

unique in being free from the relations of social obligations 

and differs from aawat 2 • As a matter of fact, the two forms 
~ a. 

of transfer, gawata. 2 and qalosb.l' are far from being al

ternatives beyond their function of providing consUIT'.ables 

in meeting an immediate need. 'Consumables loan without 
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whereas 'direct balanced exchange' (qalosb.l) does not. 

Furthermore, not only must the consumables transferred 

by 'interest-free conslF.lables loan' be returned in the 
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same or another stipulated form but they also cannot be used 

by the borrower for investment. Livestock made available 

by 'loan' (gawat 2 ) transfer is for consumption only. ---.a. 
Exceptions occur but only rarely. 

The absence of interest-collection in our records of 

the loans of rice and livestock is noteworthy. There is 

not a single exception to this normative term of the loan. 

This fact reveals the limited nature of the two goods as 

media of exchange in the arena of qalosb.l 'direct balanced 

exchange' as compared to currency or money in a monetary 

economy, and of 'bala~ced exchange' as compared to enter

prising commerce in a developed commodity economy. Paqanak 

'interest' is in fact collected on a loan of pinak 'cash' --

either in the fem of boggat 'long-tern cash loan with in

terest' or in that of saldaa 'short-term cash loan with in

terest'. The rule allowing loaned cash to be used in further 

transactions, including qalosb.l corresponds to the practice 

of "interest-taking." .According to the rules, therefore, 

these forrr~ of cash loan can potentially facilitute the 

growth of production in a way similar to the credit institu

tion in capitalist market societies. However, the patterns 

of cash loan in our record indicate its restricted use. This 
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especially in a substantive quantity, as a medium of ex

change within the region. Gambling is the chief cause of 

salda 'short-term cash loan with interest', most of which ---.a 

involve small amounts of 'cash'. Gambling also gave rise 

to those outstanding cases of salda 'short-term cash loan ---a 

with interest' which resulted in the title transfer of 
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'rice-fields' and livestock as sald~ 'security collection 

for nonpayment of cash loan' (e.g., Tables 14 and 15). 

Boggat 'long-term cash loan with interest' is rare. Only 

one boggat took place in Ba~titan in 1966 and none in 1967. 

The one of 1966 involved P200 which made up part of the pay

ment for a 'rice-field' in palak 1 'sale of valued estate'. ---a. 
Paqanak 'interest' is collected in certain cases of 

qa~at 'distance-trade goods loan'. As preyiously discussed, 

credit extended specifically for the purpose of baqat 

'distance-trade' helps enterprising activities by Urna resi

dents. When successful, the material gains of these activities 

contribute to an increase in the total income of the region. 

The scale of 'distance-trade' today is modest. The cash 

borrowed as the fund for trade is typically between PIO and 

P30. Only four individuals from Urna engaged in 'distance

trade' in 1967. Three of them borrowed 'cash' by qa~kat 

'distance-trade goods loan'. 

The transfer of the usufruct of payaw 'rice-fields' 

and qayarn 'livestock' is a special case as a loan arrangement, 

affecting production. Articulating 'households' as production 
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units, the transfer reallocates the two main productive 

assets in the society to where labor is available. Material 

assets and labor under the control of separate 'households' 

cooperate in production activities. To the extent that 

such an arrangement raises productive efficiency, it con

tributes to the growth of production in the society. The 

actual divisions of yields of buwa 'shares of jointly owned 

goods' either follows the express standards for such an 

arrangement or deviates from them in favor of labor pro

viders. There is no case in which asse~ providers take 

more than what is stipulated by the norms.. The practice of 

buwa is that of "profit-sharing" (as opposed to "interest

taking" by the owner of the material asset). 

It is clear from the above observations that dif

ferent kinds of loan have different effects on the flows of 

goods in the society as well as on the consequences of their 

flows to the overall economic process in the society. The 

mechanism of cash loan can potentially be a factor in produc

tion investment although at the present time it does not 

operate as such. Tobaw 'rice-field loan' and pakanb. 2 are 

important to individual residents as alternative ways of 

managing the factors of production they control. Their ef

fect on the level of productivity in the society is modest 

because their practice is limited.in scale • .A..-nong different 

credit mechanisms, gawat 2 'consumables loan without in------a. 
·terest' is used most extensively. Loan transfers of this 

form make two contributions to the society. First, they 
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effectively circulate goods to satisfy consumption needs 

in different sectors of the society. Second, they create 

social relations of indebtedness and obligation essentially 

in the same way as gift transfers do. In this regard, 

transfers by 'interest-free consumables loan' influence 

and are influenced by the patterns and level of consumption 

in the society. Nonpayment of debts prolongs the social 

relationships created by a loan transfer so long as a credi

tor evaluates the relationships as advantageous to him. 

This evaluation by creditors accounts for all cases of un~· 

paid loans in the presence of quta!a 'neglected duties with 

respect to property rights' discussed earlier in this study • 

. The magnitude of unpaid loans in Uma (see Table 55 for 

outstanding livestock debts among Ba3titan households) seems 

minor in comparison with that in the societies such as 

Rossel Island (Armstrong 1927) and Kapauku (Pospisil 1963) 

where extensions of credit form a main base for gaining 

prestige and power. Not infrequently, Urna creditors of items 

of major value such as 'water buffalo' decide either to 

seize the debtor's property or press the debtor to volun

tarily grant the creditor the right to possess his property 

until he is able to deliver the promised object. Such acts 

by the creditors foreclose the social relationships created 

by loan transfers. Debtors can also terminate the state of 

social dependence on their creditors by prompt repayment 

of their debts. For the purpose of debt payment, certain 

debtors increase the intensity of their production. To the 
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interest' becomes related to production events. Unless 

the prod~cts of debtors' labor are of the kind to be used 

directly in repayment of debts, the products have to be 

converted into the goods required for the debt payment, 

thus involving qalosb.l 'direct balanced exchange'. 
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The transfer of goods in exchange for labor to be 

provided in production activities takes the form of nabbu 1 ---.a. 
'earning for labor' as we previously examined. There is 

no such practice as domestic service. This transfer shares 

the same principle as qalosb.l 'balanced exchange' in that 

both transfers are independent of the social relationships 

between parties to a transaction. The two parties to a 

transaction negotiate and interact on equal footing. In 

nabbua.l: service is exchanged for goods, while in qalosb.l 

goods are exchanged for other goods. Providing labor to 

another person in nabbu 1 does not give rise to anything a. 

like master-servant relationships, which again reflects the 

critical importance of labor as a factor of production. 

Control of material means does not result in control over 

workers as it does in capitalist market societies in spite of 

the fact that the goods-to-labor exchange in the form of 

_nabbua.l resembles in one respect the practice of "buying 

labor" for the purpose of increasing material assets. 

As in the case of toba,;,-1 'rice-field lo.:in' and pakanb.l 

'livestock loan', nabbu 1 from the point of vie:w of local a._, 

residents,is one important means of acquiring ~oods 
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especially, those without already established productive 

assets of their own. From the perspective of the total 

circulation of goods in the society, however, our records 

show a limited role for labor-goods exchange transfer within 

the region. Most transfers are in the specific form of 

ta~dan 'wage earning for labor' typically contracted on the 

basis of a workday as the unit. The transfer of 349.35 kg 

of rice (in the pounded form) during the year of 1966-1967 

is largely the sum of earnings by Ba~titan residents working 

at planting and harvesting rice in 'inundated rice-fields' 

(Table 60). The amount transferred is a little over 8% of 

the total rice acquired in different ways by the settlement 

residents during the year. There were only a few cases in 

which nabbu 2 'non-wage earning for labor' was arranged in ---a. 
the construction of boka 'new rice-fields' during that year. 

Records for other years include the transfers of 'water 

buffalo' in payment for the construction of houses and 

granaries. The total livestock earned for labor during the 

1966-1967 period, however, came only to ly4dlt in value, 

which is less than 2% of the total livestock acquired by the 

settlement residents during the one-year period (Table 62). 

As noted earlier, Una farmers also go to o~~er regions and 

earn goods in exchange for labor. The number of Uma farmers 

who engage in the activities as well as the amounts of 

goods earned vary in different years, the relative scarcity 

of rice within the region being one weighty variable. The 

goods earned outside the region contribute to the overall 
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"income" of the region as in the case of baqat 'distance 

tra~e•. It must be noted, however, that the work performed 

by Uma farmers in other regions represents part of the labor 

which could potentially be applied to agricultural invest

ment within the region. 

Kodaw 'gift-transfer', owing to its social dimension, 

sharply contrasts with such contractual title transfers as

nabbua.l 'earning for labor' and qalosb.l 'direct balanced 

exchange'. 'Gift-transfer' hardly serves individuals as a 

direct way of acquiring the goods they desire. From the 

societal perspective of the organization of economic activi

ties, however, the transfer plays the role of paramount im

portance, operating as the means of redistribution in the 

society. There are many distinct forms of 'gift-transfer' 

(kodaw) as we already ol:.served, differing in the kinds of 

social units participating in the transaction, the social re

lations between the transacting parties, the obligatory or 

nonobligatory nature of the initial transfer, the appropriate 

kinds of goods to be given, and the varying kinds of returns 

expected. In all cases, a social relation between a giver 

and a recipient is basic. The unique combination of economic 

relations and social relations is at the core of 'gift

transfers'. On the one hand, the transfers articulate 'house

holds' primarily as consu.i~ption units and weave them into the 

network of reciprocal relationships. On the otner hand, they 

directly interact with the patterns of consumption events 

and crucially affect the organization of production events. 
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The total range of goods transferred as 'gift' is co-
~ 

extensive as 'things owned' in the society. The range is 

wider than that of exchangeables because it includes the 

perishable foodstuffs belonging to the zero value sphere 

{see Fig. 11). A specifically delimited range of goods is 

used, however, in any one of the terminologically distinct 

-'gift-transfers'. The actual patterns of 'gift-transfers' 

closely follow the socially shared standards, reflecting the 

social significance of 'gift-transfers'. Only certain kinds 

of goods change hands in given forms of prescribed 'gift-. 

transfer•. 13 For instance, items used in inter-group 'gift

transfers' are portable durables of the intermediate value 

sphere -- such as sinnun 'traditional cotton clothing', qaggom 

'arms', minor varieties of qodon 'heirlooms', and certain 

kinds of tools and utensils. The values of the goods used in a 

single inter-group 'gift transfer' are usually in the range 

of 2t to 2d. On the avGrage, in my estimate, a household 

relinquishes the total value of 4d in one year in such ~gift

transfers'. Express formal specifications characterize items 

transferred as "cerenonial gifts." In order to meet the 

requirement, potential givers frequently obtain the necessary 

goods by 'balanced exchange' (qalosb.l). 

The items of the maximally valued sphere (Fig. 11) 

enter into 'gift-transfer, only under exceptional circum

stances. They are contributed to close relatives who have 

.to make jurally imposed unilateral payments such as dusaa.l 
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'wergild'. The valued items hardly change hands in~ 

prescribed 'gift-transfer'. Out of the 254 'rice-fields' 

surveyed (Table 15), only one small 'field' has been trans

ferred.to its current owner as 'gift' (kodaw). It was a 

'gift' from a man to his younger sister as he left Uma and 

moved to Nobwagan. Local residents took the event as un

usual. According to their view, the 'field' should have been 

'exchanged'. The 'gift-transfer' of title to valued produc

tive assets is indeed rare (see Table 63 for the 'gift

transfer' of livestock in the live form). Thus, 'gift

transfers' do not directly reallocate major material assets 

among the members of the society. 

Notwithstanding, the reallocation of substantial 

material assets ensues the 'gift-transfers' of consumables 

in an extensive scale on the occasions of ganu 'prescribed 

livestock slaughter'. The total value entailed in such 

transfers is so great that a hosting 'household' has to re

linquish part of its assets in order to provide for the 

transfers. Consumables are comI:lonly used in many 'gift

transfers' other than ganu, but the material value they rep

resent is modest except for ganu. Cooked foods and minor 

edibles are daily shared between neighbors, friends, a.~d 

relatives. Every 'household' participates in such informal 

sharing from day to day without a perceptible burden on his 

household resources. Consumables are also frequently contri

buted in the multihousehold pooling to assist the recipient 

on particular occasions. Depending on the nat~re of the 
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occasions, contributions may be minor (such as one-or more 

dupas of dried beans or coffee) or more substantial in value 

(such as a jar of bayas~ 'intoxicating beverages'). Minor ----.J. 

contributions are frequent, but major ones are not. Such 

a gift-contribution as a jar of bayas 1 often represents 

the combined contributions of multiple households. Through 

the period of three years (March 1965-February 1966), the 

sum of all contributions made by a Ba~titan household of 

· moderate means in multihousehold poolings came only to 9d in 

value {about 3 dalan of 'bundled rice' per year), excluding 

its contributions to the mortuary events held for the im

mediate relatives of the household. 

The scale of expenses involved in sponsoring gan~ 

is dramatically different from that involved in all other 

'gift-transfers'. Items which actually change hands are 

unexchancreable foodsti.1ffs: the cooked or uncooked meat of 

slaughtered livestock, sugarcane wine, glutinous rice-

cake, as well as ordinary foods. But, the total value of 

transferred foodstuffs on any single occasion is considerable. 

Edibles other than meat are typically contributed for a 

feast, but a hosting 'household' must supply a great majority 

of livestock to provide meat, the pivotal constituent of 

ganu. In the period of the 22 months I have already referred 

to, the estimated tot~l value of livestock slaughtered in 

Ba~titan settlement amounted to almost 262 quyon {which is 

equivalent to about 16,650 kg of 'home-pounded rice') (Table 

49). The average per household for one year, derived from 
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this settlement total, is over 3y7d. The magnitudes of 

livestock slaughtered enormously varied among the 'households'. 

During the period of the 22 months, 3 households out of 39 

(38 for the first 14 of the 22 months, and 39 for the other 

8 months) did not slaughter any at all whereas 11 households 

slaughtered various animals whose estimated value exceeded 

l0y. This value is roughly equivalent to the quantity of 

rice which comfortably supports one person for 1000 days. 

The procurement of the livestock required several of the 

households to relinquish their material assets by 'balanced 

exchange' either at the time of slaughter or later in order 

to return the livestock obtained for slaughter by 'consum-

able loans' (see Tables 64-66). 

While 'gift-transfers' are unique economic events by 

reason of their interplay with social relations, the trans

fers also importantly interact with other economic operations. 

In the first place, 'gift-transfers' stimulate and are facil

itated by social production, i.e., production of goods not 

essential for ordinary household consumption but indispen

sable to different forms of 'gift-transfer'. In the second 

place, 'gift-transfers' operate as the main channel through 

which material means are redistributed among Urna households 

and contribute to the reallocation of material assets. Other 

conditions being equal, the relative magnitudes of gifts 

transferred in any given public event essentially correspond 

to the relative material means different households control. 

Other conditions are in reality often not equal. Therefore, 

the nurr.erical data of the limited scope included in this 
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study, do not adequately demonstrate the specific ways in 

which redistributions take place from the haves to the 

have-nots within the society. There is no strict correla

tion, for instance, between the magnitudes of the live-

stock slaughtered by different households during the 22 

months and the amounts of the material assets owned by those 

households (compare Tables 10 and 30 with Tables 45-47). 

The deaths and illnesses of close relatives during the re

corded period causes extensive slaughter by the households 

which rank from the first to the seventh in the settlement by 

the criterion of the magnitudes of slaughtered livestock 

(Table 70). A closer examination reveals another factor in

fluencing the magnitudes. Such individuals as An1kog, 

Wagason, and Sawin slaughtered as many animals as they did 

because they were trying to improve their social standing. 

If the data of the livestock slaughter can not delineate the 

functions of the factor of wealth in this form of redistribu

tion, the data do indicate the significant scale of households' 

consumption entailed in the events. One or two major 

occasions of aanu compels both the rich and the poor to give 

up part of their material resources. In the case of the 

pocr, the total assets at their disposal place inevitable 

limits to their performance. According to the records of 

livestock slaughter by different households over time and 

the records of the transfers o: the 254 'rice-fields', 

households' expenditures at ganu basically vary in relation 

to the material assets and/or labor power those households 

controi, and the magnitudes of substantial assets relinquished 
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Clear from the above observation is the dependence 

of 'gift-transfers' on other transfer activities -- es

pecially gawata. 2 'consumables loan' and qalosb.l 'balanced 

exchange'. Particular goods must be obtained for particular 

forms of 'gift-transfers'. The necessity of obtaining goods 

for 'gift-transfers' through other forms of transfer ap

plies to all goods except for those which evecy 'household' 

has at hand most of the time. One dupas of coffee is bor

rowed by 'consumables loan' in order to make a contribution 

to a neighbor who has just received a visitor. Rice may be 

· 'exchanged' for a few dupas of balatu~ 'mongo beans' to be 

delivered to a feast holder. Staging major ganu would be 

impossible by any household without procuring the needed items 

through transfer events -- in particular, qalosb.l 'balanced 

exchange'. Tables 64, 65, and 66 show ·that not even one 

third of the pigs and water buffalo used in aanu comes from 

the herd owned by the sponsors of the occasions. As indi

cated by the data in the tables, a loan in the form of 

gawat 2 may be arranged for the time being, but the payment a. 

of the loan in most cases requires the acquisition of the 

livestock in 'exchange' for other goods. If 'water buffalo' 

needs to be returned, 'rice-fields' are often sacrified. A 

majority of the recorded downward conversions of items in 

the maxinn.m value sphere into those in the interr,1ediate value 

sphere originated in 'gift-transfers' in the form of ganu. 
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Conversely, the vigorous operations of 'exchange' transfers 

in the society depend much on the ways in which 'gift

transfers' take place in the society. 

Transfers by 'balanced exchange' (qalosb.l) contrast 

and complement with the other kinds of transfers. Transfers 

of many distinct forms link 'households' as management units 

at different levels of economic activities while they give 

rise to the dynamic flows of goods between and among them. 

Different transfer events respectively contribute to the 

total circulation of the resources and products in the so

ciety, creating different material and social consequences to 

the participants and to the society. 

Summarizing the examination of how different transfer 

events operate in articulating the basic economic units and 

circulating goods in the society and of how 'exchange' events 

are related to other transfer events,I single out three unique 

ways in which 'balanced exchange' participates in the over

all transfer operation and process. 

First1 a transfer of this form alone constitutes a goods

to-goods transaction which neither hinges on nor creates a 

social relation of obligation or jural duty. Goods acquired 

by 'balanced exchange' can be utilized by their owners in any 

way they choose. This contrasts with the limitation placed 

on the goods obtained by gawat 2 'interest-free consumables -----,a. 

loan' or kodaw 'gift-transfer' which are normally only for the 

borrower's or recipient's own use. By engaging in 'exchange' 

activities, local residents can acquire and accumulate desired 
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goods in the interest of their respective 'households', 

preventing others from developing any direct claim in the 

goods. The extensive dispensation of goods in supra

household consumption would not be possible for many 'house

holds' unless they are first given the opportunity to ac-

quire and accumulate them. 'Exchange' transfers uniquely 

articulate individual 'households' both as production units 

and consumption units basically only within the field of 

economic activities, separate from that of social relation

ships. The operation of 'exchange' transfers reinforce 

the economic independence of each 'household', by enabling 

a 'household' to organize its economic activities to its 

advantage and to participate in social competition. 

Second, •e~change' transfer provides the conversion 

of goods into any other exchangeable goods. By virtue of the 

interchangeability of diverse goods 'exchange' transfer 

alone accommodates, 'balanced exchange' has several important 

consequences to the transfer operation in the society. In 

the first place, 'exchange' transfer underscores the criti

cal weight labor (including skill and knowledge) carries as 

a production factor. We have already examined the signifi

cance of the factor of labor in the earlier analysis of the 

patterns of distribution (in the sense of reward to partici

pation in production). Without 'balanced exchange', control 

over greater amounts of products which the greater 

magnitudes of labor under control can yield would not lead 

to the acquisition and accumulation of material assets. The 
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of goods in 'balanced exchange'. Because of the patterns of 

distribution in the society, the unequal allocation of in

herited resources and the unequal availability of labor in 

different households perpetuate significantly different ap

portionments of basic resources and products among different 

households. Uma society consists of individual 'households' 

controlling different means and seeking to acquire different 

goods for satisfying their respective needs. 'Exchange' 

transfer is the mechanism which circulates these goods 

between and among the 'households' without affecting their 

social relationships. Subsistence essentials move in 'ex

change' for items for social use; productive 

assets in 'exchange' for nonproductive valued items. 

The convertibility of diverse goods through 'balanced' 

exchange' has still another consequence. It facilitates the 

operations of different kinds of transfers. Naksun 'inheri

tance' is the principal mechanism for allocating privately 

owned basic resources and other socially valued property 

among 'households'. The conversion of goods by 'balanced 

exchange' not only plays a part in the reallocation of in

heritable property but also creates different combinations 

of material means to be t~ansferred by 'inheritance'. The 
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gawat 1 'consumables loan•'works in the way it does largely a. 

because of 'balanced exchange' through which borrowers can 

acquire the goods to be returned to lenders. The dependence 

of kodaw 'gift-transfers' on 'exchange' transfer is es

pecially noteworthy because of the commanding place 'gift

transfers' occupy in the organization of social relationships. 

We saw that even minor goods need to be acquired by 'balanced 

exchange' when they are not at potential givers' disposal 

since particular 'gift-transfers' frequently call for par

ticular kinds of goods. The performance of extensive 

public-sharing at ganu 'prescribed livestock slaughter' 

typically dependson the operations of 'exchange' transfer. 

Foodstuffs in the volurne required for the performance cannot 

be preserved and accumulated over time in their own form. 

The conversion of foodstuffs into other items and their re

conversion back into foodstuffs are necessary in most cases. 

The importance of 'balanced exchange' in the society's 

transfer relation5is obvious for its capacity of conducing 

the ganu performance because the latter serves as the main 

instrument of redistribution of accumulated products and 

resources among a large number of 'households' -- often 

reaching every 'household' in the region. 

Third, 'exchange' transfer uniquely assists regulating 

the flows of consumption essentials in the ways in which no 

other transfer nec~1anism in the society does. As noted 
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earlier, the fluctuations of 'exchange prices' of rice 

function to revitalize the flows of rice in the season of 

its scarcity. The staple crop then reaches the social sec

tor suffering from its shortage. We have also observed 

that the export of rice and livestock out of the region is 

contained despite the fact that some 'households' hold 

their abundant supply. The central role the two commodities 

play in the operation of 'balanced exchange' can best ac

count for this phenomenon. 

The above discussions of the singular contributions 

of 'balanced exchange' to the overall transfer operation 

and process make apparent that 'exchange' events constitute 

an essential component in the organization of transfer 

activities in the society. 

Utilization 

The preceding analyses of the relationships of 

'balanced exchange' with production and with different 

transfer events have already indicated how 'balanced ex

change' is also related to utilization events. It is use

ful, however, to make several explicit observations on the 

ways in which 'exchange' events and utilization events are 

interwoven with each other. This will not only complete 

the present analysis of 'balanced exchange' in t~e field of 

economic activities but also furnish additional background 

for an inquiry into the ecological and econoroc functions of 

'balanced exchill1ge' later in this chapter. 
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If production patterns in Urna are not explainable 

within the framework of production solely for producers' own 

direct use, neither are utilization patterns. The patterns 

and levels of consumption in individual 'households' we 

observe during a limited period of time such as one year 

most likely correspond neither to the patterns and levels 

of their production nor to those of their total acquisition 

which combines the yields of their labor and items acquired 

by 'balanced exchange' as well as through other transfer 

events. Many economic events -- such as saving, allocation 

for future production, and dispensation through transfer 

events -- intervene between production and consumption in a 

given 'household'. The data examined in the foregoing dis

cussions as well as in Chapter III amply demonstrate that 

most Urna households do not depend on auto-production. 

The acquisition of goods by 'balanced exchange' is 

one of multiple factors determining the level and pattern of 

utilization in 'households'. This, of course, immediately 

suggests the reverse. The pattern of utilization activities 

in different households influence that of 'exchange' events. 

Several aspects of utilization events are inseparable from 

the operation of 'exchange' transfer. 

As previously noted, the levels of actual consumption 

in different 'households' vary within a narrow range. The 

striking fact is not that poorly supplied households manage 

to maintain a reasonable level of consumption ::.,ut that con

sumption is so contained in those households ·.-:::1ose pro

duction-consumption ratio is about 100% (see Tal)Je 32) --
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consumption standards {Table 31 and the accompanied dis

cussion). The actual level of consumption in most house

holds through a one-year period is, as I stated, between 
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80 and 90% of the standard consumption. Exchangeable con

sumables and, in particular, rice are normally subject to 

calculated use despite the apparent hospitality of every 

Uma resident in offering their foods to share with others. 

The wasteful use of rice almost never occurs even in the 

households who produce twice as much as their consumption· 

standards {Table 32). Aside from the shared consumption of 

qisna 'cooked rice', rice has a restricted place in 'gift-

transfer' (kodaw). It is allowed only as a contribution in 

multiple household pooling. The quantity of rice trans

ferred by gawat 2 'interest-free consumables loan' is also -----a. 
small as we have just seen. Rice neither used in intra

household consur.tption nor in 'gift-transfer' or 'loan' is 

saved -- saved wit~ consideration. 

Oma residents have nothing to gain, material or social, 

merely from accwnulatinq rice in store, beyond a supply useful 

in the season of a poor crop. The combined capacity of the 31 

Baytitan granaries (see Table 12) demonstrates that the total 

accumulation remains within a limit. The settlement granaries 

hold, in my judgment, close to but less than 300 quyon of 

'bundled rice'. This is about 130% of the settlement total 

production in one crop season (see Table 30). 
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The rice saved is put to two major uses: use in 

supra-~1ousehold consumption and that in 'balanced exchange' 

for other goods. The amounts saved for supra-household 

consumption greatly vary among 'households' depending upon 

the scales of such consumption the 'households' anticipate 

to sponsor in the near future. For use in the distant 

future, rice is converted into more preservable forms by 

'balanced exchange'. In the realm of 'balanced exchange', 

whatever amount of rice saved out of considered consumption 

serves its managers well. Binayu 'pounded rice' is used in 

'exchange' for items of minor value and pagoy 'bundled rice' 

in 'exchange' for items of greater value (see Fig. 12). 

The sizable saving is 'exchanged' for durables to be applied 

to social use or for one or another kind of small li vestod-:. 

and occasionally even for 'water buffalo'. The acquired 

'livestock' is either kept as productive assets or used in a 

further 'exchange' transfer to acquire estate items. By 

acquiring 'livestock' and 'rice-fields', Uma farmers raise the 

level of productivity of their 'households'. To advance 

their social standing, they can 'exchange' their 'rice-fields' 

or •water buffalo' for qodon 'heirlooms• or baloy 'houses'. 

Saving 'rice', raising 'livestock', and managing then 

through 'balanced exchange', Urna farmers are on their way 

to the attainment of 'weal th' (binakana:9) • .Meanwhile, the 

rice they use in 'exchange' moves to those less-well supplied 

.with rice; and the livestock to those who are preparing to 

host ganu 'prescribed livestock slaughter' or eager to pay 
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the debt of 'livestock incurred by the past performance 

of ganu. The considered use of binayu 'pounded rice' ready 

in a house for the coming meals, paqoy 'bundled rice' 

stored in a granary, and qayam 'livestock' held for an ap

propriate 'exchange' transfer resembles that of money in 

the U.S.A. in the form of cash, a checking account, and a 

savings account respectively. 

Proper performance of ganu 'prescribed livestock 

slaughter' is a basic concern of every Uma resident if only 

to confirm and maintain his status as a fully social person. 

To those individuals with ambitions for a higher social 

standing and a more solid power base, occasions of ganu are 

the best opportunity for widening the effective range of 

their kindred. Providing for supra-household consumption is 

a unique and indispensable utilization event that every 

'household' engages in. Furthermore, ganu associated with 

bodo~ 'peace-pacts' is of special importance to the region as 

a whole in maintaining and broadening the network of social 

relationships outside the region as this network supplies 

econo~ic as well as political advantages to all people in 

Urna. This utilization of a social product for redistribution 

within the society as well as for benefit to the region as 

a whole hinges on the operation of 'exchange' transfers as I 

showed in the above analysis of the interdependence between 

'exchange' transfer and 'gift-transfer'. There are also cer

tain economically significant by-products of the dependence 

on galosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' for holding an event of 

supra-household consunption on an extensive scale. Every 
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hosting 'household' has to obtain the necessary goods for 

such consumption by 'balanced exchange'. Thus, not having 

an adequate supply on hand is not accepted as an excuse for 

reducing the scope of consumption. Social sanctions are far 

from subtle if the well-to-do fail to furnish foods for supra

household consumption on a scale relative to their material 

standing in the society. The reduced scope of consumption is 

socially expected and accepted when the 'exchange price' of 

livestock is extraordinarily high, reflecting its scarcity. 

Certain ganu which are not bound to a particular time schedule 

are performed when the supply of 'livestock' as well as of 

rice is relatively abundant in the region. 

In sum, we find the operation of 'exchange' transfers 

indispensable to the organization of utilization events and 

the pattern of 'exchange' events partially varying with that 

of utilization events. The considered use of exchangeables 

by the well-to-do in their intra-household consumption is a 

concomitant of their utility in 'balanced exchange'. The 

greater the amount of exchangeable goods individual households 

save and deploy in 'exchange', the more active the flows of 

goods through 'exchange' events. The special attention the 

local residents pay to the conservation of rice and the man

agement of livestock is consistent with the central place 

these two coIT~odities occupy in 'balanced exchange' as liquid 

assets. Contained intra-household consumption and the use of 

rice in 'exchange' transfer by the rich produces flows of the 

staple grain to those in need and leads to subsistence con-
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sumption basically at similar levels among all residents. 

All segments of the region's population draw respective bene

fits from 'exchange' transfer in obtaining goods to meet their 

different utilization needs. Certain households raise the 

levels of their production by deploying their goods in 'ex

change' transfer and obtaining productive assets. Others use 

their productive assets in acquiring essentials either for 

intra-household consumption or for supra-household consumption. 

The utilization of products in supra-household con

sumption is facilitated by the 'exchange' transfers which ca

pacitate both the accumulation of sufficient material means 

in preservable or durable forms and their later conversion 

into a quantity of foodstuffs to furnish a public feast. At 

the same time, the conversions and reconversions of goods in

volved in this process serve as a powerful force in the con

tinuing active operation of 'exchange' transfers. The convert

ibility of goods provided for by 'balanced exchange' justifies 

the expectation of Urna residents that the total magnitudes of 

material holdings in individual households, and not the par

ticular forms the holdings take, determine the levels of their 

social consumption. The expectation and the accompanying 

social sanction compel most Urna inhabitants to utilize their 

material means in making equitable contributions to redistri

bution events. The critical part 'exchange' events bear in 

the organization of utilization activities underlines the 

strategic role 'exchange' activities play in shaping the or

ganization of both production and consumption activities. 
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Summary 

I began the analysis of the interdependence between 

'balanc.ed exchange' (qalosb.
2

) and other economic activities 

in the society by identifying the patterns of the 'exd1a.nge: 

events observed and recorded in the field and by assessing 

in quantitative terms the extent to which 'exchange' events 

modify material arrangements in the society. I then pro

ceeded with the analysis by scrutinizing specific interrela

tionships between 'exchange' events and other economic events 

in each of the three sectors of the economic field. 

The first part of the analysis revealed that a siz

able proportion of the private property valued as estate pro

perty as well as agricultural products change hands by 'bal

anced exchange·' • The two main products, i.e. , rice and live

stock, serve as the common media of exchange through which 

goods are converted into other forms. The traffic of minor 

goods by 'balanced exchange' is a daily affair. 'Exchange' 

transfers of major goods are fewer, but each transfer, due to 

the substantial exchange value the major goods represent, can 

visibly modify material arrangements in the society. Differ

ent 'households' look for different goods since each controls 

estate, products, and labor power in significantly distinct 

ways. In the process whereby diverse goods circulate, revolv

ing around rice an~ livestock, subsistence essentials, social 

consumption necessities, productive assets, and non-productive 

valued goods move to those 'households' which seek them. 
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The limited volume of rice and livestock traded out 

of the region is striking both in contrast to their extensive 

flows within the region and in light of the fact that some 

Oma 'households' have them in abundant supply. The quantity 

of rice imported into Uma is measurably greater than that ex

ported. The import of livestock is also comparatively greater 

than its export. The only factor that accounts for the con

tained outflow of these two commodities is their utility as 

liquid assets in 'balanced exchange'. The vigorous flows of 

diverse goods among the members of the society make evident 

the fact that 'exchange' events are dynamically interrelated 

with other economic events. The flows would not occur if 

every 'household' depended on auto-production in satisfying 

its utilization needs. I thus turned to an inquiry into the 

specific character of the interrelationships. 

The analysis has demonstrated a fundamental interde

pendence between 'exchange' events and certain other economic 

events. The unmatched significance of 'exchange' transfer to 

the organization of economic activities in the society lies 

in the unique role 'exchange' transfer plays in its functional 

interdependence with other economic events. In comparison, 

the amounts of goods 'exchange' transfers serve to circulate 

are of secondary importance. 

It is now clear that 'exchange' transfers account 

significantly for much of the generally intensive and effi

cient use of production factors, sustaining the continuing 

labor input, and indirectly encouraging social production. 
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The patterns and levels· of utilization needs within individual 

management units do not determine those of production in their 

respective units. Uma producers typically choose the types 

and modes of production activities which efficiently combine 

the resources and labor available. The maximal material re-· 

turn per unit of labor is considered, but it is not the de

terminant of all their decisions. Some producers aim for the 

greatest material output at very heavy labor costs. Others 

shrewdly calculate relative opportunity costs. The aggregate 

of the choices made results in the generally high level of 

productivity although individuals vary in the efficiency and 

intensity of their production. 

Partial specialization is an aspect of this general 

tendency. In Uma such specialization is mostly "production 

for exchange" in its broad sense, 14 that is, production not 

for producers' own direct consumption but for use in 'balanced 

exchange' for the purpose of acquiring the goods they desire 

most. This applies not only to the production of particular 

consumables and nonconsumables selected by individual produc

ers but also to such activities as the constructic~ ~f 'new 

rice-fields' (boka) and the clearing of 'hillside lots' (talba) 

for the eventual development of new 'fields'. Incorporated 

into the production for use by others, as transferred to them 

by 'balanced exchange', is social production, the production 

of goods necessary for a variety of 'gift-transfers'. As seen 

in the analysis of the interdeper.dence of 'gift-transfer' and 

'exchange' transfer, a majority of consumables and non-
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consumables used in 'gift-transfers' are not produced by givers 

themselves. Such special forms of 'gift-transfer' as public 

feasts and public meat-sharing hinge on 'exchange' transfers. 

The operation of 'balanced exchange', therefore, encourages 

individuals other than potential givers to engage in social 

production because their products serve them well in acquiring 

the goods to satisfy their own needs. 

To the extent that 'balanced exchange' facilitates 

specialization in the society, the level of specialization 

constitutes one of .he principal factors determining the total 

volume of goods cir~ulating by 'exchange' transfer. Speciali

zation in Uma is definitely partial. Production for producers' 

own use remains dominant. 'Exchange' transfer does not func

tion to develop the level of specialization which would divert 

producers' basic interests in procuring their consumption es

s~ntials directly from their labor input. In this respect, 

'exchange' transfer serves to emphasize the importance of pro

ducing the two main consumption essentials, rice and livestock, 

because of their pronounced liquidity. 

In the sector of transfer events, our analysis has 

shown the complementary and/or contrasting ways in which dif

ferent transfers articulate 'households' as economic units. 

According to our quantitative data, 'inheritance' is the pri

mary mechanism for reallocating estate properly among 'house

holds' and 'balanced exchange' is secondary. In meeting the 

immediate need of slaughtering livestock, more livestock moves 

by 'interest-free consumables loan' than by 'balanced exchange'. 
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Providing labor in others' production activities is an alter

native way of acquiring goods to deploying one's own goods in 

'balanced exchange'. 

The unique role 'balanced exchange' plays in the over

all organization of transfer activities derives from the fact 

that 'exchange' transfer is the only channel through which 

goods move to replace other goods and through which 'house

holds' are articulated within the field of e~onomic activities. 

Furthermore, the two liquid assets in 'balanced exchange', 

rice and livestock, facilitate the flow of exchangeables be

cause of the partial overlap of the separate ranges of goods 

with which each of the two assets is directly substitutable. 

The consequences 'exchange' events have for the transfer proc

ess include: (a) throwing into relief the importance of labor 

(including skill and knowledge) as a factor of production in 

the pattern of distribution of products; (b) efficiently cir

culating different goods among 'households' without affecting 

their social relationships, (c) assisting the operation of 

other kinds of transfer such as inheritance, loan, and gift 

transfers; and (d) providing the mechanism for contributing 

to the flow of rice within the society and restraining the 

outflow of consumption essentials from the society. 

Regarding the dependence of other transfer events on· 

'exchange' events, I em?hasized that of 'gift-transfers'. 

Contrasting with 'exchange' transfer, 'gift-transfer' inti

mately involves social relations and plays a key role in as

signing economic function to social relations. In addition, 
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'gift~transfer' interacts with other economic events in ways 

in which 'exchange' transfer or other transfers do not. 'Gift

transfer' alone circulates unexchangeable perishable foodstuffs 

between and among 'households', thus entering into the organi

zation of consumption events in a unique way. The requirements 

of particular kinds of goods fc~ certain 'gift-transfers' give 

rise to social production, separate from subsistence produc

tion. Those gift-transfers which call for particular kinds 

of goods rely on 'exchange' transfers since the required goods 

are often not at the givers' disposal. The extensive perform

ance of ganu 'prescribed livestock slaughter' which serves as 

the primary mechanism of redistribution in the society is pos

sible only by the conversion of products of limited storabil

ity into other forms and the reconversion of the latter into 

appropriate kinds of foodstuffs for the occasion. In light 

of the singular functions of 'gift-transfer', its dependence 

on 'exchange' transfer underlines the economic significance 

of the latter. 

Utilization events show that 'exchange' transfer gen

erally serves to keep intra-household consumption in check 

and to induce the saving of consumable essentials. The con

sidered consumption of exchangeables is notable especially 

among the well-to-do. Most saved consumables are applied to 

'balanced exchange' and move to the less-well-supplied social 

sectors. Most households hold some rice and many hold some 

livestock in store with an eye on the opportunity of acquir

ing desired goods by 'balanced exchange'. Saving consumption 
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essentials serves individual owners as well as the society 

as a whole in the event of unexpected scarcity. 

Every household engages in the unique utilization 

event of supra-household consumption on qiganuwan 'occasions 

for prescribed livestock slaughter'. The indispensable func

tion of 'exchange' transfer in facilitating such utilization 

events has been demonstrated. The by-products of the instru

mental role 'balanced exchange' plays in furnishing livestock 

for the occasion, in turn, affect the patterns of supra

household consumption by adjusting the scale of such consump

tion by individual 'households' in relation to the material 

means at their disposal and by generally restricting the scope 

of livestock consumption relative to its scarcity in the society. 

To the extent that different households control dif

ferent material means, as well as skills and knowledge repre

sented in productive labor, 'exchange' transfers benefit most 

'households' by supplying them with the goods for their respec

tive utilization needs -- goods for intra-household consump

tion and for supra-household consumption, productive assets 

to raise the levels of production, and non-productive but 

socially valued property for advancement in social standing. 

The total volume of goods circulating through 'exchange' 

events importantly depends both on the extent of utilization 

needs not directly met by producers' own production and on 

the amount of goods the producers hold on hand to deploy in 

'balanced exchange'. 'Exchange' events are thus interwoven 

with events in the utilization sector as well as in production 

and transfer events. 
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A number of essential economic activities in the so

ciety have been shown to hinge on the operation of 'exchange' 

events. The converse is equally true. Two of several vari

ables which influence the particular patterns of 'exchange' 

events are the pattern of distribution (necessarily causing 

material inequality among 'households') and the level and pat

terns of specialization. The more severe the discrepancy, 

the greater the potentiality for flows of the products through 

'exchange' events. A third variable is the per capita level 

of production considered in association with the primary pat

tern of harvesting products. 

The levels and patterns of utilization by individual 

'households' constitute another variable. Frequent transac

tions of minor goods and infrequent but visible transactions 

of major goods which together supply the active circulation 

of diverse goods by 'exchange' transfer derive first from the 

combination of the basically similar levels and repetitive 

patterns of intra-household consumption and the dramatically 

different levels of supra-household consumption financed by 

different 'households' at irregular intervals. In addition, 

there are different levels of utilization needs for noncon

sumables among different 'households'. Finally, the pattern 

of 'exchange' events also depends on an available channel of 

transfer other than 'balanced exchange' through which goods 

move from where they are available to where they are needed. 

As the only channel endowed with these unique attributes, 

'exchange' transfer is of special significance in a society 
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where the pattern of distribution emphasizes the factor of 

labor for material return and where 'households' are held re

sponsible for meeting their own needs. 

Broader Implications of the 'Exchange' Model 

The analysis in the foregoing section has established 

that the pattern of 'exchange' events forms an indispensable 

constituent in the organization of economic activities in the 

society. The analysis has value in elucidating in reference 

to the concrete empirical data the specific place of 'exchange' 

events within the network of interdependent relationships with 

other economic events and in demonstrating the integral place 

of 1 exchange' events in the material process in the society. 

As useful and necessary as the analysis is, however, 

the findings are not in themselves the adequate explanation 

of galosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' in Uma. There are two 

issues, inter alia, which we must directly confront in order 

to further our understanding of the significance of this par

ticular form of transfer in the society. The two issues are 

different in nature. The £irst is the function of 'exchunge' 

events in Uma economy beyond their functional interdependence 

with other economic events. The second is the implication of 

the cognitive model of 'exchange' for the society's economy. 

Functions of Material Process in the Society 

A society's material process takes place within the 
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context of ecological and social constraints. The total con

figuration of economic activities in the society adjusts to 

these constraints so that it reproduces the conditions for 

(a} a human population exploiting a particular environment to 

persist within it and (b) the structure of social relation

ships sustaining the particular mode of exploitation to per

petuate -- unless a society is going through or about to enter 

a fundamental structural change. It is in reference to these 

primary functions of a society's material process that we may 

legitimately analyze the significance of a particular material 

phenomenon to the society's economy and offer an explanation 

of the presence of that phenomenon. 

The investigation of the specific interrelationships 

between 'exchange' events with other economic events is one 

of the first and necessary steps in our inquiry of what the 

'exchange' model does for uma economy. Without a solid em

pirical determination of the particular interactions between 

the events, it would be impossible to move on and inquire into 

the ways in which 'exchange' events contribute to the primary 

functions of the total economic performance in the society. 

In the analysis in the first section of this chapter, I de

liberately attempted to remain within the field of economic 

activities. I now direct my attention to the relation of 

this field to external constraints and investigate how 'ex

change' events relate to the basic adjustments the material 

process in Uma makes to its ecological constraints on the one 

hand and to the structure of existing social relationships on 

the other. 
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Adaptive functions of 'exchange' events 

Adaptive functions of 'exchange' events here refers 

to the contributions of 'exchange' events to the viable rela

tionships the total organization of economic activities main

tains with the ecological factors which are the givens in Uma 

economy. There are four main ecological factors accepted as 

the givens and examined earlier in this study. They are: (a) 

physical environment, (b) subsistence technology, (c) present

day demography, and (d) the region's relationships with other 

regions. In the examination of subsistence, I showed that 

the existing production operations are more than the mere out

come of the combination of available technology and environ

mental opportunities and limits. Local agricultural practices 

revolving around rice cultivation in 'inundated rice-fields' 

represents the result of a particular range of technological 

potentialities tapped by Uma farmers in interaction with the 

givens of environmental possibilities. 

Production activities as carried out by Uma farmers 

in turn determine the basic forms of resources and main pro

ducts. Basic resources are: the hydraulically controlled 

payaw 'rice-fields' and the man-made drainage systems essen

tial to the 'fields'; the rest of the land supplying swidden 

sites and supporting diverse vegetational associations (both 

managed and unmanaged); and qayam 'livestock'. Rice and live

stock are the primary products both in terms of their preva

lence and volume. The sum of swidden products, yields of 

managed or unmanaged plants, and manufactured non-food items 
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produced every year, nevertheless also account for a sizable 

proportion of the annual income to the society. The forms of 

basic resources and products combined with the ways in which 

Uma people exploit and utilize them within the context both 

of their technology and the opportunities and limits offered 

by the environment define the possible maximum level of pro

ductivity. The material requisites for supporting the re

gion's population determine the minimum limit. 

While I demonstrated that the current level of pro

ductivity falls between these outer bounds, I also pointed 

out several technical and organizational problems, those con

cerned with (a} sustaining the required level of productivity, 

(b) conducing labor input into agricultural investment, (c) 

regulating the circulation of the staple crop and other neces

sary goods among the haves and the have-not? in the society, 

(d} containing wasteful consumption, and (e) ensuring a needed 

supply of consumption essentials in store. These problems and 

the detailed observations of related production and utiliza

tion operations serve as a useful point of reference for our 

inquiry into the adaptive functions of 'exchange' events. 

The operation of 'exchange' transfers has been shown 

to serve as a basic factor maintaining the generally high 

level of productivity -- especially that of rice and livestock. 

The utility of goods in 'exchange' transfers assigns "exchange 

value" to products in the eyes of their producers. Rice and 

livestock represent "purchasing power" over other goods. The 

exchange values of products provide the incentives to farmers 
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in their production activities in a society where material 

acquisition and accumulation are the main means of attaining 

social recognition. The efficient use of production factors 

by most individual 'households' gives rise to the overall 

efficient use of production factors available in the society. 

This does not mean, however, that all or even most 'house

holds' approximate the maximal level of their productivity 

the fact I established earlier and I will shortly examine 

again from another perspective. 

Partial specialization associated with 'exchange' 

transfers clearly helps to overcome several related problems 

inherent in Uma agricultural practice. First, it contributes 

to efficiency in production both by enabling exploitation 

through the division of labor and encouraging the effective 

use of human skill, knowledge, and experience. Second, it 

alleviates the strain the two crop system of rice cultivation 

places on production units of a limited size (i.e., 'house

holds') in dealing with the seasonally punctuated labor re

quirements and in simultaneously pursuing other production 

activities. Third, partial specialization eases constraints 

imposed on shifting cultivation by the dominance of rice grow

ing activities in 'inundated fields'. While shifting culti

vation has declined, it still supplies a sizable amount of 

vegetable foods. This is partially due to the convertibility 

of diverse swidden products into rice by 'exchange' transfer. 

Thus specialization, although partial, helps to prevent the 

ever diminishing marginal utility of labor and the correspond-
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ing inflation of the product in labor cost, which may follow 

the singular concentration on rice cultivation in 'inundated 

fields'. 

Through the dependence of 'gift-transfer' on 'exchange' 

transfer, the latter has the indirect function of promoting 

social production and social consumption as well as a part in 

decentralizing 'rice-field' holdings concentrated in a few 

hands. Social production and consumption, in turn, aid not 

only in reinforcing cooperative relations among the members 

of the regional population, but also in widening the scale of 

social relations outside the region. This, directly or in

directly, brings about material benefits to the region. The 

reallocation of 'rice-fields' through 'exchange' events takes 

place typically in association with large-scale supra-household 

consumption, and serves to prevent a decrease in productivity 

per area. The latter, we have seen, occasionally originates 

in the excessive holding of 'rice-fields' by a single household. 

It is noteworthy that the operation of 'exchange' 

transfer is instrumental in inducing labor input into agri

cultural investment. For the objective of increasing the potog 

'customary equivalent' of existing fields and of creating a 

fund for acquiring valued estate by 'exchange' transfer, many 

farmers improve and expand their 'fields', and certain farmers 

construct boka 'new rice-fields' as well as talba 'hillside 

lots' for the future construction of 'rice-fields'. The out

put of these activities represents the permanent agricultural 

investment of the society even though technical difficulties 
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exist and labor costs are high. Any expansion of the area of 

'rice-fields' means growth in the society's production and 

added. safeguards to the region's security. 

The significant contribution of 'exchange' events to 

the circulation of goods is obvious from the previous analysis. 

'Exchange' transfers work to move subsistence essentials from 

the better-supplied to the poorly-supplied. In combination 

with the fact that different 'households' seek different kinds 

of goods, 'exchange' transfer circulates not only subsistence 

essentials but also social consumption necessities, productive 

assets, and nonproductive valued goods. In this dynamic proc

ess of reallocating estate and products by 'balanced exchange', 

the acquisition of goods for social use by 'households' well

supplied with rice frequently means the inflow of the staple 

crop to 'households' poorly supplied. In addition to this 

effect of equalizing the allocation of basic resources and 

products, 'exchange' transfer also functions to keep in check 

the export of the two consumption essentials, rice and live

stock, and to secure the important foods for utilization by 

the region's population. The varying volumes of consumables 

circulate by 'exchange' transfer in association with their 

fluctuating •exchange prices'. As the mechanism of regulating 

the relative flows of consumables, 'exchange' transfer well 

serves the region's population -- especially in the case of 

rice and livestock. The flow of these goods is induced in 

scarcity and helps 'households' in need. On the other hand, 

the people's tendency to hold the goods in store for a time 
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of better 'price' counteracts the potential region-wide over

supply of floating goods when they are abundant, thus prevent

ing their exceptional deflation and fostering the people's 

considered consumption. 

By assigning 'exchange value' to consumables, the op

eration· of 'exchange' transfer works to curb their wasteful 

use even by the well-to-do and to conserve their overall sup

ply in the region. The sum of consumption essentials in sav

ing by individual 'households' for the purpose of deploying 

them in 'exchange' events represents the region's supply in 

store. As I discussed earlier, a stored supply of the staple 

grain in the region is necessary to overcome its expected 

shortage from time to time and to take care of other unusual 

situations. A reasonable supply of livestock in the society 

is also needed at all times even if only for the purpose of 

enabling its essential use in interregional affairs without 

depleting the herd as a productive asset. On the other hand, 

we also examined the problems entailed in preserving rice over 

time and in allowing the livestock herd to grow uncontrolled. 

In order to maintain a proper level of rice reserve in the 

society, I argued that it is necessary to keep replacing grain 

in store. Livestock must be managed to minimize the risk rate 

and labor cost involved, while constantly securing a necessary 

supply. The operation of 'balanced exchange' plays a crucial 

role in resolving these difficult problems. Because rice and 

liwstock are liquid assets, their supply in store by indivi

dual 'households' readily changes hands and is effectively 
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consumed. The supply is constantly replaced as 'households' 

continue to conserve the liquid assets and build up their 

saving. 

With regard to the adaptive function of 'exchange' 

transfer in shaping and regulating the size of the livestock 

population, we must recall the inseparable relationship be

tween 'exchange' transfer and the 'gift-transfer' which takes 

the form of public feasts and public meat-sharing. Due to 

the pattern of ganu performance, young pigs and chickens are 

in the greatest demand (see Tables 52 and 54). Their owners 

profitably relinquish them by 'exchange' transfer while they 

are still young and long before their weight gain per given 

unit of feed begins to decline. Meanwhile, farmers can begin 

raising younger ones again. The function of 'prfce' fluctua

tions exerting influence on the relative magnitudes of slaugh

ter in correspondence with the abundance and scarcity of live

stock importantly contributes to the regulation of herd size. 

Certain 'peace-pact' events as well as life-cycle events may 

be held when livestock is abundant and hence "less expensive." 

In scarcity, the events may be postponed. Bearing on the in

strumental function of 'exchange' transfer in making ganu pos

sible, we must emphasize the material consequences of supra

household consumption (a) in insuring the equitable allocation 

of nutritionally unique meat and (b) in aiding the region in 

creating or renewing 'peace-pacts' with selected regions for 

security and other material benefits. 

The foregoing observations make evident the contribu-
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tions of 'exchange' events to the viable relationships between 

the material process of the society and the ecological con

straints placed on that process. 'Exchange' transfers have a 

weighty part in resolving the problems facing the society's 

economy we considered earlier in this study. The operation 

of 'exchange' transfers helps to maintain the level of pro

ductivity comfortably above the required minimum, encourage 

agricultural investment despite a rising labor cost, ensure 

the circulation of consumption essentials within the society, 

restrain the wasteful use of a social product, promote and 

adjust the proper level of supply in store, and strengthen 

the security of the region. 

Economic functions of 'exchange' events 

Economic functions of 'exchange' events here refer 

to the roles played by 'exchange' events in the adjustment 

the society's material process makes to the structure of 

existing social relationships. Congruity is generally as

sumed between the organization of economic activities and 

that of social activities. It is from this perspective 

that some scholars posit the development of social strati

fication in Kalinga on the basis of the reported prevalence 
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of unsoci8.ble intra-community trade, and that others view 

the practice of business-like trade within a local group as 

the result of acculturation in recent years. An apparent 

contradiction indeed emerges from the relevant reports in 

the literature between the kinship principle of mutual as

sistance and competitive exchange activities within a com

munity. A close investigation of 'exchange' events not in 

isolation but in combination with other economic events re

veals, however, that the operation of 'exchange' transfer 

is functionally compatible with the kinship-based social 

order and the egalitarian political structure in Uma. 

'Exchange' events contribute to the process whereby 

the organization of economic activities accommodates to the 

functioning of social relations primary to the Uma social 

system by: (1) reinforcing the economic independence of 

'households' while upholding property relations regulating 

private ownership; (2) supporting egalitarian political 

relations; (3) taking part in, through its instrumental 

role of enabling extensive supra-household consumption, the 

process of (a) maintaining the region as a cohesive social 

unit, (b) forming and modifying networks of social rela

tionships centering around 'households' essentially on the 
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leadership; and (4) working as one of the factors de

limiting the development of production beyond the level 

compatible with the existing social system. 

'Household' independence 

602 

'Exchange' events reinforce the fundamental imper-. 

tance of 'households' (balyan) as independent units out of 

which the society is ~uilt. Providing for direct goods-to

goods transfers, 'exchange' events articulate 'households' 

both as production units and consumption units within the field 

of economic activities, separate from that of social relation

ships. This makes it possible for 'households' to function 

as independent economic units, organizing economic activities 

from their respective vantage points. At the same time, 

'households' can operate as inde?endent social units, associ

ating and disassociating with like units along the ties of 

bilateral kinship, residential proximity, and friendship. 

In subserving 'households' to work as independent economic 

units, 'exchange' transfers also have the effect of affirm-

ing current property relations because every 'exchange' 
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transfer 

ship. 

. asserts the-shared recognition of private owner-

Egalitarian principles 

'Exchange' transfer lends support to the perpetuation 

of basically egalitarian social relationships. In the first 

place, 'exchange' transfer functions to mediate a contradic

tion between private ownership of basic resources and egali

taria..~ political principles. The intercha..~geability of di

verse goods by 'balanced exc~ange' serves to reduce the material 

as well as potentially political consequences of the inequal 

.allocation of privately owned basic resources. As we ob-

served in an earlier analysis, reward to the production factor 

of labor (which includes skill and knowledge) is significant in 

Uma not only as a basic feature of the society's distribution 

system but also because of (a) the primary dependence of pro

duction activities on labor for utilizing and maintaining 

privately owned resources and (b) the availability of produc

tion activities not contingent on one's own resources. The 

latter include use of co:mr:,on resources a."ld cooperation with the 

O\fflers of private resources. Despite the critical importance 

of labor in acquiring rights to goods and of the availability 

of common resources, the inequal allotment of privately held 

basic resources by inheritance could lead to the power of 

controlling labor by virtue of control over the private re

sources if there was no 'exchange' transfer. Crucial here is 

the noticeable inecualitv in the aooortionDent of 'rice-fiel~s' .. - ..... 

among di::ferent households, c: situation which w2 exar.1inecl 
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earlier (see Tables 30, 32, and 69). It is due to the trans

fer mechanism of 'balanced exchange' that those who do not 

own sufficient 'rice-fields' need not jeopardize their politi

cal state of independence in acquiring the staple grain or 

other desired goods which they can obtain in 'exchange' for 

their diverse products. Without 'exchange' transfer, they 

could channel their products into lending and giving but 

could not employ them as a means of obtaining the subsistence 

staple or other goods of their choice that they themselves eo 

not or cannot produce. Their continual dependence on the 

owners of abundant 'rice-fields' for the subsistence staple 

could make a path for submitting their labor to the field owners. 

There is another perspective from which we should con

sider the function of 'exchange' transfer in preventing the 

development of established social stratification. The two con

trasting principles discussed earlier in this chapter must be 

recalled: the principle underlying such activities as sharing, 

giving, and allowing loans and that underlying 'exchange' 

activities. The first is consistent with the norms of kinship 

obligation -- mutual assistance and cooperation while the 

second is essential to the independent character of 'house-

holds' namely, self-centered material management and com-

petition. The two principles contrasting witl:in the sector of 

transfer events correspond in the field of social relations to 

interhousehold dependence and household independence respec

tively. At one level of observation, the forner advances 

equalized uses of ooo<ls ar.O~0 all social seg~cn~s and stresses 
J J -

egalitarian social relationships. In contrast, the latter 
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operates to foster economically-based inequality and a ten

dency toward stratification. This observation is accurate 

within a certain limit, because at another level we see the 

case to be reversed. Sharing and giving, formal or informal, 

as well as extending credits, tend to increase the indebted

ness of beneficiaries. While such acts promote interhousehold 

dependence, they can create unilateral indebtedness of those 

households unable to reciprocate. It is within this process 

that I recognize the potential for the development of estab

lished stratification. Flows of goods through 'balanced ex

change' counteract such development by enabling individuals 

to engage in material transactions on equal footing outside 

the relations of social obligation and to behave in the inter

est of the economic independence of their own households. 

The point of emphasis is the reciprocal relation between 

interhousehold dependence and household independence, corres

ponding to that between giving/borrowing and 'exchange'. I 

demonstrated in detail how 'gift-transfers' and loan transfers 

in substantial part hinge on 'exchange' transfers, and vice 

versa. Interhousehold dependence and household independence 

stand in the same relation with each other. Each is necessary 

to the other. The continual interactions of contrasting social 

relationships and those of contrasting economic relationships 

run together in further interrelationships with other economic 

and social elements. The conjunction of social as well as 

economic events representing these contrasting principles is 

-one of the indispensable conditions for the Urna social system 
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to be so constituted. Observations below will further con

firm this point. 

'Balanced exchange' provides the means for all people 

in Uma to enter the arena of social competition. This is a 

third way in which 'exchange' transfer serves egalitarian 

principles. 'Exchange' events rnake it possible for 'household' 

managers to acquire and accumulate material means and to dis

pense of then strategically through the socially established 

channel of redistribution. Self-centered material management 

is necessary for most people in order to realize an accumula

tion which can supply large-scale dispensation. In this light, 

the ultimate interchangeability of goods across different 

transactional value spheres assumes special importance. Out

side of 'inheritance' transfer, we found 'balanced exchange' to 

be the chief transfer mechanism through which items in the max

imal value sphere change hands. By our examination, a substan

tial portion of goods in the other two spheres also change 

hands by 'balw.~ced exchange'. By managing items in the lower 

two spheres and converting them upward (Figs. 11 and 12), moti

vated and able individuals achieve material accumulation with

out being halted by the lack of inherited resources and with

out being totally trapped in an inflexible web of relations of 

indebtedness and obligation along the way. Aided by 'exchange' 

transfers once again, owners of substantial mea~s can proceed 

with their dispensation, enjoying the privilege of forming and 

modifying their affiliations with others throu<_?h the process of 

dispensation. In this capacity of providing ev0=yone an equal 
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opportunity, 'exchange' transfer promotes an egalitarian 

principle. However, as emphatically stated above, this capa

city by itself hardly reveals the critical function of 'ex

change' events in directing the dynamic material process in 

the society for the functioning of the social system. The 

importance of magnitude concerns not just 'exchange' events 

themselves but the function of their combination with other 

events. Extensive dispensation, possible owing to the accum

ulation achieved by self-centered acquisitive efforts, re

mains as part of social competition. However, this competi

tion does not lead to an atomization of the community. Dis

pensation promotes social cooperation. Combined with 'gift

transfers', 'exchange' transfers promotes the process of 

uniting competition and cooperation, providing individual 

'households' with the means to engage in both accumulation 

and dispensation. 

Social interdependence through 'gift-transfer' 

The third aspect of the functional import of 'exchange' 

events we must thus turn to at this time is the indispensable 

role they play in facilitating contrasting types of transfer 

events -- especially of 'gift-transfer'. The unique combina

tion of economic relations and social relations is at the core 

of 'gift-transfers'. The unmatched place 'gift-transfers' oc

cupy in both material and social processes in Uma have already 

led us to focus on several aspects of the transfers throughout 

this study. The functional consequences of 'gift-transfer' 
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are directly relevant to this study in general and, in par

ticular, to the present analysis for two reasons. First, 

the social consequences of 'gift-transfer' are inseparable 

from the function of 'exchange' transfer because the two kinds 

of transfer are mutually dependent in the realm of material 

process, which our analysis established in the first part of 

this chapter. Second, as just argued, an adequate compre

hension of the significance of 'exchange' events requires a 

consideration of the combined effects of 'exchange' events 

and such contrasting transfer events as 'gift-transfers'. 

'Gift-transfers' weave 'households' into unbroken 

networks of reciprocal obligations throughout the region. 

Mutual assistance and "selfless service" find their r:i.aterial 

expression in giving and sharing. The scope of dispensation 

through 'gift-transfers' is essentially attuned to the relative 

magnitudes of the givers' material holdings. Thus, as pointed 

out above, 'gift-transfers' work as the mechanism of redistri

bution from the better-supplied to the less-well-supplied. 

While they contribute to equalized utilization by all people in 

the face of material inequality inherent in the pattern of dis

tribution, 'gift-transfers' advance social relations of mutual

ity and shared responsibility. 

Social interdependence between individual 'households' 

and circles of relatives establishes the basis for the com

munity of people to be held together as rnenbers of a society 

and to form a viable political unit vis-a-vis other like units. 

'Gift-transfers' benefit the resion as a society in still 
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another way when they involve the members of other regions 

as recipients. Economic as well as political advantages 

accrue to the region in widening its outside social network. 

Secured interregional relationships constitute an additional 

dimension necessary to the basis supporting the continuing 

reproduction of the existing social system in Uma. 

'Gift-transfers' also play a unique part in directing 

the particular form and character of interdependent social re

lationships within the region to the fundamental nature of the 

current social organization. Giving and receiving gifts pro

vide the people with an unusual opportunity to rehearse their 

understanding of the structural premises of Urna kinship and to 

test and confirm the organizational capacity of the premises. 

As our previous analysis demonstrates, multihousehold poolings 

and dispensations are the material inactment of the partici

pants' interpretations and evaluations of (a) the principles 

underlying Uma kindred organization and {b) the concrete 

patterns of alignment relations understood in reference to the 

principles. A multihousehold pooling is the setting in which 

each contributor expresses, with his act of giving and with the 

relative magnitudes of goods given, his evaluation of, or an

ticipation for, advantages to be gained from being a socially 

active me~ber of the focal recipient's kindred and/or certain 

members of that recipient's kindred. For the focal recipient, 

it is the opportunity primarily to assess how his relatives 

perceive both their respec~ive positions in his kindred and 

their direct relationships with him. Secondarily, it is an 

opportunity for him to evaluate his many positions in a 
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multitude of kindreds of his relatives. In contrast, multi

household dispensation manifests a host's recognition or ap

preciation of their associations with individual members of 

their own kindreds. 

The continuing modification of affiliations among 

'households' is visible in the configurations of 'gift

transfers' and aids participants in reevaluating and readjust

ing their associations. This process fortifies the optative 

nature of kindred, prevents the development of distinct supra

household social groups of basic import, and facilitates the 

emergence of personal leadership according to the established 

criterion of the dayaw 'prestige' achieved by individuals. 

Among a number of gift-transfers, multihousehold dis

pensation on 'occasions for livestock slaughter' (qiganuwan) 

is the most pronounced event from the perspective of empirical 

social and material consequences as well as from that of the 

participants' management plans and strategies. This dispensa

tion also assumes greater significance for the interpretation 

of our primary concern with the function of 'exchange' trans

fers because of the necessary interdependence between the two 

events. The main forms of multi-household dispensation are 

public feasting and meat sharing -- both, supra-household 

consumption. 

Several of the exceptional characteristics of multi

household dispensation on a major scale must be reviewed in 
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the context of the present analysis. First, multihousehold 

dispensation increases by several powers the social effects 

of 'gift-transfer' enumerated above: (a) strengthening the 

region as a viable social unit by spinning out the networks 

of interdependent internal social relationships and by ex

tending social ties with other regions, (b} supporting the 

kindred organization fundamental to the social process in 

the society, and (c) allowing for the repeated emergence of 

personal leadership. Second, multi-household dispensation 

fortifies regional cohesiveness in a unique way. All people 

in the region rarely gather together except for participating 

in a region-wide dispensation. It is an unmatched occasion 

for them to mingle and interact in one setting and thereby 

assure their fundamental social ties -- in spite of the con

tinual disputes among them. If visited by an official dele

gation of a 'co-pact' region, a series of region-wide distri

butions usually takes place. While the holder of the pact 

with the region of the visiting party assumes the principal 

responsibility for financing the occasion along with his 

close relatives, all Uma people act together as the host and 

assist the pact-holder. Coming together as a single action 

group vis-~-vis other people serves to confirm their mutual 

interdependence. 

Third, multihousehold dispensation plays a special 

part in the perpetuation of the current social process (a) by 

renewing shared understanding among people concerning both 

principles and actual patterns of kin alignment and (b) by 
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advancing shared recognition of the dependence of an indivi

dual's jural rights on kinship relations. Several factors 

make the social function of such dispensation exceptional. 

The first factor to note is the public nature of the setting. 

Dispensation takes place literally under the gaze of all par

ticipants. The main aspects of a dispensation performance are 

not only closely studied and evaluated privately by everyone. 

They are also openly commented on and debated by many; this 

solidifies the shared basis for interpretations of the event. 

The second factor to note is the unique occasion multi

household dispensation provides, as I pointed out above, for· 

the members of a society at large to inspect and interpret the 

structural premises of ego-centered kin relations and the diverse 

organizational patterns derived from the premises. It is the 

only 'gift-transfer' and, indeed, the only cultural setting in 

which a giver himself delineates in a single event the entire 

network of kin relationships organized in relation to him as a 

focal person. He brings into public view his interpretation of 

and/or desire for the scope and shape of his affiliations with 

his relatives. His perforr.i.ance takes on unusual significance 

given the kinship organization in Uma. Not all 'relatives' 

(~ 1 ) of an individual beyond the second degree of genealogical 

distance are socially active. Socially relevant relatives of 

the same genealogical distance do not all carry equal weight in 

the focal individual's political and economic consideration. 

In hosting multihousehold distribution, an individual unfolds 

to the public his understanding and/or expectation of the way 

in which rights and duties, as well as privileges and 
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obligations, are distributed between his relatives and him

self: the rights of his relatives he is prepared to honor 

and support; and, reciprocally, the duties he expects or hopes 

for his relatives to assume in support of his rights. The 

gathered public interpret the host's performance in reference 

to their understanding of the norms of jural relations and of 

kinsmen's mutual responsibility in jural processes. 

By giving a tangible expression to specific gradations 

of emphasis on relationships between a distributor and his 

recipients, meat distribution has a more striking effect than 

public feasts. As shown in a previous analysis, direct cor

respondence is expected between relative shares of _meat and 

the relative significance assigned to distributor-recipient 

relationships. Observers scrutinize the amounts and quali

ties of shares allocated to different individuals. No event 

compares with meat distribution in the detailed evaluations 

openly made and the criticisms and protests voiced in public 

during the event as well as afterwards. The flow of meat 

shares is a visible chart of a given distributor's ego-centered 

social relationships as he sees a.nd/or desires them. 

Fourth, the occasion of multihousehold dispensation 
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serves to confirm the shared standards for assigning greater 

or lesser degrees of 'esteem' (dayaw) to individuals on the 

basis of their personal achievement, thus ratifying (a) the 

social significance of public values and (b) the fundamental 

importance of personal accomplishment in determining an in

dividual's social standing. In his performance in multihouse

hold dispensation, an individual validates his worth in the 

eyes of his fellow men according to the established criteria. 

Our earlier analysis of the attribution of social esteem must 

be recalled. A person's worthiness for dayaw 'respect, prestige, 

or esteem' is evaluated along four main dimensions: 'wealth', 

'power', 'knowledgeableness' about social obligations and jural 

duties, and 'bravery'. Everyone in the society is compelled to 

demonstrate with his performance that he is above the minimu~ 

point of acceptability along each of these four dimensions. To 

avoid scoring negative values along the critical dimensions is 

essential in order to be recognized as a 'fully social person' 

(tagu). Should a person fail, he would risk exclusion from 

normal social interactions and even from local jural relatio~-

ships. A person's social standing, including the minimally 

acceptable, requires validation with his performance in mul

tihousehold dispensation. Staging dispensation is not only a 

socially valued activity in itself and the principal means of 

demonstrating an individual's 'knowledgeableness'. It also 

serves as the primary nechanism for validating his social worth 

according to the recognized criteria because of the public 

character of the occasion curing which a single individual's 
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'Esteem' (dayaw) is attributed to a 'socially accepted 

person' (tagu) who outranks others along one or more of the 

four dimensions. To maintain or heighten 'esteem' requires 

him to bring up his ranking along the rest of the dimensions 

relative to the standing accorded him by virtue of the posi

tive value he scores along a particular d~mension or dimen

sions. His overall performance record then needs to be vali

dated and revalidated with his multihousehold dispensation~ 

The process through which a widely shared judgment is formed 

among the people in attributing appropriate 'esteem' to an 

individual leads to confirming (a) the public standards for 

defining socially valued activities and the social conse

quences of engaging in these activities and (b) the standards 

for emphasizing the singular importance of multihousehold 

dispensation among all socially valued activities. 

Performance on certain occasions associated with the 

end of an aged parent's life is especially critical in de

termining an individual's social standing. On such occasions 

as pusipus 'curing rites 1 and a series of mortuary rites such 

as qutu~ 'livestock slaughter on the day after death' and 

kadamal 'livestock slaughter at night following death' until 

the burial, a region-wide evaluation of the individual's rank

ing takes shape in reference to his past activities and future 

potentiality, independent of his parent's achievement. In 
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this crucial evaluation, the individual's performance of dis

pensation on these very occasions carries a critical weight. 

Whatever 'esteem' his parent(s) might have enjoyed is not in

heritable. Each individual's adult social standing is evalua

ted anew at the death of his parent(s) and is thereafter sub

ject to modification on the basis of his own activities. The 

practice repeatedly involved in everyone's life works as a 

factor confirming the standards for allocating 'esteem' to an 

individual for his own performance assessed by the convention

ally established criteria. 

Fifth, concurrent with the last of its functions 

pointed out above, multihousehold dispensation promotes the 

emergence of personal leadership based on individual achievement 

and prevents the development of inheritable office, a situation 

which would be incompatible with the current political and jural 

processes. For the formation of personal leadership, multi

household dispensation constitutes an exceptionally suitable 

setting in two ways. It is, in the first place, the setting in 

which individuals held in 'esteem' in general and those ac

knowledged as 'leaders' (pa~at) in particular enjoy an unmis

takable behavioral deference. The deference is expressed in a 

number of ways which include: the order of drinking 'sugarcane 

wine' in its initial rounds, the attentiveness of the audience 

listening to formal speeches as well as informal comments, 

configurations of gong-playing dancers, and amounts and quali

ties of meat shares presented. Such deference is appropriately 
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extended to newly emerging 'leaders' who then attract attention 

from broader circles of spectators. 

In the second place, a strategic multihousehold dispen

sation itself is the primary means of gaining 'power' (sokal), 

an essential ingredient for leadership extending beyond a 

circle of one's own close kinsmen. 'Meat', as we noted, binds 

a ~ecipient to a giver. The recipient is expected to be ob

liged minimally not to injure the giver and probably to render 

him positive support. In hosting a public feast and staging 

meat distribution, an individual gains an increment in power 

by placing others in the position of meat recipients. Build

ing up the ego-centered constellation of kinship obligations 

and privileges from which an individual can legitimately anti

cipate support is basic to leadership formo. ::ion because such 

support from kinsmen is not automatic when they are related by 

a genealogical distance greater than the second degree (see 

Figs. 6 and 7). 

An individual's 'power' is measurable by the nur:iber of 

'relatives' (qacri 1 ) ready to support him. The nu.rnber of 'close 

relatives', those of the first and second degrees of genealogi

cal distance, does not vary significantly between individuals. 

What matters most, according to our earlier analysis, is the 

number of 'near' and 'distant' relatives who are prepared to 

~ as kinsmen in the pr~sence of multiple and r..ost probably 

conflicting interests. To gain and maintain his power base 

and to secure and reinforce the personal loyalty of his fol-
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multihousehold dispensation as the pivotal instrument for up

holding and expanding a =entripetal support structure based 

on kinship. When a leader's capacity to continue placing 

followers in obligation through multihousehold dispensation 

ceases, he loses his leadership -- with the rare exception of 

those who are unusually gifted in their ability of arbitra~ion. 

New 'leaders' emerge and replace 'leaders' on the decline. 

Leadership cannot inhere to fixed social loci and become in

heritable. New leadership repeatedly emerge. Multiple kinship 

avenues available to different individuals are necessary for 

people to adjust their affiliations in accordance with 

changing political scenes. The situation is congruent with 

the process organizing social relationships on the kindred 

model. 

Sixth, rnultihousehold dispensation serves as a force 

in reallocating by 'exchange' transfer privately owned basic 

resources and other valued property and in ensuring the con

tinual dynamic operation of 'balanced exchange'. This function 

derives from the key role of dispensation performance in ad

vancing an individual's ranking in 'esteem' noted in the pre

ceding paragraphs, and in effect collaborates with the function 

of 'exchange' transfer in supporting egalitarian relations 

discussed earlier. In order to furnish adequate goods for 

dispens3.tion, everyone has to relinquish part of his property. 

The higher a person's standing, the greater his dispensation. 

The. greater the 'wealth' (binaknar.), the !"lore e:-:tensive the 

owner's expenditure -- minimally to protect his jural rights 
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in-his 'wealth' and more to enjoy the social position of a 

'rich man' (bakna9). 

Only in conjunction with institutionalized multihouse

hold dispensation and with the social emphasis placed on it, 

would downward conversions from higher transactional spheres to 

lower transactional spheres continue to take place. This, in 

turn, supplies an opportunity for upward conversions and sus

tains 'balanced exchange' as the means of acquiring valued 

property outside 'inheritance'. We inspected earlier in this 

study quantitative data specifically relevant to this process. 

Accepting the underlying cultural standards and public 

values as the given, the combined effects of multihousehold 

dispensation and 'exchange' transfer reduce the difference 

between the rich and the poor to the relative scale of supra

household consumption and/or to the relative magnitude of 

property held for future inherita..ice in the material field 

and to greater or lesser 'esteen' in the social field. If 

inheritable property is not to be exhausted in furnishing 

supra-household consumption, the rich must continue working 

hard at production and acquisition in order to keep up their 

esteemed position. This observation parallels the one made 

earlier on the com..~ined effects of 'gift-transfer' and 'ex

change' transfer on u.niti:1g competition and cooperation, both 

indispensable to the Uma social system. Goods required for 

dispensation are obtained by 'exchange' transfer. They are 

then transformed into unexchangeables, items of the zero value 

sphere (see Fig. 11), before being distributed. The categories 
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of material items involved in an inseparable series of trans

fers are culturally distinct. Multihousehold dispensation is 

thus locally maintained as a noneconomic transaction of items 

without exchange value. It creates relations of social in

debtedness but prevents the permanent social inequality rooted 

in economic inequality. In this situation, we have a glimpse 

of the limited nature of private ownership and of 'balanced 

exchange' in contrast to their counterparts in an established 

commodity economy. In one respect, 'exchange' transfer as well 

as private ownership presupposed for 'exchange' transfer are 

instruments connecting direct production and redistribution 

along the channel of kinship. 

Impeding unlimited production growth 

Alosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' is limited as com

pared to a fully developed market transaction. The restricted 

character of 'balanced exchange' is one of the ~ultiple factors 

which keeps production growth from exceeding a level conpatible 

with the existing social system. Our analysis earlier in this 

study demonstrated that the operating level of production is 

high but less than the maximwn which is apparently possible 

with the current combination of the environmental constraints 

and the technology in use as well as with the present practice 

of organizing labor in production. A number of factors 

operating within the material processes and relations in Urna 

prevent the realization of maximum production. One of the 

factors is the limited nature of 'balanced exchange' itself. 
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'Balanced exchange' differs in several ways from a 

business transaction based on established market principles. 

First of all, 'exchange' transfer does not allow unrestrained 

profit-making. Materially gainful transactions are possible 

only within limits as previously described. Participants are 

allowed to take advantage of the fluctuations of 'exchange 

prices' and to negotiate over actual 'prices' in specific trans

actions. They cannot, however, buy goods when their 'exchange 

prices' are low for the purpose of making profits by selling 

them later at higher 'prices'. The recognized way of gaining 

from 'price' fluctuations is to conserve one's own products 

for their best 'prices' and use them in 'exchange'. 'Exchange' 

transfer, therefore, does not serve as the instrument for mak

ing unlimited profits and for directing the profits into pro

duction growth for further profits. Inequality of material 

means among 'housenolds' is pronounced at any one time. It is 

possible, given the mechanism of market principles,that those 

with means would corner subsistence essentials in the society, 

compel others to sell their labor for subsistence, and direct 

the labor to a systematic develop~ent of agricultural invest

ment and production. 'Balanced exchange' is different from 

such a mechanism in kind despite some forraal rese~blances. 

The second difference derives from the internal organ

ization of 'balanced exchange' as well as from t~e assigned 

functions of com..-::oci ties within it. !1ul tip le systems of value 

measure serve to prevent the direct comparabili-:::: of the 'ex

change values' assigned to dif fcren t kinds of cc:-:-T.:odi ties and to. 
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sustain separate standards of evaluation associated with 

separate value spheres (see Figs. 10 and 11). Multiple stan~

ards of evaluation i~ply the absence of a single abstract value 

to be maximized through production -- as it is in the case of 

a developed monetary economy. The absence of a single mediun 

of exchange is a concomitant of the multiple transactional 

spheres. Although 'livestock', 'bundled rice', 'pounded rice', 

and 'cash' function as media of exchange, i.e., as means of 

circulating diverse goods, none of them operates like the 

"money" in a market economy which represents purchasing power 

over all commodities and which functions as the instrument for 

making profits through its participation in production. Mul

tiple transactional spheres in conjunction with separate stand

ards of evaluation are a fundamental feature of 'balanced ex

change' which itself constrains the fast growth of production. 

The fact that rice and livestock operate as the chief 

media of exchange, the consequences of which we examined from 

several perspectives throughout this study, once again calls 

for our attention in the context of the present analysis. The 

two commodities are consumption essentials, the items usually 

excluded from int=a-commu..~ity transfers of the balanced type 

when such transfers occur in non-market economies. I pointed 

out earlier that 'balanced exchange' helps to promote production 

in Urna in part on account of the pivotal role ~layed by these 

two essential commodities. As shown in the analysis of the 

people's theory of economic ~anagement, the two commodities 

are always "scarce" in the eyes of local managers because of 
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their exchange value to their owners. From the vantage point 

of the total material arrangements in the society, however, 

there is a limit to the utility of these goods in 'exchange'. 

Each co~~odity is directly substitutable with a defined range 

of other goods (see Fig. 12). The sum of all goods available 

in the society that are interchangeable with rice or livestock 

determines the outer limit of the utility each of the two com

modities draws from its function in 'exchange'. The arrange

ment of goods internal to 'balanced exchange' is in itself a 

factor restricting the value the two consumption essentials can 

realize in the society and, therefore, setting bounds to the 

need for their production. 

The focal place assigned to the two commodities in 

'balanced exchange' works to sustain the overall high level of 

their production a:-id to encourage their restrained consu.Inption 

in the face of their exceptional abundance in a confined social 

sector. This insures the well-being of all people in the 

society. On the other hand, the very arrangement supporting 

the considered production and consumption of the two commodi

ties also has the effect of hindering the development of their 

production beyond a certain point. This condition, originating 

in an internal order of 'balanced exchange', sharply distin

guishes the commodity nedia of exchange from "money." The lat

ter serves as the fountainhead of production growth not because 

it is the unitary mediu~ of exchange but because it is part of 

the structure of market econon:y and o: the fundar.:ental con

ditions compatible with market economy. The limited nature cf 
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rice and livestock in Uma_ economy is manifested in several 

ways and has been noticed in this study. Firstly and most ob

viously, their unlimited accumulation is not possible because 

of the physical limitations involved. Secondly, no interest 

may be collected from their loan. Thirdly, they are contin

ually taken out of circulation a~d directly transformed into 

unexchangeables in the form of meat and cooked rice. 

'Balanced exchange' differs from transactions based on 

market principles in still another basic way. The operation of 

the former is ultimately dependent not on investment and pro

duction operations but on institutionalized supra-household 

consumption. Our analysis has established that part-time 

specialization as well as the generally high level of production 

vitalizes the flow of goods through 'balanced exchange'. On 

the other hand, we also observed that 'exchange' transfer 

hinges on the institution of multihousehold dispensation in 

a fundamental way because the dispensation alone continues to 

cause downward conversions and consequently makes an opening for 

upward conversions. Interdependence between 'exchange' trans

fer and production events is important, but secondary as the 

final source of the dynamic capacity of 'balanced exchange' 

in converting the full range of comI!'Ddities. 

Closely related to this observation is the fourth 

main difference between 'balanced exchange' anc the trans

action controlled by market principles. It concerns the 

relation of 'balanced exchange' to social competition over 

privately m-med basic resources. The three transactional 
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value spheres are hierarchically arranged by the criterion 

of dayaw 'prestige value' as well as by the range of the 'cus

tomary equivalents' assigned to the "basic exchange units" 

conventionally established for different kinds of goods. 

'Livestock' belongs to the intermediate value sphere, separate 

from the minimum value sphere to which little or no 'prestige 

value' is attributed and which contains ordinary subsistence 

goods. 'Rice-fields' (payaw), the basic resource of paramount 

importance, belong to the maximum value sphere which ranks the 

highest in 'prestige value'. These arrangements indicate how 

prized productive assets are within the realm of 'balanced ex

change'. The greater the 'prestige value' of goods, the keener 

the social competition over them. 

'Rice-fields', however, do not form the vertex of the 

hierarchy of the commodities arranged along the 'prestige 

value' scale. As previously analyzed, the five categories of 

commodities contained in the maximum value sphere are further 

ranked in a distinct order. Greater 'prestige value' accrues 

to 'heirlooms' (qodon) and 'houses' {baloy), nonproductive 

assets, than to 'rice-fields'. 'Rice-fields' are not the 

supreme object to be competed over among material items. What 

is more, ultimate social competition· does not revolve around 

the plain accwnulation of goods -- even the most highly valued, 

but around their management for securing inheritable property 

and for sponsoring supra-household consumption. The latter, 

the public dispensation of unexchangeable foodstuffs, especially, 

plays the key role in the attribution of davaw 'esteem' to 
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persons. Significance pertains both to the hierarchic ar

rangement of goods in the field of 'exchange' transfer and to 

the nature of the social competition, the strategic point of 

which is located in the consumption sector rather than in the 

production sector. Both evidence the fact that 'balanced ex

change' is not geared to the singularly focused development of 

productive assets. 

The restricted development of production is congruent 

with direct production as the primary nature of the Urna agri

cultural system in spite of differential access to basic re

sources. Unchecked production growth advances the magnitude of 

economic inequality given the current system of distribution. 

Again accepting the current jural system as the given, this 

could lead to an increasingly expanded scale of redistribution 

from the centers of concentrated wealth whereas a proportionate 

increase in dispensation performance by others would be impos

sible. If their inability to reciprocate should develop a 

relation of irreversable unilateral indebtedness between dif

ferent social sectors, the relation would result in an es

tablished social inequality of the kind not known to Una society 

up to the present. 

Summarization 

In examining the economic functions of 1 exchange 1 

events, I investigated the ways in which 'exchange' events 

participate in the shaping of funda.~ental relat±.onships between 

the society's material process and the structur~ of existing 
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social relationships. Evident in the foregoing analysis is 

the adjustment the total organization of economic activities 

makes to the working of the Uma social system. 'Exchange' events 

conduce to this adjustment by directly or indirectly facilitat

ing the functioning of social relations primary to the society. 

The examinations above have shown four main contribu

tions of 'exchange' transfers as seen from this viewpoint. 

First, 'exchange' transfers serve to support 'households' as 

the basic social unit, fundamentally independent socially and 

economically. By maintaining substantive autonomy in dealing 

with their material needs, 'households' enjoy the privilege of 

forming a flexible network of social relationships with like 

units. Second, 'exchange' transfers conduce to egalitarian 

principles by (a) mediating a contradiction between private 

ownership of basic resources and egalitarian political relations, 

(b) preventing the development of established social stratifi

cation, and (c) enabling all people to enter the arena of social 

competition. Third, in its instrumental role of enabling 'gift-

transfers', 'exchange' transfers play a part in (a) sustaining 

a region as a viable social and political unit both through 

weaving 'households' into overlapping networks of reciprocal 

obligations throughout the region and widening social networks 

outside the region; (b) reaffirming the dominant place of kin

ship in jural and economic processes and shaping relationships 

of social interdependence directed toward the basic premises 

of Uma kinshio: and (c) facilitatina the formation of personal - ~ ., 

leadership based on individuals' achievement in accordance with 

recognized criteria. 
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A probing analysis was made of multihousehold dis

pensation, among other forms of 'gift-transfer'. Such dispen

sation and 'balanced exchange' are indispensable to each other. 

One event is the necessary condition for the other event. Thus, 

the. consequences of the dispensation as an econorr~c event are 

indirectly those of 'exchange' transfer. Our analysis focused 

on six main capacities of multihousehold dispensation {as a 

form of transfer event) which lend support to the functioning 

of primary social relations in Uma society. First of all, 

rnultihousehold dispensation advances, with an unmatched fcrce, 

the general social effects of 'gift-transfer' on account of the 

extensive participation by members of the society, the public 

character of the event, and the social significance assigned 

to it. Secondly, in providing a rare occasion for many people, 

frequently all people in the region, to gather together and 

cooperate with each othE:i. as the members of an action group, 

rnultihousehold dispensation uniquely strengthens the cohesive

ness of the region's population. Such dispensation is also an 

exceptional situation in that the gathered people witness 

together a sponsoring individual's performance, exchange their 

interpretations and assessments of the performance as well as 

its cultural premises and social consequences, and reinforce 

the shared bases for eval~ating social behavior, jural and 

political relationships, and hierarchies of preferences. In 

furnishing this special setting, multihousehold dispensation 

plays a significant part in (a) sustaining the current social 

process by advancing shared recognition of the dependence 
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of an individual's jural rights on kinship relations, and by 

renewing shared understanding concerning both the premises of 

Oma kindred organization and the diverse patterns of alignments 

based on the premises; (b) confirming the public standards for 

defining socially valued activities and for allocating 'esteem' 

to an individual by established criteria; and (c) impeding the 

development of inheritable office by facilitating the repeated 

emergence of personal leadership based on individual achieve

ment. In addition, multihousehold dispensation works to re

duce the substantive difference between the wealthy and the 

poor, other than the differences of greater or lesser 'esteem' 

attributed to them, to that of the relative magnitude of supra

household consumption and/or to that of the property to be 

transferred by 'inheritance'. Emphasis on redistribution 

along the channel of kinship as well as on ensuring the ~a

terial basis for the sustenance of future kinsmen furthers a 

social relation of mutuality and shared responsibility. 

Fourth, 'balanced exchange' operates as one of the 

multiple factors which set bounds to production growth beyond 

the level compatible with the existing social system. As 

evidenced by an earlier analysis, 'exchange' transfers do 

conduce to the generally high level of production and effect 

agricultural investment (in the form of improving productive 

land} to the extent of su9plying the livelihood of the society's 

population comfortably above the minimum requisite. But, 

'balanced exchange' differs in kind from a profit-making trar.s

action in u fully c~veloped market economy. It is not the 
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instrument for bearing an endless chain of profit-making and 

production development. This is due to its internal order, 

its ultimate dependence on shared social consumption, and its 

relation to the pivotal focus of social competition. The cir

cumscribed growth of production reflects direct production as 

the primary characteristic of the Uma economic system and hin

ders a fundamental change in the material conditions support

ing it. 

Alosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' takes place in in

teraction with other economic events. Mutually promoting and 

constraining with those other events, 'exchange' transfer plays 

a part in directing the organization of economic activities to 

the functioning of the Uma social system. 'Balanced exchange' 

resembles enterprising transactions governed by market prin

ciples. It is contractual in arrangement, employs media of 

exchange for the efficient circulation of commodities, assigns 

'exchange values' to a vast range of goods, encourages self

centered competitive material acquisition, and facilitates 

differential access to basic resources and the staple grain. 

When considered in isolation from other economic events, 

'balanced exchange' appears incompatible with a social system 

ordered by kinship and founded on basic social equality. This 

apparent incompatibility arises from a superficial inspection 

of 'exchange' events separated away from their integral re

lations with other economic events. The foregoing analysis 

has made clear that 'balanced exchange' contributes to the 

processes of maintaining funda~entally egalitarian principles 
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and supporting a relation of social interdependence and co

operation in accord with kinship norms. 

I have considered it methodologically important in 

this analysis to investigate a class of events not for itself 

but in its relations with other classes of events, some of 

which are complimentary and others contrasting. Moreover, it 

is critical to go beyond an analysis of the interrelations 

between different events and to examine their combined effects. 

It is only in combination with the operation of distribution 

which defines private rights to resources and products that 

'exchange' transfers have the effects of enhancing the econo

mic independence of 'households' and insuring the economic 

significance of labor as a factor of production. It is also 

the combination of the two that enables the weight of labor 

to work as a force in counteracting the mat~rial inequality 

based on inherited resources and in preventing differential 

access to basic resources from developing into established 

political inequality. On the other hand, the same force pro

motes material inequality, this time, based on the labor 

available to different 'households'. 

The perpetual state of material inequality without 

being anchored to fixed social loci is the combined effect of 

distribution and 'balanced exchange', and constitutes an in

dispensable condition for the dynamic material process in the 

society. Individual 'households' continually seek different 

kinds of goods required in meeting different classes of needs. 

This feeds back into the operation of 'exchange' transfer the 
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vigor with which diverse goods are converted. At the same 

time, the accumulation of material means supports institu

tionalized shared consumption on an extensive scale -- the 

consumption event which we analyzed in detail and which we 

concluded plays a vital part in the functioning of the Uma 

social system. That consumption event in turn requires con

tinuing accumulation and dispensation by 'households'. 

Bearing on this process are the combined effects of 

'exchange' transfer and 'gift-transfer'. I have underscored 

the significance of the collaborating operations of the two 

events because of the singular place of 'gift-transfer' in 

the material process for its social significance. Working 

together, 'exchange' events and 'gift-transfer' maintain an 

interacting balance between contrasting phenomena: self

centered economic activities and mutual assistance, accumu

lation and dispensation, competition and cooperation, and 

household independence and interhousehold dependence. When 

'gift-transfer' takes the form of multihousehold dispensation, 

the concurrence with 'exchange' transfer uniquely regulates 

the contradiction between economic inequality and bilateral 

social interdependence. The local distinction between the 

goods which enter into 'exchange' transfer and those which 

do not serves to make the shared consumption of .the latter 

insulated from economic transactions. This helps to protect 

the fundamental independence of 'households' despite the 

vastly different scales of supra-household consumption dif

ferent 'households' sponsor. Such an intricate regulatory 
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mechanism crucial to the connections between material rela

tions and social relations is revealed only when we consider 

how different transfer events interact with each other and 

what combined effects they bring forth on material and social 

arrangements. It is through this _approach that our analysis 

has unfolded the economic functions of 'exchange' events in 

the adjustment the society's material process makes to the 

functioning of social relationships fundamental to the Urna 

social system. 

Concluding remarks 

The analysis in the first part of this chapter ac

counts for the specific ways in which 'exchange' events are 

interrelated with other economic events. The determination, 

with reference to the concrete empirical data, of the place 

of qalosb.l 'balanced exchange' within the network of inter

dependent and/or covariant relationships with other economic 

events contributes to this study by showing the "functions" 

of 'exchange' events at one level of analysis. 

The critical issue, however, concerns the effects of 

'exchange' events on the primary functions of the society's 

material process. A society's material process accommodates 

to both ecological and social constraints. The process is 

never static. It goes through both dynamic and stable phases, 

but maintains viable relationships with external constraints 

until such a time as a fundamental structural change takes 
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place. It is an empirical question whether or not any parti

cular economic phenomenon such as qalosb.l in Uma is positively 

or negatively relevant to the primary functions of the mate

rial process in a given society. An investigation directed 

to this question is crucial for our evaluation of the signi

ficance of that phenomenon. 

Drawing on the pertinent data presented in earlier 

chapters as well as in appendices, we have examined the ways 

in which 'exchange' transfer participates in the interplay 

between Uma material process with its ecological and social 

-constraints. The viable material process in Uma is organized 

as it adjusts to the structural arrangements primary to the 

social system (e.g., the region as a corporation with the 

rights of dominion over its territory, the supremacy of 'house

holds', bilaterally ordered kinship relations dominating jural 

processes, and personal leadership based on individual achieve

ment) as well as to the ecological factors basic to the soci

ety's economy (i.e., salient features of the physical environ

ment, subsistence technology, present-day demography, and the 

region's relationships with other regions). Our analysis a

bove has pointed out several critical ways in which 'exchange' 

events serve as a force in insuring this adjustment. 

In concluding this investigation of the functions of 

'exchange' events, two observations will help to place this 

inquiry in the proper perspective. The first concerns the 
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relations of a society's economic performance to external 

constraints, and the second involves the integration of ele

ments of a culture and of a society into a harmonious whole. 

If the normal social process reproducing the economic 

conditions of social existence implies a basic adjustment to 

external factors, then is the society's economic performance 

deducible from those factors? The answer is affirmative ac

cording to the view which takes ecological pressures as de

termining the form of production relations and processes and 

as shaping other social arrangements to support that form of 

production. 

The negative answer I offer to the question is impli

cit in my discussions presented in Chapter III and evident in 

the nature of the inquiry which led to the foregoing analysis. 

The production possibilities, resulting from the combination 

of environmental potentialities and technological possibilities 

as realized among Uma farmers, limit the feasible forms pro

duction operations can take and the forms social relations of 

production can assume. The additional ecological factors ac

cepted as givens in this study, i.e., the present-day demo

graphy of the region and the existing interregional relation

ships, narrow the range o= possible forms, eliminating the im

possible ones. But, all the factors combined do not specify a 

uniquely predictable form. The observed production processes in 

Uma, revolving around the cultivation of rice in 'inundated rice 
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fields', constitute one of the possible forms. Accepting the 

choice of rice cultivation made by Oma farmers as another given 

for the present consideration, we recognize certain require

ments production relations must meet. They must provide for: 

(1) regulations of rights to use resources, discriminated by 

their character (e.g., lasting 'rice-fields' as a man-made re

source, and land to be used as swidden-sites or for arboricul

ture); (2) residence patterns which provide both primary sta

bility and a degree of flexibility; (3) circulation of prod

ucts whereby they reach all social sectors to supply suste

nance; and (4) organizational capacity for (a) collective 

region-wide cooperation when needed and (b) a high degree of 

continuing cooperation within each small production unit for 

an individuated labor process of rice cultivation. 

Many different structural arrangements of social rela

tions can accommodate the required production relations. So

cial arrangements other than that which the Oma social system 

represents are just as workable. Such institutions as here

ditary offices for administering economic performance, kin

ship corporations exerting effective control over basic re

sources, or the organization of extended families capable of 

elaborate division of labor can satisfy ~~e Lequirements. The 

particular form of production relations in Uma is a function 

of a particular social system. A social system and an econo

u~c system seem to maintain a degree of autonomy in such soci

eties as Uma despite the fact that certain social relations 

directly enter into the material process and serve economic 
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functions. Any one·of multiple forms of a social system is 

feasible so long as it is capable of affording the social re

lations required by ecological constraints. On the other hand, 

a particular social system which satisfies the requirement sets 

forth specific constraints on the society's economic performance. 

Given a particular social system and the specific con

straints it imposes on the material process, does the combina

tion of social and ecological constraints determine the partic

ular form and content of a society's economic performance? It 

does not -- in societies such as Urna where there is no social 

institution coercing people to take certain economic actions 

rather than others. In an earlier chapter I showed that there 

are alternative courses of action open to Uma farmers in many 

areas of production operations. Economic policies take shape 

within each 'household'. The totality of economic performance 

observed in the society, from the kinds and amounts of goods 

produced to the combination of available factors of production, 

is the aggregate outcome of each individual's economic activi

ties which are based on his choices made among perceived alter

natives. Therefore, all the variables affecting individual 

choices are among the variables determining the particular con

tent of the economic performance in the society. This obser

vation raises a question concerning the variables entering 

into an individual's decision, which I shall examine in the 

ensuing section. The point to be noted here is that the so

ciety's economic performance is, in part, subject to the ac

tors' economic decisions and cannot be completely deduced from 
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the ecological and/or social factors which constrain the per

formance. 

A second issue we observe is that concerning the re

lationships between the diverse elements of a social system. 

If we were to presume that all customary behaviors and their 

underlying principles form a completely integrated totality, 

then the analysis presented in this section would be meaning

less. According to such an assumption, the fact that 'ex

change' transfer takes place in the society would mean that 

such transfer is totally integrated with all other customary 

behaviors. The diverse elements of the Uma social system do 

not all fit together harmoniously. There are many contrast

ing and even contradictory elements which are not fully inte

grated. In the course of the preceding analysis, we saw sev

eral examples. We investigated at length tpe combined effects 

of the contrasting events, 'exchange' transfer and 'gift

transfer', on economic and social relationships. We observed 

a contradiction between the pattern of distribution causing 

unequal allocation of resources and the absence of established 

social inequality, and examined how this contradiction is me

diated by the operations of the two contrasting transfers run

ning together. We also noted an internal contradiction be

tween household social independence and social interdependence 

between households, and another between accumulation of 'pres

tige' and egalitarian political structure. On the one hand, 

the interdependence between 'exchange' events and certain pro-
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duction events promotes production growth, and, on the other, 

the ultimate dependence of 'exchange' events on shared con

sumption prevents unlimited development of production. We 

find a number of other contradictory phenomena and principles 

as we look carefully into varied economic and social processes. 

As demonstrated in the case of the coordinated opera

tions of 'exchange' transfer and 'gift-transfer'r which main

tain a moving balance between several contrasting phenomena 

singularly mediating the contradiction between economic in

equality and bilateral social interdependence, there are some 

mechanisms in the social system which help to maintain a bal

ance between contradictory elements or to regulate the con

tradictions between the effects of certain elements. The 

present study does not exhaustively analyze all of the con

tradictions and their consequences. But, what our analysis 

has revealed indicates that regulatory mechanisms are complex 

and operate at different levels of social relationships and 

they effect sometimes, precariously -- an overall adjust-

ment between contradictory elements within the economic proc

ess and between the economic process and other social proc

esses. We cannot analyze one element of an economic system, 

such as 'balanced exchange' in Uma, in evaluating its impli

cations for ecological relations or its social concomitants, 

without first discovering its specific relatior.s to other 

relevant elements and inves-t.igating the combined effects of 

the related elements. Adjustment between diverse events and 

their underlying principles need not involve t~eir harmonious 
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integration. Instead of implying social stasis such adjust

ment is often part of a dynamic process that can lead to 

important social change. 

Economic Relations: Performance and Local Conceptualization 

The last major question I examine in this study is 

that of the connections between the cognitive model of 'bal

anced exchange' and economic relations and processes in Uma. 

A consideration of the relation of the 'exchange' model to 

the material process of the society was set forth as one of 

the primary objects of this study for elucidating the signi

ficance of 'balanced exchange' in the society. The necessary 

elements to answer the question have already been presented, 

and we only need to bring them together and make them explicit. 

The model of 'exchange' is one of the variables deter

mining the particular content of the society's economic per

formance. I demonstrated the critical place 'exchange' events 

occupy in the network of interdependent relationships among 

economic events. The specific patterns of 'exchange' events 

inevitably affect the total configuration of economic activi

ties. It thus follows that the variables of the pattern of 

'exchange' events all have their respective places in shaping 

the totality of economic performance in the society. 

The analysis in the first section of this chapter lo

cated within the field of economic activity several main vari-
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ables which influence the 'exchange' events. They include: 

(1) the pattern of distribution, (2) the levels and patterns 

of specialization, (3) the per capita level of ·production, 

(4) the levels of utilization needs for different classes of 

goods, and (5) the available ·mechanisms of transfer. On the 

basis of the empirical data specifying the contents of these 

and other variables discussed, we can roughly approximate a 

distribution of 'exchange' events if, and only if, we have 

knowledge of the following: {a) the internal organization of 

each 'exchange' event, {b) the cultural standards distinguish

ing 'exchange' transfer from other forms of transfer, and (c) 

the elements of the ideational design for resource management 

which deter~ine the basis from which individual actors apply 

their goods to 'exchange' transfer. In addition, as shown in 

our analysis in the last chapter, there is also a factor of 

the individual actors' own evaluation of their needs and the 

available goods to satisfy them. 

The variables within the material field, of course, 

significantly affect the specific patterns in which 'exchange' 

events take place. However, a change can independently occur 

in any one of the variables which belong to the ideational 

plane and include the model of 'exchange'. Such a change will 

affect the distribution of 'exchange' events. For example, 

the conceptual distinction between nabak 'meat cf an instantly 

discovered dead animal' and qisda 'meat of a slaughtered animal' 

is not only critical to the interr.al order of an 'exchange' 

event, but also has far-reaching consequences for a wide range 
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of principles underlying economic and social relations as 

well as for such aspects of the physical environment as the 

culturally controlled structure of livestock population in 

-uma. The first kind of meat is exchangeable while the latter 

is unexchangeable. Neither the distinction nor its ~onsequences 

is directly deducible from the patterns of events in the mate

rial field. Moreover, such a conceptual distinction may be 

modified without depending on any change in the ma~erial world. 

Because the 'exchange' model is one of the variables determin

ing both individual 'exchange' events and the pattern they 

take, an examination of its content and its place in a broader 

ideational design is vital for a proper understanding of 'ex

change' events as part of economic performance. 

The model of 'exchange' is our formulation of what a 

local actor needs to know in order to participate in 'exchange' 

events in culturally significant settings. The model does not 

show all the relevant quantitative aspects of the society's 

material process precisely because the assessment of the to

tality of material arra:1gements in the society is not part of 

the considerations individual participants give to their acts 

of 'exchange'. It is, therefore,essential for the purpose of 

comprehending the economic significance of 'exchange' transfer 

that we investigate the material sources and effects of 'ex

change' events, in addition to the analysis of the model. 

The records of 'exchange' events we examined earlier 

in this chapter become comprehensible as the outcome of pur

posive human behavior in reference to an 'exchange' model, 
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the participants' knowledge used for 'exchange' activities. 

The shared conceptual standards for deciding the 'exchange 

values' of goods show an order underlying the perplexingly 

diverse ways in which different amounts and kinds of goods 

are matched in 'balanced exchange' during individual trans

actions. The concepts of basic value measure, basic exchange 

units, and substitutability of goods within and between com

modity groupings throw further light on the specific ways in 

which goods circulate in the society. By noting the shared 

local knowledge of the relative liquidity of goods, we can 

comprehend the frequencies at which different commodities are 

transferred by 'exchange'. The idea of desirable and undesir

able exchange explains the records of the 'rice-field' owners 

who relinquish productive assets in 'exchange' for nonutili

tarian goods. It also helps us understand why a remarkably 

wide range of goods change hands by 'balanced exchange'. We 

can similarly see why the flows of rice and livestock increase 

in their scarcity by attending to local standards for deter

mining the actual 'exchange price' of the commodities and for 

allowing gainful transactions. To the extent that the 'ex

change' model enables us to understand recorded 'exchange' 

events, the empirical investigation of the events reveals the 

extent to which people organize their 'exchange' activities 

according to their model. This connection between the 'ex

change' model and the phenomena in the material world indi

cates the importance of studying the model as a variable of 

the economic events which modify material arrang~ments in 

the society. 
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The consideration of an 'exchange' model as a power

ful constraint on 'exchange' behavior leads me to the view 

that a society's "economy" is, in part, cultural, something 

more than material phenomena alone. The economic process of 

a society includes the functionings of conceptual variables 

an aspect of which manifests itself in economic performance. 

The segment of cultural competence used directly for produc

tion, transfer, and utilization activities is just as much 

part of the economy as are the modifications of material 

arrangements these activities produce. 

From this perspective, the 'exchange' model analyzed 

in this report is part of Uma economy. It affects the society's 

material process and enters into the adjustments that process 

makes to ecological and social constraints. 
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Notes to Chapter Six 

1. To express and compare in this chapter the 

magnitudes of different kinds of goods, I use the unitary 

value scale adopted for this study, which is described in 

Appendix I. I specify wherever I use different local systems 

of value measure or other criteria. 

2. The total yields that accrued to Ba~titan 

households from each harvest season comprise: (a) the 

yields of the fields owned and cultivated by Ba~titan 

households, (b) 'shares' (buwa) in the yields of the fields 

owned by Ba~titan households but cultivated by non-owners, 

and (c) 'shares' (buwa) in the yields of others' fields 

cultivated by Bartitan households. "Ba:utitan rice" 

refers to the sum of these three. Detailed discussions 

pertaining to th-2 subject accom;,any Table 30. The concept 

of buwa is detailed in Chapter III. 

3. The settlement holding of livestock at th~t 

time was generally judged as "normal". 

4. A~a~ refers to a large earthenware jar in 

which sugarcane wine is fermented. It holds 40-41 liters. 

~ is the minimum exchange unit of 'local sugarcane 

wine'. 

5. The data recorded in Ba!Jtitan do not 

represent the region's level of lumber production. In this 

.respect, Ba~titan is the least active of all the settlements 

in Uma. I was unable to collect pertinent numerical data 
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settlements. 

6. The number of 'exchange' events was 

recorded but has not been counted for this study. One of 

the most serious technical inadequacies in my field 

investigation concerns the ways in which I recorded numerical 

data. Only local speech was used throughout. This prevented 

the distortion of the relevant concepts held by the local 

people and enabled my local friends to examine the accuracy 

of the recorded data. But, the subsequent data processing 

proved to be unmanageable. A substantial quantity of the 

relevant data, such as the exact number of 'exchange' 

events, is not yet tabulated for this s~udy as extracting 

a simple set of facts from the field records takes an 

inordinate amount of time. 

7. I observed no instance in which rice or 

livestock was rejected as a second item in 'balanced 

exchange'. In contrast pinak 'cash' is unacceptable in 

many cases, especially when the value in question is greater 

than fll.00. 

8. A statement of clarification is necessary re

garding the rice production-consumption ratio obtained for 

Sinya3's 'household' {Tables 30 and 32) as well as the con

position of her 'househo:d' (Tables 7 and 8). During the 

period covered by the ta'.:)ulated data, Sinya!) ~-.'::ts t..'1e sole 

member of her 'household'. She and her husbar.:1 ~.;ere separated 

but still jurally married. Due to this . ~ .. si ,._ua t.1on, she ,•:as 

then managing beth her own '!:ice-fields' anci t:1ose mmed 
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jointly by her and her husband. They later got divorced and 

the jointly owned property was divided between ~~e two •. The 

rice production-consumption ratio in her 'household' which 

was 252% in the year of 1966-1967 {Table 32) dropped to about 

160% after the 'division of jointly owned property' {buwa). 

The ratio before the separation had been about 120%. Her 

'household' ranked the highest in the settlement by the pro

duction-consumption ratio for a s:!.1ort period of time which 

coincided with the period of the processed data included in 

this study. 

9. Kannolo~ refers to one of the three general 

classes of bead-ornaments, distinguished by their length and 

the obligatory arrangements of certain kinds of individual 

beads within a given ornanent. Kannolog is of the length and 

the shape to be worn either as a necklace by a woman or as a 

head ornament by a man. Wi~~in this class, there are a number 

of distinct kinds classified pri~arily by the stipulated ar

rangements of individual beads. The value of kannolo~ greatly 

varies between particular ornaments. There were ten ornaments 

of this class in Ba~titan in 1967. The most expensive one of 

them was valued 'three water buffalo' (tulun nuwan) whereas --- ----1c 

the least expensive one was valued as 'one young pig' 

(qosan aamavanb}. 

10. Concerning the sources of the rice acquired 

and the destinations of the rice dispensed in relation to 

Ba~titan settlem0nt, every one of the 1210 rice transactions 

by the settle~e~t residents during the one-year period has 

been sorted and cross-checked for this study from the related 
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but separate sets of field records. Table 34 gives the total 

counts for the settlement. The inflows and outflows of rice 

in relation to Ba9titan settlement as the unit indicates that 

the import of rice into the region is greater than the ex

port of rice out of the region since Ba9titan and other 

settlements in 'Upper Uma' p~oduce comparatively more rice 

per capita than those in 'Lower Uma'. The point needs em

phasis because it is possible to interpret ~~e operation of 

qalosb.l 'direct balanced exchange' as the effect of the 

region's custom of eAt>Orting rice to outside sources. Sahlins, 

for instance, holds such an interpretation of the intra

community trade reported for the Lamet, the Iban, and the 

Land Dayak {1965:179-182). 

With respect to the export of rice from Ba3titan to are

as outside of Urna and the import into the settlement from 

outside of the region, I estimated the relevant quantities by 

checking the household-based data alone. Of the 2001.35 kg of 

the Ba9titan rice dispensed to non-Ba~titan sources, 1172.72 

kg were transacted in the form of 'bundled rice' {pagoy), and 

828.60 kg in the form of 'home-pounded rice' (binayau). 

Approximately 1000 kg of the 'bundled rice' and about 300 kg 

of the 'home-pounded rice' were transferred to households in 

other Ur:1a settlenents. In comparison, of the 2938.80 kg of 

the rice acquired from non-Ba~titan sources, 544.50 kg were 

'bundled rice' {2aaov) and 2394. 30 kg ,·:ere 'hor,t 1,.=;-pouncled rice' 
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(binayu) or "milled rice.'· About 150 kg of the 'bundled 

rice' were from the neighboring regions, and approximately 

2000 kg of the 'home-pounded rice' or 0 milled rice" derived 

from the outside of Uma region -- mostly from Nobwagan. On 

the basis of these estimates, the settlement total of rice 

exported outside Uma region was about 700 kg, and that of 

rice imported from the outside of the region roughly 2150 kg. 

11. I settled in Ba9titan at the beginning of 

1965. I was still unfamiliar with many aspects of the local 

life. I regret that I missed the opportunity of collecting the 

comparable data for that year. Hy observation of the export 

of livestock in that year agrees with the detailed accounts 

given by Uma adults of their use of livestock for acquiring 

rice from other regions in the region-wide scarcity of rice. 

12. The longest period for which a given person 

holds title to items of "estate" is about 20 years, i.e-: frorn 

the time a person inherits the estate at the foundation of 

his 'household' till the time when he transfers it by inheri

tance to his child at the establishment of the child's own 

'household'. Transfers by means other than 'inheritance' 

(naksun) result in a shorter span of time for a given person 

to be holding title to a particular 2state. On the basis of 

this consideration, we may take 20 years as the period for 

which at least some of the inherited estate in our nai,titan 

records have been in the hand of their current owners. The 

proportion of the Ba~titan estate transferred to current 

owners by 'balanced e:~c:1ange' is necessarily le::::s than that 
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of the estate which has actually changed hands by ti.~is form 

within t..~e period of 20 years. 

13. When a 'gift transfer' is a requisite to the ex

pected unfolding of certain culturally distinct events, I 

refer to the transfer as "prescribed gift-transfer." 

14. In the sense used by Marx, production in Uma is all 

"production for use" since it is to meet the limited needs of 

the people and not for the creation of abstract wealth. I 

use the term, "production for exchange," not in the sense 

for which it is used to contrast with "production for use," 

characterizing a society's economy as a whole. On the basis 

of our observation, part of Uma producers' activities is 
~. __...._... 

specifically directed to the acquisition of their desired goods 

by 'balanced exchange' through which they deploy their pro

ducts. The operation of 'exchange' tra.'t'lsfer is ta'<en into 

account by the producers when making their production policies. 

This affects the total organization of production activities 

in the society. It is in this sense that I speak of "pro

duction for exchange" in Uma. 




